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A computer program is described in detail for laminar,


transitional and/or turbulent boundary-layer flows of non­

reacting (perfect gas) and reacting gas mixtures in chemical


equilibrium. An implicit finite-difference scheme is developed


for both two-dimensional and axisymmetric flows over bodies


and in rocket nozzles and hypervelocity wind tunnel nozzles.
 

This report provides those interested in the computer


program with a description of the program, description of


the program subroutines, and variables, and description of


input and output data. Also included in the report is


the output from a sample calculation of fully developed
 

turbulent, perfect gas flow over a flat plate. Input data


coding forms and a Fortran source listing-of the program


are included. Further, the report includes a description


of the method for obtaining thermodynamic and transport pro­

perty data which are required to perform boundary-layer cal­
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The purpose of this report is to provide the user of


Computer Program LTBLCEQL with the necessary information


to utilize the program as a research tool in boundary layer


flow problems, The section "Description of Program LTBLCEQL"


is basic to any use of the program as the various capabilities

of the program are described in that section. Further, the


sections "Description of Input Data" and "Description of Out­

put" provide the user with necessary information.


For applications in which only the perfect gas model


is required, the three sections mentioned above should p-ro­

vide the information that the user would require if no modi­

fications need to be made to the program for the particular

application. In order to utilize the capabilities provided


by the equilibrium gas model, the appendices provide an


explanation of the data required on the gas property and


expansion tapes as well as a description of a method of


obtaining the required data for the tapes.


The user who is interested in making modifications to


the program should find the sections "Description of Vari­

ables in Common" and "Description of Subroutines and Vari­

ables not in Common" particularly beneficial.


For all users and prospective users, a Fortran source


listing of the program is included.


The program was developed under contract NAS 1-9337


with NASA Langley Research Center. The name of the program

is an acronym derived from "Laminar and/or Turbulent Boundary


Layers in Chemical Equilibrium".


In this report many details in the derivation of equa­

tions have been omitted. For the details of the theory and


derivations, the user is referred to the contractor report









Program LTBLCEQL has been developed to provide solutions


to a large number of boundary-layer flows. The program can


predict laminar and/or turbulent boundary-layer flows and in


addition transition models are included and described herein.


The geometries included in the program are those for either


2-D or axisymmetric blunt bodies, axisymmetric nozzles, and


wedges or flat plates. Modifications may be easily made for


other geometries. For example, sharp cones could be included


with the principal changes being the addition of two geometry


subroutines comparable to subroutines BLUNT1 and BLUNT2. The


geometry is specified by the variables NOSE (values of 1 for


a blunt body, 2 for a wedge or a flat plate, and 3 for a











The program uses the basic compressible boundary-layer


equations which are valid for turbulent flow of either a


perfect gas or a gas in chemical equilibrium. The energy


equation is written in terms of the stagnation enthalpy and


the Reynold's shear and conductivity terms are given by an


eddy viscosity -a and the turbulent Prandtl Number Prt. The






















j = 0 for 2-D flow







With the definition f = u/us and f = ff' dn, the 







2 (pv + p'v')rw 
V - [f'Ix + 
Pe 11eUerw 42 















011 + A Of + A2 ¢ + A3 + A 47 = 0


where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to








For the momentum equation, (P= F, and the coefficients


are given by the following equations:


A C + (T) V



















For the energy equation, 'I= g = H/He, and the coef­

ficients are given by the following equations:


A ca + (To)n v 
C+


































With the equations written in the "standard" form,


solutions are obtained from subroutine SOLVE which uses


a three-point, finite-difference method. The solution


procedure may be fully implicit, fully explicit, or inter­

mediate (such as Crank-Nicolson). The most satisfactory


results have been obtained with the fully implicit pro­









For turbulent (and transition) flows, the Reynolds


shear term is given by an eddy viscosity. Two different


equations are used for the eddy viscosity. One equation


(referred to as the inner law) is used in the region of


the boundary layer near the wall, the other equation (the


outer law) is used in the outer region of the boundary


layer. The values given by the inner law increase from


zero at the wall and, when they exceed the values given


by the outer law, they are replaced by the values from


the outer law. The outer law, which follows Clauser's


work using Klebanoff's intermittency factor, gives values


which tend to zero at the outer edge of the boundary layer.

The program provides the user with two choices for the


inner eddy viscosity law. One follows the work of Van


Driest, the other is the eddy viscosity law derived by


Reichardt. In general, the results obtained from the


program using both laws have been equivalent, although


the calculations using the Reichardt law required less











The user interested in utilizing either of the


transition models is advised that even though quite

satisfactory results have been obtained for transition


problems, caution must be exercised.


Satisfactory agreement has been obtained with


experimental results for several cases involving transi­

tion, but only by selecting appropriate values of the
 

transition parameters CHICRT and XBAR. Calculations


involving transition are most satisfactory when done ex


post facto, that is, when the parameters can be appropriately

adjusted to obtain agreement with the experimental results.


The first transition model changes the flow instan­

taneously from laminar to turbulent at the specified value


of x, and the x step size is reduced to 0.01. Heat transfer


results obtained with this model show a much steeper rise


than occurs in experimental data and on this basis the







The second transition model provides a regime of


transition from laminar to turbulent flow. The calculation







beginning of transition the flow is changed to turbulent 
with the eddy viscosity attenuated by the transition inter­
mittency-factor. As the intermittency factor increases 
from ze-ro -to -un-i-ty -as- x- increases, -the e-ddy- vIscSity 
reaches its fully turbulent value at some distance down­
stream of the point where transition begins. 
The procedure which is used to indicate the beginning


of transition utilizes the vorticity Reynolds number X









Transition is initiated when the maximum value of X, Xmax'


exceeds a critical value, Xcrit (= CHICRT), which is


generally in the range of 2000 to 4000.



















The value of x at the beginning of transition is xo and


A is a measure of the length of the transition region


which is given by Owen [1970] as


x lr= 3 - I = 1 
T 
The values of x needed to calculate X can not be pre­
determined and an equivalent expression for A is used 
instead, with A given by the expression 
xo- x 1) 
where 5 (=XBAR) is another measure of the length of tran­





Xend of transition = x Xbeginning of transition"


When the Van Driest inner eddy viscosity law is used, the


above expression is quite close to an exact equality. For


calculations with the Reichardt inner eddy viscosity law


equivalent results are obtained when 3 is increased by


about 65%. Then, however, the above expression misses


equality by 65%. With the Van Driest inner eddy viscosity

law, 2.0 has been found to be an appropriate value for


XBAR for some cases and larger values of XBAR have been


required to obtain reasonable agreement with experimental


results in other cases. The values of CHICRT and XBAR


cited above should provide the user with reasonable initial








The program contains provisions for calculating


boundary-layer flows with normal mass transfer through


a porous wall. For no mass transfer, the transformed


normal vel6city component, V, is zero at the wall. With














At the stagnation point of a blunt body (where rw= 0) 
the equation for VW is W 
VW = PwVw / /Peleue (j+l)


In the equations above, VW is.calculated using the


injection rate Pwvw or equivalently CQ.


An alternative method of obtaining the value of V


at the wall is from the value of the stream function at


the wall. Also, V may be given by the equation


V = - f. 
-7­
With fw = constant, VW = -fw since 3f/DC=0 along 
the body streamline. If the value of fw (FINJ) in the


p-rog-ram ts zero, VW-is calculated from the injection








The beginning and end of injection are specified


by the variables KINJ and KNOINJ which are subscripts

for the array XSTA. Injection begins immediately after


XSTA(KINJ). For X less than or equal to XSTA(KINJ), CQl


'is set equal to CQ and CQ is set equal to zero. After a


solution has been obtained at X = XSTA(KINJ), DX is reduced


to 0.01 and CQ is set equal to CQl, and the message "INJECTION


BEGINS" is written. After a solution has been obtained at X


XSTA(KNOINJ), CQ is set to zero and the message "INJECTION


ENDS" is written. If the input values of KINJ and KNOINJ are


greater than IIMAX, they are set equal to IIMAX.


The value of CQ may be either constant or variable. If


the value of the variable KCQ is zero, CQ has a constant


value and the values of CQZ(J), J = KINJ, KNOINJ, are set


equal to CQ, the other valuesof CQZ(J) being set equal to


zero. If KCQ is non-zero, the value of CQ is obtained by


interpolation in the array CQZ if X is greater than XSTA


(KINJ) and less than or equal to XSTA(KNOINJ).


For turbulent flow, the Van Driest inner eddy viscosity

law includes the required corrections for mass transfer


whereas the Reichardt inner eddy viscosity law does not.


The normal injection model has been used for calculations


of boundary-layer flows over a flat plate (the conditions cor­

responding to the Danberg [1967] experimental data) for fully


laminar, fully turbulent and transitional cases. The agree­

ment with the experimental data was reasonably good (see








The flow of logic in the program is controlled by


MAIN (see description of MAIN). To assist the user in


following the flow of logic in the program; two flow


diagrams of MAIN are included. Fig. 1 gives a flow diagram


of MAIN by the logical functions involved, while Fig. 2


gives a flow diagram of MAIN by the subroutines called. As


the major subroutines have particular logical functions,







[REAID INPUT DATA 
[ INITIALIZE NON-SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE 




"[BEGIN MARCHING INTEGRATION 
BEGIN ITERATION LOOP] 
CALCULATE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT WALL 




CALCULATE TRANSFORMED NORMAL VELOCITY 
SKIN FRICTION AND HEAT TRANSFER 
TEST FOR TOO MANY ITERATIONS, CONVER-
GENCE, NEED TO INCREASE -
CALCULATE BOUNDARY LAYER COEFFCET 
AND WRITE STATION DATA 
ICHANGE TO 'EQUILIBRIUM GAS MODEL ?]


SC-ALCULATE NEW X AND " VALUE 
SFINAL VALUE OF X?.7 




[CLL READIN (1)] 
LCALL INIT 
CALL VISCO 
" ICA;LL.:- WkT~i ft-F]-

CALL READIN (2)(2) 






CALL MOMENT C 


















[ CALL CHANGE 1 CALL PROP 
SCALL DELTAS I ICALL DERIV3 1 
Fig. 2 FLOW DIAGRAM OF MAIN ROUTINE BY SUBROUTINES CALLED 
• -10­
Other Features of the Program


In the development of the program, generous use has


been made of comment cards. Most major transfers of con­

trol are marked by comments, and each subroutine is pre­

ceded by comments giving the subroutines called and the


subroutines by which it is called. In addition, brief


comments are included describing the subroutine function.


The common blocks have been structured so that most


free-stream quantities are in the labeled common block


FRSTRM, edge properties are in EDGPRP, transition regime


related quantities are in TRANS, etc. With certain excep­

tions all subscripted variables in the program are in com­

mon blocks ARRAY1 or ARRAY2. The variables in ARRAYl are


those which depend on the number of grid points (note that


DN, DN2, XN, and XN2 must have dimensions of at least IE+l,


the other variables dimensions of at least IE), while the


variables in ARRAY2 are functions of x (e.g. ZA, RZ, PZ,


etc.). The array CQZ occurs in common block INJECT instead


of in ARRAY2. In subroutines where arrays are in the sub­

routine argument, the arrays are dimensioned by 1 (as is


permissible on the IBM 360). There are three arrays (not


in common) in the program which depend on the number of


grid points; XMU in subroutine PROP and E and F in subroutine


SOLVE. If the variables in ARRAY1 are redimensioned, these


three variables must be also (unless the dimensions in


ARRAY1 are reduced). All other subscripted variables,


such as ZZ, have dimensions suitable to their function.


The program as listed is in single precision. This


precision is quite adequate on computers such as the CDC


6600. The six significant figures used in the IBM 360


single precision is adequate for only the very simplest
 

cases. Thus for use on computers such as the IBM 360, a










DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES IN COMMON


In this section, each variable which is included in 
a labeled- -common b-loc-k---is- -given a brieftdcsdiptibn The 
name of the labeled common block in which the variable 
occurs is given to the left of the variable name. 






NMLCRD ADTEST 	 Criterion for Increasing








EDGPRP ALP 	 = 	 UE**2/TE or UE**2/HESTAT


EDGPRP ALP1 -	 1 + ALP/2 
FRSTRM AMUINF = Y, lbf-sec/ft2 
REF AMUREF , Reference Viscosity Corresponding 
to TREFI, lbf-sec/ft2 
GEOME ANGLE Wedge Half Angle, in Degrees 
(Converted to Radians) 
TRANS ATR , Transition Constant (=0.412) 




+ Prp Energy., 
Equation 
ARRAYl AOB 	 = A/C, where CA A 	 =pp/peie
 
ARRAY1 AOBP 	 D 0 
ARRAY1 Al , Partial Differential Equation 
Coefficient 
COMWLL AlB , Derivative of U/Ue at Wall 
ARRAY1 A2 , 	 Partial Differential Equation 
Coefficient 
ARRAY1 A3 , Partial Differential Equation 
Coefficient 

























































































= 	 1 - CRNi 
Skin Friction in Transformed 









= Cf = 2tw/Pe Ue2 
e­
= 	 Cf = 2Tw/p U 2 
= 	 CFREY 
Cf 	 VT-fl 
,-	 Term Used in Computing CFBREX 
Ch U Iw-Ha Where 





























Common Variable Description of Variable 
Block Name 
TRANS- CHIMA-X , Maximum -ailu-in-THI Arai 
COEFF CHOCF 2 Che/Cf 
e e 
COEFF CHREY Ch VR 
REF CMSTD Standard Molecular Weight of 
Given Gas 
CNVERG CONVRG Convergence.Criterion 
ARRAY1 CP ac 
SUTH CPRIM C*/Tref, where C* = 198.60 R 
INJECT CQ PwVw/P uw 
INJECT CQl , Storage Value of CQ 
INJECT CQZ , Array of Injection Rate Values 
CNVERG CRNI Selector for Finite Difference 
Scheme; 1.0 for Fully Implicit, 
0.5 for Crank-Nicolson, and 
0.0 for Fully Explicit 
VSCSTY CSTAR = C* = 198.60 R 
FRSTRM CX Cp, Specific Heat, ft 2/(sec2- R) 
ARRAY1 C1 1 - 1/PREQ 
ARRAY1 ClN = C1 
COEFF DEL = 6, Boundary Layer Thickness 
(Value of y where U/Ue = 0.995) 
COEFF2 DELORF = 6/reference length 
COEFF2 DELOX = 6/x 


























Maximum Difference in G or 

F (or their Derivative at 

the Wall) between Iterations 





Local Difference in G or 

F between Iterations 

Difference in G (or its 





Difference in the Derivative 





Array of A Values 

Array of Aq Values (Used 

only when ETAINF is Increased) 

= 	 A Corresponding to Ax 
= 	 6xi/reference length 
= 	 6*, Incompressible Boundary 
Layer Displacement Thickness 
= 6*/16 
= 6*/reference length 
= */O 
= 6*/x 




(Zero for 2-D Flow) 
= dUE/ds 
= 	 Ax, Step Size in x Direction 
-15­

Common Variable Description of Variable 
Block Name 
GEOME DXMAX , Maximum Value of Ax Permitted­
- -in the C-1cuIatins 
GEOME DXOLD Previous Value of Ax 
GEOME DXl Storage Value of Ax at the 
First Station 
+ 
ARRAY1 EPSO e +o, the Outer Eddy Viscosity
+ 
ARRAY1 EPSPL = E±,or E , the Inner Eddy 
Viscosity or the Combined 
Inner and Outer Eddy 
Viscosities 
VSCSTY EPSVD = VD ={Pref/(pU LD) -Where 
L is the Unit Length in REINF 
NMLCRD ETAINF Maximum Value of n 
COMWLL El Matrix Inversion Coefficient 
Evaluated at the Wall 
ARRAY1 FC = CRNI(FZ-Fl) + F1 
ARRAY1 FCN = CRNI(F2N-FlN) +-FlN 
ARRAY1 FCP = (F2-Fl)/DS 
COMWLL FF Wall Boundary Condition on F 
COMWLL FINJ fw, Value of Stream Function 
at Wall 
ARRAY1 F1 Value of F (U/Ue) from Previous 
Iteration or Station 
ARRAY1 FIN = F1 an 
ARRAY1 FINN a F 
an2 
ARRAY1 F2 Value of F from Solution of 
Momentum Equation 
-16­
Common Variable Description of Variable. 
Block Name 
ARRAY1 F2N = 
3F2 
ARRAY1 F2NN = 32 
2 
COMWLL F2N1 , Value of F2N at Wall from 
Previous Iteration 
EDGPRP G 
- y= Cp/C V 
EDGPRP GAMEFF , Effective y Behind Normal 
Shock (for Blunt Body) (Same 
as G for a Nozzle) 
TRANS GAMMA Transition Intermittency 2 
Factor, r, F = - exp (-At), 
where A = ATR and = XIBAR 
COEFF HAFCF Cf /2 
BDGPRP HALP ALP/2 
EDGPRP HE Ho/Href, where Href = Ure f 2 
EDGPRP HESTAT Static Enthalpy at Edge 
Divided by Href 
FRSTRM HEXIT = Logl0 (H*/RGAS) at Nozzle.Exit 
FRSTRM HFS = H., ft 2/sec 2 
COEFF HG = QW*EPSVD 
COEFF3 HGFAC1 , Term Used in Computing HGI 
COEFF3 HGFAC2 , Term Used in Computing HG2 
COEFF HG1 , Heat Transfer Coefficient in 
BTU/(in2-sec-0 R) 
COEFF HG2 , Heat Transfer Coefficient in 
lbm/(in2-sec) 
REF HRBF = -HrefU 2, ft 2/sec 2 
STAG HSTAG = Ho, ft 2/sec 2 
COMWLL HW 
- Hw/Href 
COMWLL IADW Indicator, 1 for Adiabatic 













































































Subscript for Array IPR


Maximum Number of Values in








= 	 I- 1








Array of Subscripts for


Array XSTA Giving Values of








Array of Subscripts for Array














, 	 Number of Values in Array IPR 
, 	 Subscript for Array IPRFL 
, 	 Number of Iterations Since 
Last Converged Solution 
Subscript in the Geometry


Arrays of the Throat Location








, 	 Indicator, if Zero, ETAINF is 
Held Constant, if Non-zero, 
ETAINF can be Increased 
Indicator, Zero for Constant


Injection Rate, Non-zero for







Common Variable Description of Variable 
Block Name 
NTEGER KEND , Maximum Value Allowed for K 
NTEGER KEP , Subscript in EPSPL Array 
Where the Inner and Outer 
Eddy Viscosities are Matched 
NTBGER KFS Indicator, Non-zero for 
Computing in the Program 
Dimensional Free-stream, 
Stagnation and Reference 
Values and Dimensional Heat 
Transfer and Heat Transfer 
Coefficients, Zero to Bypass 
Computing Dimensional Quantities 
INJECT KINJ Subscript in XSTA Array Giving 
Location of Beginning of 
Injection 
INTGR KL Index for Profile Output DO 
Loop, 1 Gives Output for Each 
Grid Point, 2 for Every Second 
Grid Point 
INJECT KNOINJ Subscript in XSTA Array Giving 
Location of End of Injection 
INTGR KPD Indicator, 0 for Pressure 
Computed by Program Based on 
Nozzle Area Ratio, Non-zero 
for Pressure Distribution 
Input 
INJECT KPGRAD Indicator for Expression for 
A+ in Van Driest Inner Eddy 
Viscosity Law; 0 for A' = 26, 
1 for A Corrected for Mass 
Transfer, 2 for A' Corrected 
for Pressure Gradient, 3 for 
A+ Corrected for Both Mass 
Transfer and Pressure Gradient 
STRT KRSTRT Restart Indicator; Zero for 
Starting New Solution; Greater 
than Zero Restarts Solution, 
Next Solution obtained at 
K = KRSTRT +-I, Solution at 
























Set to One when Solution is


Completed (X = XSTA(IIMAX))


= 	 KRSTRT + 1 
, 	 Next Value of K at which the














One for Transition Regime


(Set to Two at "End of Transition")








Indicator, Zero for Constant











Indicator for Inner Eddy


Viscosity Law, Zero for








Indicator, 1 for Laminar Flow,








Zero for Test on Derivatives


at Wall, One for Test on








Indicator for Gas Model, Zero


for Perfect Gas Model, Non-zero


for Equilibrium Gas Model


, 	 Storage Value of NEQIL 
, 	 Number of Iterations at Cur­
rent Value of x 
Cumulative Total Number of















































































If, after a converged solution


is obtained, NIT is less than


or equal to NITI, Ax is doubled.


If, after a converged solution 
is obtained, NIT is greater than or 
equal to NIT2, Ax is halved. -
If NIT = NIT3 before a converged


solution is obtained, Ax is halved,


X and XI are recomputed and the


iteration loop is restarted with


the smaller values of X and XI.


Indicator for Geometry, 1 for


a Blunt Nose, 2 for a Wedge or


a Flat Plate, 3 for a Nozzle


Increment in K for which the


Restart Tape is Written




















, 	 Unit Number for Scratch Tape 
, 	 Number of Variables Written 
on the Gas Property Tape 
w, Exponent for Power Viscosity








P /P where P Pref e2


- e'ref, ~ ref ref 
PP ref at s 0






































-= . . Term in Transformation 




















Prt, 	 Turbulent Prandtl -Number







Local Pressure Array, P/P in


Input, P/Pref for Ideal G~s, P


in PSIA for Equilibrium Gas


Local Stagnation Pressure for














, 	 Wall Heat Transfer, BTU/(ft 2-sec) 
, 	 Heat Transfer Coefficient in 
Transformed Coordinates 
, Gas Constant for Specified Gas 
, reference length (May be any 
value appropriate to user's 
needs.) 
, Free-stream Reynolds Number 
per Unit Length 

























































































, Local Reynolds Number Based 
on Edge Conditions 
= R, Specific Gas Constant, 
ft 2/(sec2-R) 
p., slugs/ft3 
= Pref = P-1 slugs/ft3 
, Density of Gas at Standard 3 
Atmospheric Conditions, slugs/ft 
po, Reservoir or Local Stagnation 
Density, slugs/ft 3 
= Pe/Pref at s=o 
= r/reference length 
= p/e 
= Pe/Pref 
= pe/Pref at Previous Value of x 
r, Array of Radius Values


= r, Local Radius 
Scale Factor used to Convert


Unit Length for REINF (REINF


is Computed per Foot if SCF=l;















, Term used in Computing CFBREX 




























CRNI (T2 - Ti) + Tl
 

CRNI (T2N-TIN) + TIN


Te/Tref, where Tref = U 2/Cp






















= 0/reference length 
= dTH 
Shock Angle, in Degrees (Con­
verted to Radians) 
, Value of TH at Wall 
- TJTref 




(Used in Computing REINF if


Input Value of REINF is Zero)


, To, OR 
= Tw, OR or Tw/Tr








Value of G (H/H) from




















COMWLL T2Nl 	 



















































= Ue/Uref at s 0 
= Ue/U., Array 
= U , ft/sec 
= Uref = U , ft/sec 
V = (-2 - F)dr, Transformed 
0Oc 
Normal Velocity Component 
CPRIM/TE 
, Value of VC at Wall 





























(i.e. XEnd of Transition


















XLAMDA = (XBAR-I)* XZERO/4


and XZERO is the value of x


at the start of transition.









Indicator, Zero for 2-D Flow,


One for Axially Symmetric Flow


Parameter Which Controls the


Grid 	 Spacing in the n Direction


(1.0 Gives an Equally Spaced


Grid, a Value Greater than 1.0


Gives a Grid with a Smaller








, 	 Constant for Van Driest Inner 
Eddy Viscosity Law 
, Constant for Outer Eddy 
Viscosity Law 
, e, Local Edge Mach Number 
M., Free-stream Mach Number


= 	 Ie/ref 
= 	 Ie/ref at Previous Value of x 
= 	 p, lbf-sec/ft2 
-26­

Common Variable -Description of Variable 
Block Name 
VSCSTY XMUINF = Wm/ref 
REF XMUREF = ref, lbf-sec/ft 2 
EDGPRP XMUSO = Pe/pref at s = o 
ARRAYI XN , Array of f Values 
ARRAY1 XN2 , Array of rlValues (Used only 
when ETAINF is Increased) 
GEOME XOLD , Previous Value of X 
COEFF2 XOREFL = x/reference length 
ARRAY2 XSTA x, Array of Surface Distance 
Values used to Specify Geometry 
ARRAY1 Y /y/a, Stretched Normal Co­
ordYnate 
ARRAY1 YOVDEL y/6 
ARRAY1 YOVTHT = y/e 
ARRAY1 YY = y, Normal Coordinate 
GEOME Z z, Local Axial Coordinate 
ARRAY2 ZA z, Array of Axial Coordinate 
Values used to Specify Geometry 
GEOME ZOL z/body length 
COEFF2 ZOREFL z/reference length 
-27­

DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES AND VARIABLES NOT IN COMMON


Following the subroutine index, each subroutine is- -given
 

a b-r-i-e-f -des-cri-pt-ion. Included in the subroutine description


is a description of the variables used in the subroutine which


do not appear in common and a listing of the variables used in


the subroutine which appear in common and thus are described








Subroutine Subroutine Listing on Description


Label+ Page on Page


MAIN A 105 30


ADDETA B 109 31


BLUNT1 C 110 32


BLUNT2 D 113 33


CHANGE E 114 34


COEF F 115 35


DELTAS G 117 36


DENSIT H 118 37


DERIV3 AI 154 38


EDGE I 118 38


EDGE1 J 121 41


EFFMU K 123 43


EGPROP L 127 46


ENERGY M 127 47


EQLDTA N 129 47


FD3 AO 157 49


FD5 AP 158 49


GEOM 0 130 49


INIT P 131 49


INTER3 AL 156 50


INTER5 AM 156 51


INTERP AJ 155 51


INTRP5 AN 157 52
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The principal function of MAIN is to control the flow
 

of logic in the program. Also, some calculations are made


in MAIN. In general, the calculations in MAIN are such


that they cannot conveniently be performed in the subroutines


or they are not sufficiently similar to the calculations


made in particular subroutines.


Subroutine READIN is called first. If the input data


is from the restart tape, the calculations which normally


occur at the end of MAIN after subroutine WRITE2 is called


are made, the next section of the program is skipped, and


the marching integration is resumed. Otherwise, the initial


data and profiles are calculated and written by subrnutine


WRITBI and the integration is begun, with the statement


DO 210 K = KSTRT,KEND. The boundary conditions at the wall


are calculated and the energy and momentum equations are


solved. The transformed normal velocity component, V, is
 

calculated as are the skin friction and heat transfer in


the transformed co-ordinates (CF and QW). The iteration


counters are incremented and NIT and ISTOP are checked.


If ISTOP is greater than 100 the program is stopped. If


NIT equals (or exceeds) NIT3 the step size is halved, x


and E are recalculated, and control is returned to the


beginning of the iteration loop. Otherwise, the next test


is the convergence test. If the convergence criterion is








When convergence has been obtained, the velocity pro­

file is checked to see if fl needs to be increased. If so,


subroutine ADDBTA is called and control is returned to the


beginning of the iteration loop. If not, subroutines COEF


and WRITE2 are called. For equilibrium gas calculations


a perfect gas solution is obtained for the first station,


control is then transferred to a point before the marching


integration is begun, and the perfect gas solution provides


starting values for the equilibrium gas calculations.


New values of x and E are obtained and the present


values of velocity and enthalpy are assigned to the arrays







iteration counters NIT and ISTOP are reset. If a solution


has been obtained for the final value of x, (or for K = KBND)

the program stops, otherwise, the program returns to the


beginning of the marching integration loop to obtain a








ABST IF2(EI) - F2(IB-4) . If ABST is greater


than or equal to ADTEST, n. is increased.






KREADN 	 Indicator for Subroutine READIN, 1 for Input


Data, 2 for Initial Data Written on Restart








KRITEl 	 Indicator for Subroutine WRITE1, 1 for








N 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in MAIN are


described in the section "Description of Variables in


Common"; ADTEST, ALP, ALP1,AIB, C, CCRNI, CF, CFl, CONVRG,


CQ, CQI, CRNI, CSTAR, CX, DIF, DN, DUEDS, DX, EPSVD, FC,


FCN, FCP, FINJ, Fl, FlN, F2, F2N, F2NN, F2NI, G, HALP, HE,


HGFAC1, HGFAC2, IADW, IE, II, IIMAX, IPR, IPRNT, ISTOP, K,


KADETA, KEND, KINJ, KNOINJ, KSTOP, KSTRT, LAMTRB, NEQIL,


NEQL, NIT, NITTOT, NIT3, NOSE, NT3, OMEGA, PNC, PR, QW,


REINF, RHOFS, RHOREF, ROROE, ROWE, RO, SCF, SUM, TC, TCN,


TB, TH, THP, TIN, Tl, TlN, T1NN, T2, TZN, T2NN, T2Nl, UB,


UFS, URBF, VC, VK, VW, X, XI, XIOLD, X12, XJFAC, XMA, XMUE,








Subroutine ADDETA is used to increase ETAINF when


the value of F at the outermost grid point and the value


of F four points inward differ by more than the quantity


ADTE.ST. A new array of n values is generated with the







is used to obtain the values of velocity and enthalpy


(F and G) at the new grid points, whereas,at the grid


points lying between the new and old values of n ,F


and G-are Set equal tounity. First and second derivatives


of F and G are then calculated; The storage arrays for F


and G and their derivatives are updated and V is recalculated


using the new values of F and n. The arrays for y, T/Tel


P/Pe, etc. are not updated in this subroutine but are


recalculated at the normal points in the solution procedure.


The subroutine provides the output of the intermediate


profiles following the message that n has been increased.
 
















DETAl , An at Wall 
ETA1N2 New Value of n 
JC , Array Subscript 
N , Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


ADDETA are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": AOBP, C, CHI, CP, DN, DN2, DX,


EPSPL, ETAINF, FC, FCN, FCP, Fl, FIN, F1NN, F2, F2N, F2NN,
 

IB, IM, ISTOP, KL, ROROE, TC, TCN, TH, Ti, TIN, T1NN, T2,








This subroutine calculates the edge and reference


conditions at the stagnation point for a blunt body.


For a perfect gas, the properties are obtained from


perfect gas relations. For an equilibrium gas, the pro­

perties are calculated using the data on the expansion


and gas property tapes. The derivative of ue with respect


to s is obtained using the five-point differentiation

























DUM2 	 Dummy Variable


DUM3 Dummy Variable 
HESTJ Array of Logl0 (H*/RGAS) Values 
J Array Subscript 
NERR Dummy Variable 
PATMS Pressure in Atmospheres 
PEJ Array of PL Values 
PL LOglo0 P, P in Atmospheres 
TEl , Dummy Variable 
UEJ , 	 Array of U Values 
XS2 , 	 X Coordinate Used to Obtain Stagnation DUEDS 
XS3 , 	 X Coordinate Used to Obtain Stagnation DUEDS 
ZZ , 	 Dummy Array for Thermodynamic and Transport 
Properties 
The following variables which are used in Subroutine


BLUNT1 are described in-the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ALP, BETA, CPRIM, CSTAR, CX, DUEDS,


G, HE, HESTAT, HFS, HRUF, HSTAG, IIMAX, NEQIL, NTI, NT2,


NV, OMEGA, PE, PESO, PFS, PNC, PP, PREP, PSTAG, PZ, POPRIM,


Pl0, REINF, RGAS, RHOPS, RHOREF, RHOSTD, RHOSTG, ROESO, ROWE,


ROWEP, RO, SCF, TE, TESO, TFS, TREE, TSTAG, Tl0, UE, UER02,


UEZ, UPS, UREF, X, XJFAC, XM, XMA, XMUE, XMUEP, XMUFS,













subroutine DELTAS to calculate AE are provided by subroutine


BLUNT2. For a perfect gas, the properties are calculated


from perfect gas relations, whereas, for an equilibrium gas,


the propefties are obtained from subroutine EDGE. In the


immediate vicinity of the stagnation point, z and r (for


both gas models) and Pe and due/ds (for the perfect gas)


are calculated using five point interpolation with two














DUM , Dummy Variable 
DUM1 , Dummy Variable 
DUM3 , Dummy Variable 
J , Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


BLUNT2 are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": DUEDS, G, IIMAX, NEQIL, OMEGA, PE,











Subroutine CHANGE adjusts the x step size when neces­

sary to obtain a solution at the specified values of x.


For calculations of flows with normal injection, this


subroutine starts and stops injection at the appropriate


values of x, and writes corresponding messages.


Subroutine CHANGE is also used when calculations


are made with the instantaneous transition model. In


this case LAMTRB is set to two, the step size is reduced


















IPRIIM = IPR(II-I) 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


CHANGE are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": CQ, CQl, DX, DXMAX, DXOLD, DXl,


EPSVD, II, IIMAX, IPR, JJ, KINJ, KNOINJ, KSTOP, KTRNSN,








Subroutine COEF calculates the skin friction and


heat transfer coefficients for the flow. It calculates the


Reynolds number, displacement thickness, momentum thick­

ness, and other dimensionless parameters. If x is zero

















CF2 Term Used in Computing CFBREX























RESE = REX* EPSVD**2 
SQREX , Square Root of REX 
STRES CHREY 
XMAE , Perfect Gas Edge Mach Number 
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The following variables which are used in subroutine


COEF are described in the section "Description of Variables


in Common": AIB, BO, C, CF, CFBAR, CFBREX, CFi, QFINF,


CFRES; CPREY, CPI, CH, CHEDOE, CHOF CHREY, DEL, DELORF,


DELOX, DELST, DELTA, DN, DSAXOR, DSTODL, DSTORF, DSTOTH,


DSTOX, DSTRAX, DX, EPSVD, FC, G, GAMMA, HAFCF, HE, HESTAT,


HG, HGFACI, HGFAC2, HGl, HG2, HW, IE, IIMAX, K, KFS, LAMTRB,


NEQIL, PNC, PRL, QDOT, QW, REFLEN, REINF, RETHET, REX,


RHOFS, ROREFL, ROROE, ROWE, RO, STE, STINF, SUM, TB, THET,


THODEL, THOREF, UF, UPS, X, XJFAC, XMUE, XMUINF, XOREFL,








Subroutine DELTAS calculates the transformed surface


distance E using integration by Simpson's rule. A value


of AE is obtained for each increment Ax from the equation


= pe1 Urj dx. 
The transformation factor, PNC,


PNC = /7 _ 

























ROWERA = ROWE at HA 
RP = RO at X 
ROHA = RO at HA 
UEHA UE at HA 
XMUEHA = XMUE at HA 
X1 , Storage Value of X 
The following variables which are used in Subroutine


DELTAS are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ALP, BETA, DS, DUEDS, DX, HESTAT,


NEQIL, PNC, ROWE, ROWEP, RO, TB, UE, UER02, X, XI, XIOLD,








Subroutine DENSIT calculates the density ratio p/pe


corresponding to the pressure ratio P/2q and the tem­





















G = y, Ratio of Specific Heats (from common) 
GMl = y-l 
P = P/2q 









Subroutine DERIV3 uses subroutine FD3 to generate


the first derivative of a function which is given by the
 

array F. The array of abscissa values is given by X and











CALL DERIV3 (F, X, IMAX, IMIN, FP)


where F and X are- the arrays of ordinate and abscissa


values, and where IMAX and IMIN are the upper and lower








The purpose of this subroutine is to define the


boundary-layer edge conditions for nozzles and blunt bodies


w-ith the pressure distribution given or for nozzles in


which the pressure distribution is assumed to be that for


an isentropic expansion of the gas. The, subroutine is








Nozzle - Isentropic Expansion


In this case, the indicator IJK is undefined for the
 

first call of the subroutine and subroutine EQLDTA is


called. Subroutine EQLDTA defines the stagnation, nozzle


exit, and reference conditions and calls subroutine EDGE1


which reads the expansion data on unit NTl and-writes the


edge conditions for the specified geometry on unit NT4.


Unit NT4 is a scratch unit and is recreated if the problem

is restarted. After return from subroutine EQLDTA the


indicator IJK is defined. Counter JK and indicator JJ


are initialized as 0. JK indicates the number of records


read on unit NT4 and JJ is an indicator to prevent reading







At the start of the solution, the first five records


on unit NT4 are used for the interpolation of edge con­

ditions for Z <ZJ(4) and at the end of the nozzle the


last five recoFds are used for Z>ZJ(3). Edge temperature,











In this case, the pressure is a known function of Z


and the expansion data are read directly from unit NTl


(See Appendix A). When creating the data set on unit NTI,


it is necessary to have two records-with values of PL less


than the minimum value specified in the input data.
 

Near the nose of a blunt body, the interpolation for


the edge conditions is obtained by reflection. With this


exception the subroutine is the same for both blunt bodies


and nozzles. It is noted that P in this section of the


subroutine represents pressure in PSIA. This should be


accounted for in the appropriate geometry subroutine if


additional body shapes are to be considered.


-It is noted that the computer program may be easily


modified to solve two-dimensional nozzle flows. The changes


which need to be made are the expressions for area ratio in


















HEI , Dummy Variable 
HESTJ , Array of H Values 
HI , Dummy Variable 
I , Array Subscript 
IJK , Indicator (see text) 
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J , Counter, or Index 
JJ , Indicator (see text)-
JK Counter (see-text) 
K Counter 
M Do Loop Index 
NERR Dummy Variable 
P - Logl0 (P), P in Atmospheres or 
SP in PSIA 
PATMS , Pressure in Atmospheres 
PB , Dummy Variable 
PBJ , Array of P or PL 
Pl , Dummy Variable 
PL = Logl0 P 
ROWEJ = Logl0 (p), p in Amagats 
TEJ , Array of Temperature Values 
U , Velocity, ft/sec 
UBI , Dummy Variable 
UEJ Array of U Values 
UI Dummy Variable 
XJ Array of X Values 
XM-I Dummy Variable 
XMJ Array of Mach Numbers 
XMUEJ Dummy Array (Not Used) 
XS Dummy Variable 
Zi Dummy Variable 
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ZJ Array of Z Values 
ZZ Dummy Array for Thermodynamic and Trans­
port Properties 
The following variables-which are used in subroutine 
EDGE are described in the section "Description of Variables 
in Common": DUEDS, HESTAT, HREF, IIMAX, KPD, NOSE, NT1,


NT2, NT4, NV, PE, PP, PREP, PZ, RGAS, RHOREF, RHOSTD, ROWE,








The purpose of this subroutine is to match the expansion


data obtained from the Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory (CAL)


computer program developed by Lordi, Mates, and Moselle [1965]


to the nozzle geometry specified. The modifications which


were made to their computer program are described in Appendix


A. The subroutine is called only when solutions correspond­

ing to isentropic expansion of the gas are desired.


The expansion data obtained from the CAL computer pro­

gram provides the flow properties as a function of area


ratio. Since the flow is assumed to be isentropic, the


same expansion data are used for all nozzles having the


same reservoir conditions. Thus, to perform parametric

studies of nozzles with the same reservoir conditions it


is necessary to change only the nozzle geometry input data.


The solution obtained from the modified CAL computer­

program are written as unformatted records on unit NTl.


The first record written on NTl is the stagnation or


reservoir conditions, and it is necessary for the last


two records to have area ratios greater than that of the


exit area ratio of the specified! nozzle.


To determine the edge conditions as a function of


the axial coordinate Z and surface distance X, five-point


Lagrange interpolation is used. In cases where the area


ratio corresponding to the second record on unit NTl is


less than the area ratio at Z = Z(K) of the given nozzle,


the flow properties are assumed to be linear functions


of area ratio up to Z = Z(K). Nozzle exit conditions


are determined in Subroutine EQLDTA. The resulting edge













Description of Variables 
A , Area Ratio Read from Unit NTl 
AOASTR , Area Ratio at Z = Z(K) 
ASTROA , Inverse of the Area Ratio at Z = Z(K) 
All , Array of AreakRatios 
H Logl0 (H*/RGAS) 
HSTGl H at Stagnation Conditions 
HZ H at Z = Z(K) 
HI , Array of H Values 
IMAX = ITH if XM>1, = IIMAX if XM>l. 
IMIN = 1 if XM<1, = ITH if XM>l 
II = -1 if A is Monotone Decreasing., = I if A 
is Monotone Increasing 
J , Array Subscript 
K , Array Subscript and DO Loop Index 
KKK , Indicator for Return 
MMM , Indicator for Reading-Stagnation Conditions 
ONEOA , Inverse of A 
P Logl0 P, P in Atmospheres 
PSTGl = P at Stagnation Conditions 
PZ1 P at Z = Z(K) 
Pi , Array of P Values 
RX , Radius Corresponding to A 
R1 , Array of RZ Values 
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U , Velocity, ft/sec 
UZ U at Z = Z(K)

Ul , Array of U Values 
XMZ , Mach Number at Z = Z(k) 
XMi , Array of Mach Numbers 
XSTA1 , Subarray of Array XSTA 
X1 = X Corresponding to A 
ZZ , Dummy Array of Thermodynamic and Transport 
Properties 
Zi = Z Corresponding to A 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


EDGE1 are described in the section "Description of Variables


in Common": HEXIT, IIMAX, ITH, KRSTRT, NTI, NT4, PEXIT,








Subroutine EFFMU calculates the terms in the coef­

ficients of the differential equations which contain the










A = C (I + c o 
 




A = Py (1 + E:­o Prt 
for the energy equation, and










C = p/pe ­

+ 
For the laminar case c = 0 and -the terms reduce to


Ao = C or C/Pr






Ao ­N- (py"A 0 or (


The first portion of the subroutine calculates the


terms for the laminar case. For a perfect gas C is
 

calculated by Subroutine RHOMU and Pr is a constant. For

















and for calculations with a transition regime initiates


transition and calculates the transition intermittency


factor r where 
F = 1 - exp (-0.412C2J, 
X -x





and x0 is the location of the beginning of transition


and x is a measure of the relative length of transition.


In the third portion of the subroutine the eddy


viscosity is computed for turbulent flow calculations
















APLUS 	 A + = 26 if KPGRAD = 0


= 26 exp (-5.9 vw ) if KPGRAD = 1 
= 26 [1 11.8 p+]-4 if KPGRAD =2






+ exp (11.8 v. ) if KPGRAD =3


ARG , Dummy Variable 
DCDTH 
'where
DCDTH - c ,e = 
 T/Te
 











FAC2 Dummy Variables 
FAC 3 
FAC 4 






I 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
II , 	 The Subscript in the EPSPL Array Where 
the Inner and Outer Eddy Viscosities are 
Matched 
LAMTRB 	 Indicator for Laminar or Turbulent Flow;







MOMEGY , Indicator for Momentum or Energy Equations; 






+ dl V 1














YPLUS 	 vw = vw/u (dimensional quantities)
















The following variables which are used in subroutine


EFFMU are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ATR, AO, AOB, AOBP, C; CF, CHI,
 

CHICRT, CHIMAX, CP, CQ, DN, DX, DXOLD, EPSO, EPSPL,
 

EPSVD, FC, FCN, GAMMA, IE, IM, KPGRAD, KTRANS, KVSLAW,


NEQIL, OMEGA, PNC, PP, PREQ, PRL, PRT, ROROB, ROWE, RO,











Subroutine EGPROP obtains the edge properties used


in subroutine DELTAS to calculate AE. The edge properties


are obtained from subroutines BLUNT2, WDGFP2, or NOZLE2


depending on the geometry specified by the variable NOSE


which -is passed through common. For a blunt nosed body,
 

NOSE = 1; for a wedge or flat plate, NOSE = .2; and for a
 















Subroutine ENERGY calculates the coefficients for 
the energy equation. After the coefficients are calculated, 
subroutine SOLVE is called and the new values of G = H/He 
and its first and second derivatives with respect to n 
are returned. The difference between the new and the 
former values is obtained for either the wall or the 
all points convergence test. New values of T/T and p/pe 
are calculated as are new values of the normal Soordinates 











F C = 	 UUe2/He2/He

GFAC = 	 (Ue 2/He) (I - i/Pr) 
J 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
MOMEGY , 	 Indicator, 1 for Momentum Equation, 2 
for Energy Equation 
N 	 Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


ENERGY are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ALP, ALP1, AO, AOB, AOBP, Al,


A2, A3, A4, C, CCRNI, CP, CRNI, Cl, CIN, DIF, DIFF,


DIFl, DN, DSTARK, EPSVD, El, FC, FCN, F2NN, HALP, HE,


IADW, IE, IM, KEP, LAMTRB, NC, NEQIL, PNC, PREQ, PRL,


ROROE, TB, TC, TCN, TH, THP, Tl, TiN, T1NN, T2, T2N,








In this subroutine, the stagnation, nozzle exit,


and reference conditions are defined. The subroutine


is called only when solutions corresponding to isentropic







The expansion data are obtained as described in


Appendix A. The data from this program are written as


unformatted records on unit NTl. To provide the-ne-ces­

-sa-ry -data-for fivepoit-intetp61ation, the area ratios


of the last two 	 records on unit NTl must exceed the


exit area ratio 	 of the given nozzle geometry. The first
















A 	 , 	 Area Ratio Read from Unit NTl 
AEXIT , 	 Exit Area Ratio of Given Geometry 
All , 	 Array of A Values 
H 	 = 	 Logl0 (H*/RGAS) 
HI 	 Array of H Values


J 	 Array Subscript


NERR 	 Dummy Variable


P 	 Logl0 (P), P in Atmospheres


PI 	 Array of P Values


U 	 Velocity, ft/sec


Ul 	 Array of U Values


XMl 	 Array of Mach Numbers








The following variables which are used in subroutine


BQLDTA are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": CX, HE, HEXIT, HFS, HREF, HSTAG,


IIMAX, ITH, NTI, NT2, NV, PEXIT, PFS, PREF, PSTAG, Pl0,


RGAS, RHOFS, RHOREF, RHOSTD, RHOSTG, RZ, TFS, TREF,, TSTAG,







Subroutines FD3 and FDS


Subroutines FD3 and FD5 use the first derivative of


the Lagrangian interpolating polynomial of second and


fourth order respectively to.provide the first derivative


of the function F at point X. The returned value is


denoted by FX. The interpolating polynomials are described














CALL FD5 (X, Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, Fl, F2, F3, F4, FS, FX)


where Xl, X2, etc. are the abscissa values, and where Fl, F2,








This subroutine obtains the edge properties at the
 

initial value of x for the geometry specified by the


variable NOSE which is passed through common. The edge


properties are obtained from subroutine BLUNT1 for a


blunt nosed body (NOSE = 1), from subroutine WDGFPI for


a wedge or flat plate (NOSE = 2), and from subroutine














Many variables are given fixed initial values in the
 

program before the'marching integration procedure is


begun. The non-subscripted variables are given the initial



















The following variables which are used in subroutine


INIT are described in the section "Description of Variables


in Common": BO, CCRNI, CF, CHIMAX, CMSTD, CRNI, CSTAR, CX,


DS, DX, DXOLD, DXI, El, FF, G, GAMEFF, GAMMA, HGFACi,


HGFAC2, IB, IIMAX, IM, IPRNT, ISTOP, JJ, KEP, KFS, KSTOP,


KTPW, KTW, LAMTRB, NEQIL, NBQL, NIT, NITTOT, NOSE,


NRSTRT, PR, PRL, QW, R, RGAS, RHOFS, RHOSTD, SUM, TES,


TSTAG, TW, TWZ, UFS, VW, X, XI, XIBAR, XIOLD, XI2, XJAY,








Subroutine INTER3 uses a second-order Lagrangian


interpolating polynomial interpolating on the points x.,


x2, and x3, with the corresponding function values fl,


f2 and f3 to provide a value F corresponding to x.











Lk (x) is given by


3 xC­ x 





CALL INTER3 (X, Xl, X2, X3, Fl, FZ, F6, F)


where XI, X2, and X3 are the abscissa values and Fl, F2,










Subroutine INTER5 uses a fourth-order Lagrangian


interpolating polynomial interpolating on the points


x x2 , x3, x4 , and x5 with the corresponding function






















Lk (x) is given by














CALL INTERS (X, Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, Fl, F2, -F3, F4, FS, F)











Subroutine INTERP uses function TLU to linearly


interpolate in the array F2 for the value FF corresponding


to the value XX in the array XN. If XX is not within the


rangeof XN, a message is printed and FF is set equal to



















Subroutine INTRPS uses five-point interpolation to


-ob-t-a-in- :vaiue FO- ntfe array FI coresponding to the


value XO in the array Xl. The array Xl can be either








CALL INTRP5 (XO, Xl, Fl, IMAX, IMIN, Ii, F0) where


Xl and Fl are the arrays of coordinate values, IMAX and


IMIN are the maximum and minimum values allowed for the


subscripts of the arrays, and II is an indicator (I<0,








The first time subroutine MACH is called, a table


of MACH numbers is generated. -If a pressure.distribution


is not part of the input data (KPD = 0) the MACH numbers


are calculated from the area ratios. In the range M = 0
 

to M = 2 the MACH number increment is 0.01. For M > 2
 

the MACH number increment is 0.05. If KPD/0, the table








After the MACH number table has been generated, five­

point interpolation is -used to calculate the MACH number

















A = y+l 
AR , Area Ratio 
ARI , Area Ratio Array 
B = y- 1 
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C 	 A/2B 
DXM1 , 	 Mach Number Increment 
FAC , 	 Dummy Variable 
FACI , 	 Dummy Variable 
5 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
JKL , 	 Indicator, Undefined for First Call, Then 
Set to 235 
N 	 Array Subscript


R 	 Local Radius


RT 	 Throat Radius


X 	 Local Axial Coordinate


XMl 	 Mach Number Array


XTH 	 Axial Coordinate, of Throat


The following variables which are used in subroutine


MACH are described in the section "Description of Variables








The solution of the momentum equation is obtained


in subroutine MOMENT. The coefficients of the partial


differential equation are calculated and new values of


F = u/ue and the first and second derivatives of F with


respect to rlare obtained from subroutine SOLVE. The


difference between the new and the former values is


obtained for either the wall or the all points convergence















Description of Variables 
MOMEGY , Indicator, 1 for Momentum-Equation, 2­
for Energy Equation 
-N Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


MOMENT are described in the section "Description of Vari­

ables in Common": AO, AOB, AOBP, Al, A2, A3, A4, BETA,


C, CCRNI, CP, CRNI, DIF, DIFF, DIFI, DIF2, DS, DSTARK, El,


FC, FCN, FCP, FF, Fl, FIN, FINN, F2, F2N, F2NN, F2Nl, IE,








This subroutine calculates the edge and reference


conditions at the initial value of x for a nozzle. For


a perfect gas, the properties are obtained from perfect


gas relations. For an equilibrium gas, the properties














Description of Variables 
CPRIME = CPRIM 
DUM , Dummy Variable 
DUMI , Dummy Variable 
DUM2 , Dummy Variable 
HESTJ Array of HORL Values 
HFSL , Free-stream Value of HORL 
HI , Dummy Variable 
HORL = Logl0 (H*/RGAS) 
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IJK Indicator, Undefined for First Call, then


Set to 231 
J , Array Subscript 
NERR , Dummy Variable 
PATMS , Pressure in Atmospheres 
PI , Dummy Variable 
PI , Dummy Variable 
PJ , Array of PL Values 
PL = Logl 0P, P in Atmospheres 
TEl , Dummy Variable 
UI , Dummy Variable 
XMACHS = M 
XMI , Dummy Variable 
XMJ , Array of Mach Numbers 




The following variables which are used in subroutine


NOZLB1 are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ALP, BETA, CPRIM, CSTAR, CX, DUEDS,


G, HE, HESTAT, HFS, HRBF, HSTAG, IIMAX, ITH, KPD, NEQIL,


NTl, NT2, NV, OMEGA, PE, PESO, PFS, PNC, PP, PREF, PSTAG,


PZ, Pl0, REINF, RGAS, RHOFS, RHORBF, RHOSTD, RHOSTG, ROWE,


ROWEP, RZ, RO, SCF, TE, TESO, TFS, TREF, TSTAG, T10, UF,


UER02, UEZ, UFS, UREF, X, XM, XMA, XMUE, XMUEP, XMUFS,
 







For a nozzle, the edge properties required by sub­

routine DELTAS to calculate AE are provided by subroutine







from perfect gas relations. For an equilibrium gas, the

















The following variables which are used in-subroutine


NOZLB2 are described in the section "Description of Vari­

ables in Common": DUEDS, G, IIMAX, ITH, NEQIL, OMEGA, PE,











Subroutine PRFILE calculates the array of n values,


XN, which corresponds to the values of IE, ETAINF, and


XKETA. The grid spacing is given by Ani = K where










= A 1 K-i- i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... 








The initial profiles of velocity and enthalpy (F and


G) are calculated from the formulas







= + (1 - H w/H )F. 
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The derivatives of F and G are also calculated as are


initial profiles for C, CP, e+, y/6, and y/6. Further,


the boundary conditions at the outer edge of the boundary














DETAl = An at wall 
N , Array Subscript 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


PRFILE are described in the section "Description of Vari­

ables in Common": BO, C, CP, DN, BPSPL, ETAINF, FC, FCN,


FCP, Fl, FIN, FINN, F2, F2NN, IE, IM, PNC, TC, TCN, Tl,








This subroutine is called by subroutines ENERGY and


MAIN for all equilibrium gas solutions. The subroutine


uses the correct values of F and T to call subroutine


SLOW. Subroutine SLOW returns the corresponding current

















HL , LogI0 (HOR) 
HOR , Local Static Enthalpy/RGAS, Degrees Kelvin 




HSTGL , Local Stagnation Enthalpy, ft 2/sec 






P 	 , 	 Pressure in Atmospheres 
PL 	 , 	 Log_ 0 (P) 












ULOC , 	 Local Velocity, ft/sec 
XMU , 	 Viscosity, lb-sec/ft2 












The followiong -variables which are used in subroutine


PROP are described in the section "Description of Vari­

ables in Common": C, FC, HE, HREF, IF, NT2, NV, PE, PR,








Subroutine READIN provides the input of data for the


program. The input data may come either from cards or


from a restart tape. The first card gives the restart


station number and the second card gives the tape unit


,numbers. If the restart station number is zero, the input


data is from cards and is as described in the section


"Description of Input Data". If a restart station number


greater than zero is used, the input data comes from the


restart tape, and only the two cards described above are


read. With the exception of the two variables on-the
 

first card and some of the arrays (which are not needed


for a restart), all variables which are in COMMON in the


program are written on the restart tape. The order in


which the variables are written on the restart tape is


as they appear in the COMMON statements.


The restart tape is also written by subroutine


READIN. The array LABEL and the variables in ARRAY2 are


written at the beginning of the tape; the other variables







controls which part of the subroutine is used: for a


value of one, the input data are read; for a value of


two, the initial data are written on the restart tape,








If the input data is from the restart tape, subroutine


WRITE1 and WRITE2 are called to print the data which


has been read from the tape. Subroutine WRITE2 prints the


data from the last converged solution written on the tape


(corresponding to K-KRSTRT). When the restart tape is


written, a message is printed giving the current value

















J 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
KREADN , 	 Indicator for Part of Subroutine Used 
KRITEI , 	 Indicator for Part of Subroutine WRITE1 
to be Used 
LST Alphmeric Variable, Assigned Value of


'LAST' in a DATA Statement
 

All other variables are described in the section


"Description of Variables in Common", except for LABEL











Subroutine REFSUB computes the free stream Reynolds


number for nozzle flow calculations and for other cal­

culations for which the input value of Re is zero. It


also calculates the dimensional quanties needed for the


heat transfer calculation. Values of p., u, and.V are


needed to calculate Re . The value of 1t is obtained


from T and reference values of viscosity and temperature


using gutherland's law. The value of u. is obtained from







p. or T is not specified in the input data, it can be


calculated from M and p0 or from M and T0 respectively.


For -a-nozzI1, M -Ys -taken to be the exit MACH number


and is calculated from the nozzle geometry in subroutine


MACH. For other geometries, M needs to be part of the
 

input data. If the indicator KFS is zero this subroutine


is bypassed as are the other calculations in the program


using dimensional quantities [one exception is that sub­
















The following variables occur in this subroutine and


are described in the section "Description of Variables in


Common". AMUINF, AMUREF, G, PFS, PSTAG, R, REINF, RHOFS,
 
















If w 0 0, the power law is used, i.e.


C e0-1 where G = T/Te.


If W = 0, Sutherlands law is used, i.e.














CALL RHOMU (OMEGA, TH, C, DCDTH, VK)






The purpose of this subroutine is to determine the


thermodynamic and transport properties by interpolation


in tables written on unit IT. The data on unit IT are


obtained as described in Appendix B.


The solution obtained for the thermodynamic and


transport properties at a given pressure are written on


unit IT as unformatted records. For each pressure, two


records are written. The first record contains the pres­

sure and the number of steps in the table of thermodynamic


and transport properties at the given pressure. The second


record contains the arrays of temperature, enthalpy, density,


viscosity, specific heat, and Prandtl number in that order.


These arrays are dimensioned by 100 in the generating pro­

gram. The records are written with P decreasing and the


corresponding table of thermodynamic and transport pro­

perties is written with temperature decreasing. Five sets


of these records are read in this subroutine and stored


as the array X and the three dimensional array Y.


A table of thermodynamic and transport properties


at the desired pressure is obtained by five point inter­

polation in the array Y and stored in the two dimensional


array Y2. Local values of the thermodynamic and transport

properties are obtained by five-point interpolation in the

















IJK 	 Indicator for Initial or Subsequent Call


to Subroutine, Undefined for First Call,








IT 	 Tape Unit Number (NT2)


I1 Index of Array Z Indicating the Point in








JJ , 	 Indicator For Number of Steps in Property 
Table 
Ji , Index of Array Z Indicating the Property 
Value which is to be Returned by the 
Subroutine 
K 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
L 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
MM 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
NBRR , 	 Dummy Variable 
NV 	 Index which Indicates the Number of Arrays


Written on Unit IT


X 	 , 	 Array of Logl0 (P), P in Atmospheres 
XX , 	 Local Value of X at which Interpolations 
are made for Array Y2 
XXi 	 Value of XX for the Previous Call of the 
Subroutine 
X1 	 , 	 Dummy Variable 






Y2 	 Two Dimensional Array of Thermodynamic


and Transport Properties at XX











Z(2), Logl0 (H*/RGAS), H*/RGAS has units of 'K



















Subroutine SOLVE calculates the solution for a


general parabolic partial differential equation when the







T1, + A,, T + A2 + A3 + A4 #6 0. 
In order to obtain a solution for the above equation,
values of 4 and the first and second derivatives-of 4 
with respect to n from a previous iteration or from a 
previous x station are required. These are passed 
through the argument list as the arrays WI, WIN, and 
WINN. The new values of 4 and the first and second 
derivatives are returned through the argument list as 










A Matrix Inversion Coefficient


B Matrix Inversion Coefficient


CC Matrix Inversion Coefficient 
D Matrix Inversion Coefficient 
E Array of Matrix Inversion Coefficients 
El Value of B at Wall 
F Array of Matrix Inversion Coefficients 
FII Value of F at Wall 
KON Array Subscript, Descending Order 
N Array Subscript 
Wi Value of 4 at Previous Station 




 2 at Previous Station
 
W2 , New Value of 
W2N , New Value of a /an 
W2NN , New Value of 2 Pn 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


SOLVE are described in the section "Description of Variables








Function TLU searches in the array X for the two


values which bracket XSTAR and linearly interpolates for


the corresponding value in the array Z. The returned


value is TLU. If XSTAR is not within the range of the


array X, TLU is set equal to zero -and the error flag is








TLU (NTABLE, Z, X, XSTAR, NFLAG)


where NTABLE is the dimension of the arrays Z and X and








Subroutine VISCO calculates the viscosity ratio I/lref 
corresponding to the tempeiature ratio T/T ref' If o = 0 






If w 0, Sutherlands law is used, i.e.













CALL VISCO (OMEGA, T. XMU)


where OMEGA = w, T and XMU are the temperature and


viscosity ratios, and C' = C*/Tref is provided through










This subroutine calculates the temperature and


enthalpy boundary conditions at the wall. If a wall


temperature distribution is part of the input data,


five point interpolation is used to obtain the value


of Tw corresponding to the local value of x. If KCQ


is non-zero, five-point interpolation is used to obtain


the local value of CQ. For an adiabatic wall, a value


of the wall enthalpy is calculated such that the enthalpy

gradient is zero at the wall. For a non-adiabatic wall,











Description of Variables 
C1 Intermediate Variable used in computing GW 





HOR = Hw*/RGAS), 0K 
HORL = Logl0 HOR 
HORLOG = Logl0 (Hw/RGAS) 
JT = Array Subscript 
NERR , Dummy Variable 
PATMS , Pressure in Atmospheres 
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PLOG = Logl0 P 
PSTR , Pressure, lb/ft
2 
TSTR , 	 Wall Temperature, 'K 






The following variables which are used in subroutine


WALL are described in the section "Description of Variables


in Common": ALP1, BO, CONVRG, CQ, CQZ, DIP, DN, DUEDS,


EPSVD, FINJ, HE, HREF, HW, IADW, IIMAX, KCQ, KINJ, KNOINJ,
 

KTW, NEQIL, NT2, NV, PB, PREF, R, ROWE, RO, TB, TC, TE, TH,











This subroutine calculates the edge and reference


conditions at the initial value of x for a wedge or a flat


plate. For a perfect gas the properties are obtained from


perfect gas relations. For an equilibrium gas, the pro­













Description of Variables 
CPRIME CPRIM 
HOR H*/RGAS, K 
HORL Logl0 (HOR) 
J , Array Subscript 
NERR , Dummy Variable 
PATMS , Pressure in Atmospheres 
SINTH , Sin (ANGLE) 
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XMTHSK , 	 M Sin (THSHOK) 
XMTHSQ , 	 Square of XMTHSK 
ZZ , 	 Dummy Array for Thermodynamic and Trans­
port Properties 
The following variables which are used in subroutine


WDGFPI are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ALP, ANGLE, BETA, CPRIM, CSTAR,


CX, DUEDS, G, HE, HESTAT, HFS, HREF, HSTAG, NEQIL, NT2,,


NV, OMEGA, PB, PESO, PFS, PNC, PP, PREP, PSTAG, P10, R,


RGAS, RHOPS, RHOREF, RHOSTD, RHOSTG, ROESO, ROWE, ROWEP,


RO, TB, TESO, TFS, THSHOK, TREF, TSTAG, TI0, UE, UER02,











For a wedge or for a flat plate the edge properties


required by subroutine DELTAS to calculate AE are pro-.


vided by subroutine WDGFP2. The properties are constant


and have been computed in subroutine WDGFPl. A value is


calculated for the variable Z; to the other variables are














The following variables which are used in subroutine


WDGFP2 are described in the section "Description of


Variables in Common": ANGLE, DUBDS, ROESO, ROWE, RO, TB,










Subroutine WRITEl provides two secotions of ou-tput.


T-he first-section is the input data and other data


initialized by the program. The integer,quantities are


written first in the same order as they appear in the


input followed by the injection parameters CQ and FINJ.


The next data written are the free-stream quantities.


If the indicator KFS is zero, the free-stream pressure


and density and the stagnation pressure and temperature


are not written. If the reference temperature, TREFI,


is zero, the reference temperature, the reference vis­

cosity, and the free stream viscosity are not written.


The transition parameters are then written and are fol­

lowed by a group of variables, most of which are from


the program input and appear in approximately the same


order. Next are written the integer arrays which con­

trol the values of x at which a solution is obtained


and at which full profile data is to be written. Finally,


the values of axial distance, radius, surface distance,
 

surface pressure, non-dimensional edge velocity, surface


temperature, and injection rate distribution are written.


The second section of the subroutine is used when


calculations are made using the equilibrium gas model.


The stagnation, free-stream and reference conditions


which have been recomputed for the equilibrium gas are

















J 	 , 	 Array Subscript 
KRITEI 	 Indicator for Section of Subroutine to








The other variables which appear in this subroutine


are described in the sections "Description of Output" and










Subroutine WRITE2 provides the output of computed

results after a converged solution is obtained. The out­

put is in two sections. The first section is written at


every station at which a solution is obtained. The second


section is written for specified values of x. The first


line of output contains the values of geometry related


variables (such as x, z, and C), the pressure gradient


term, S, the number of iterations, and the station counter,


K. The second line contains the non-dimensionalized edge


conditions (such as Te, Me, and lie). The third line con­

tains the skin friction and heat transfer in the transformed


coordinates, the subscript in the eddy viscos-ity array

where the inner and outer eddy viscosities are matched,


and the cumulative total of the number of iterations. The


fourth line gives the first and second derivatives of


the velocity at the wall and at the second grid point from


the wall. The remainder of the first section is omitted


if x = o. The next line gives transition parameters and


the following line contains the Reynolds number or the


Reynolds number, the heat transfer rate, and two dimensional


heat transfer coefficients. In the remaining lines in the


first section are skin friction coefficients, Stanton








In the second section of the output, some of the


variables which are functions of the normal coordinate






y/e y/6 , F(=u/ue), aF/a, 32F/3n , e+, aW0/ao/,G(=H/He),

aG/af, V; T/Te, P/Pe, C(=Pp/Pele), aC/an, and X.


After the second section of output is written, sub­

routine READIN is called with KREADN=3 to write the


station data on the restart tape if NT3/O and if K=KTPW.


The first derivative of F at the wall is then tested for


a negative value and if BF/an at the wall is negative, it


is assumed that the flow has separated, a message is




















IPRNT , 	 Counter or Subscript for Array IPRFL 
KL 	 The values of n and the- functions--of -n 
'arewritteni at every KL - th grid point. 
KREADIN , 	 Specifies READIN is Called to Write the 
Station Data on the Restart Tape 
XOLD , 	 Previous Value of x. 
The above variables except for KREADIN are in common


and thus are also described in the section "Description


of Variables in Common". The other variables which appear


in this subroutine (except for N, an array subscript) are


described in the sections "Description of Output" and








Subroutine ZRO uses subroutine INTERS to interpolate


in the arrays ZA and RZ for the values Z and RO correspond­

ing to the value X2 in the array XSTA. The arrays RZ,


XSTA, and ZA contain values of radius, surface distance,











CALL ZRO (JJ, X2, Z, RO)


where JJ is the dimension of the arrays, Z and RO are the










DESCRIPTION OF INPUT DATA


In the description of the input data, a card number


is given first, followed by the list of variables on that


card and the format under which the bard is read. Then


each variable in the list is described. At the end of


this section are coding forms which may be'used for cod­

ing the input data.


Card 1. KRSTRT, NRSTRT (4(7X,I3))


KRSTRT, Restart Indicator; Zero for Starting New 
Solution; Greater Than Zero Restarts Solution, 
Next Solution Obtained at K = KRSTRT + 1 
NRSTRT Increment in K for Which Restart Tape is 
Written 
Card 2. NTl, NT2, NT3, NT4 (4(8X,I2))


NTI, Tape Unit Number for Expansion Tape


NT2, Tape Unit Number for Gas Table Tape


NT3, Tape Unit Number for Restart Tape


NT4, Unit Number for Scratch Tape


For a perfect gas case, NTI, NT2, and NT3 are zero.


If NT3 = 0, the restart tape is bypassed.


Card 3. LABEL (18A4)


Alphameric Data for Identification of the Case.


Printed on the First Page of Output.


Card 4. NOSE, LAMTRB, KTRANS, KTRNSN (4(8X,12)


NOSE, 	 Indicator for Geometry, 1 for a Blunt Nose,








A value of 0 is reset to 1.












KTRANS, 	 Indicator for Transition Regime, 0 for No


Transition or Instantaneous Transition, 1


for Transition Regime (LAMTRB Must be -.)-

KTRNSN, 	 Subscript for XSTA Array Giving Value of x


at Which Instantaneous Transition Occurs


A value of 0 is reset equal to IIMAX and a








Card 5. IADW, KTW, KPD, KFS (4(8X,I2))








If IADW / 	 0, BO is set equal to 1.0. 
KTW-, 	 Indicator, 0 for Constant Wall Temperature,








KPD, 	 Indicator, 0 for Pressure Computed by


Program Based on Nozzle Area Ratio, Non-zero


for Pressure Distribution Input


KFS, 	 Indicator, Non-zero for Cbmputing in the


Program Dimensional Free-stream, Stagnation


and Reference Values and Dimensional Heat


Transfer and Heat Transfer Coefficients, 0


to Bypass Computing Dimensional Quantities


Card 6. NITI, NIT2, NITS, NC (4(8X,I2))


NITI, NIT2, and NIT3 are used in conjunction with


NIT (the number of iterations) to control the


variation in the x step size.


NITI, 	 After solution converges, Ax is doubled if


NIT is less than or equal to NIT1.


A value of 0 is reset equal to 3. A value


less than zero is reset equal to 0.


NIT2, 	 After solution converges, Ax is halved if


NIT is greater than or equal to NIT2.







NIT3, 	 If NIT = NIT3, Ax is halved, X and XI are


recomputed and the iteration loop is








A value of 0 is reset to 9.


NC, 	 Specifies Convergence Test, 0 for Test on


Derivatives at Wall, 1 for-Test on








Card 7. IE, KEND, IIMAX, ITH (4(7X,I3))


IF, Number of Grid Points in T1 Direction


(Program Dimensioned for IE = 101 Which


is the Recommended Value)








IIMAX, 	 Number of Values in Geometry, Pressure


and Temperature Distribution Arrays; Arrays


Dimensioned for 500 Values (IIMAX is also


obtained from the number of cards read.)


ITH, 	 Subscript in the Geometry Arrays of the 
Throat Location (ForNOSE / 3, the value 
is arbitrary.) 
Card 8. KADETA, KL, IPFL, IPRINT (4(8X,12))


KADBTA, 	 Indicator; if Zero, ETAINF is Held Constant,


if Non-zero>E TAINF can be Increased


KL, 	 Index for Profile Output DO Loop, I Gives








A value of 0 is reset equal to 2.


IPFL, 	 Number of Values in IPRFL Array (Maximum 100)


IPRINT, 	 Number of Values in IPR Array (Maximum 100)


Card 9. KVSLAW, KPGRAD, NV, NEQIL (4(8X,I2))


KVSLAW, 	 Indicator for Eddy Viscosity Law, 0 for







KPGRAD, 	 Indicator for Expression for A+ in Van Driest


Inner Eddy Viscosity Law; 0 for A' = 26, 1


for A+ Corrected for Mass Trans-fex, 2 for -A


'Correct6 for Pressure Gradient, 3 for A+














NEQIL, 	 Indicator for Gas Model, 0 for Perfect








Card 10 	 KCQ, KINJ, KNOINJ (4(7X,I3))


KCQ, i 	 Indicator, Zero for Constant Injection
 






KINJ, 	 Subscript in XSTA Array Giving the Location


of the Beginning of Injection








KNOINJ, Subscript in XSTA Array Giving the Location


of the End of Injection








Card 11 	 CHICRT, XBAR, ATR, CQ, FINJ (6F12.6)


CHICRT, 	 Value of CHIMAX at which Transition








Appropriate values have been found to be


between 2000 and 4000.


XBAR, 	 Measure of Relative Length of Transition 
Region (i.e. XEnd of Transition = XBAR 
XBeginning 	 of Transition)


For Reichardt Law, XBAR should be about 65%


-greater than value used with Van Driest Law.










ATR, Transition Constant = 0.412 
CQ= Pw Vw/p ,u' Injection Rate 
FINJ= f., Value of Stream Function at Wall 
If FINJ is zero, VW is calculated from CQ. 
Card 12. TFS, UFS, XMA, REINF (6F12.6) 
TFS, Free-stream temperature, OR 
UFS, Free-stream Velocity, ft/sec 
If input value is 
from TFS and XMA 
zero, UFS is computed 
XMA, 	 Free-stream Mach Number


For a nozzle, TFS, UFS and XMA correspond














If input value is zero, REINF is computed


in Subroutine REFSUB and KFS must be non-zero








PRL= Pr, Laminar Prandtl Number


A value of 0.0 is reset to 0.7.


PRT= Prt, Turbulent Prandtl Number


OMEGA= 0, Exponent for Power Viscosity Law (If


= 0, Sutherland's law is used.)


Card 14. XKI, XK2, CONVRG, ADTEST (6F12.6)














XK2, 	 Constant for Outer Eddy Viscosity Law.










CONVRG, Convergence Criterion 
A value of 0.0 is reset to 0.001. 
ADTEST, Criterion for Increasing ETAINF (F(IB) 
F(LE-4) is compared with ADTEST.) 




Card 15. DX, CRNI, XKETA, ETAINF, REFLEN (6F12.6)


DX, 	 Initial x Step Size


CRNI, 	 Selector for Finite Difference Scheme;


1.0 for Fully Implicit (Recommended),








XKETA, 	 Parameter Which Controls the Grid Spacing


in the n Direction (1.0 Gives an Equally


Spaced Grid, a Value Greater than 1.0


Gives a Finer Grid at the Wall than at


the Outer Edge.) A value of 0.0 is reset


to 1.09, the value recommended for IE = 101.


ETAINF, 	 Maximum value of rj














Card 16. XJFAC, ANGLE, THSHOK, G (6F12.6)








ANGLE, 	 Wedge Half Angle, in Degrees







 y = Cp/Cv


*Note: ETAINF may be considerably larger than the value of


n corresponding to 6; particularly for laminar flow. The


recommended values of IF, XKETA, and ETAINF are appropriate
















	 Reference Temperature, 0R (Used in Computing
























	 Scale Factor used to Convert Unit Length 
for REINF (REINF as Computed is per Foot 
if SCF = 1.0; REINF is per Inch if SCF = 
.12.0) 
Card 18. 




	 Local Stagnation Pressure for Ideal or


Equilibrium Gas, PSIA (Corresponds to






 §tandard Molecular Weight of Given Gasv )

GAMEFF, 
 Effective y (C p/Cv) Behind Normal Shock

(for Blunt Body) (Same as G for a Nozzle)

DXMAX 




Cards 19 a, b, c, . . (IPR(J), J = 1, IPRINT) (1415) 
IPR, 	 Array-of Subscripts for Array XSTA Giving


Values of x at which a Solution is to be


Obtained (Array Dimensioned for 100 Values)


Cards 20 a, b, c, . . (IPRFL(J), J-l, IPFL) (1415) 
IPRFL, Array of Subscripts for Array XSTA Giving

Values of x at which Complete Solutions

(with Profiles) are Printed (Array

Dimensioned for 100 Values)









Cards 21. ZA(J), XSTA(J), RZ(J), PZ(J), TWZ(J), CQZ(J), 
LSTC (6E12.6, A4) 
The s-ix -arrays are dimensioned for 500 values. 
ZA, Array of 
Axis 
Coordinate Values Along the Body 
XSTA, 	 Array of Coordinate Values Along the Body


Surface (Same as ZA for a Flat Plate)














TWZ, Array of Surface Temperature Values,OR


CQZ, Array of Injection Rate Values, pwvw/p u


LSTC, 	 Alphameric Variable Used to Determine the








For a flat plate, ZA and XSTA are both used and must be


part of the input and the array RZ should be zero. If


KPD is zero, the array PZ should be zero and if KTW is
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This section contains three subsections. The first


subsection describes the first section of the output which


is the input and initialized data. The second subsection


describes the data which is written for each station at


which solutions are obtained. The third subsection describes


the miscellaneous messages and data written by the program.


The output from a sample calculation of turbulent flow over


a flat plate is included at the end of this section.


Input and Initialized Data


LABEL , 	 Alphameric Data for Identification of the 
Case (Written by Subroutine READIN) 
=
TI0 = 	 To/Tref where Tref U2 /Cp 




UESO = 	 U/U. at s 0 
TESO = 	 Te/Tref at s = 0 
=
PESO = 	 Pe/Pref at s 0 
The five variables above are written by subroutine


BLUNTI, NOZZLE1, or WDGFPI, depending upon the body


geometry. The data in the remainder of the first block


is written by subroutine WRITEl and corresponds to the








TIN = T/Tref 














































CP 	 Cp, Specific Heat


R = 	 Gas Constant for Specified Gas


Next in the program output are the arrays IPR and


IPRFL (which are described in the section "Description


of Input"3. Following the arrays IPR and IPRFL are the


arrays ZA, RZ, XSTA, PZ, U1Z, TWZ, and CQZ with the array


subscripts. PZ in the output differs from the values of


PZ in the input in that for input PZ is P/P and is changed


by the 	 program to P/Pref" UBZ is the array of non-dimensional


edge velocities calculated by the program (Ue/U). For a flat


plate, the values of UEZ are unity.


When the restart procedure is used, the input and


initialized data described above (except for T10, Pl0,


UESO, TESO, and PESO) are written preceded by the mes­

sage "PROGRAM RESTARTED. KRSTRT = ". For equilibrium


gas solutions, free stream and reference conditions are


recalculated after a converged solution is obtained for


K = 1 using the perfect gas model. Thus for a restart,


these quantities as printed in this data group will cor­

respond to the values used in the equilibrium gas model


and not the input values. A particular example is PZ


which is recalculated for the equilibrium gas model










The station data are divided into two groups. The


first group of data is written for each value of x at


which a solution is obtained. The second group--the

function profiles--is written only for the values of x


corresponding to XSTA CIPRFL). In the first group,


lines 5-13 are not written if x = 0. In the sixth line, 
REX alone is written if KFS = 0. If KFS / 0, REX is 
written followed by the wall heat transfer (BTU/ft2/sec2
and two heat transfqr coefficients; one in BTU/in2 -sec- R, 
the other in lbm/in4-sec. 
GROUP ONE 
Line 1 
S , Surface Distance, x 
XI = , Transformed Surface Distance 
Z , Axial Distance, z-
Z/L , Axial Distance/Body Length (Z/ZA(IIMAX)) 
R0 , Local Radius, r, (Set Equal to One for a 
Wedge or a Flat Plate) 
BETA = = 2E/Ue(dUe /d ) 
PP = dPE/ds 
NIT , Number of Iterations' at Current Value of x 









-UE = Ue/Um 
MACHE , Edge Mach Number 
RHOE = Pe/ p 
MUE lie/ref 
PB= Pe/Pref 







































, Skin Friction in Transformed Coordinates 
- c/SeVD 
, 	 Heat Transfer Coefficient in Transformed 
Coordinates 
= 	 QW EPSVD 
= VD= { ref/(p U L)}, Where-L is the 
Unit Length in REINF


= 	 PwVw/pU 
, 	 Subscript in EPSPL Array Where-the Inner 
and Outer Eddy Viscosities are Matched 
(Zero for Laminar Flow) 
, 	 Cumulative Total Number of Iterations in 
x Direction 
















=F" at Two Points from the Wall






, 	 Transition Intermittency Factor (Set to 
Zero for Laminar Flow, Set to One for 
Turbulent Flow) 
= 	 r, Transition Intermittency Factor Coordinate 
Initialized as Zero, Calculated after








REX , Local Reynolds Number Based on Edge 
Conditions 



















CHINF Ch =-k w


CHINF*SQRT(REX) = Ch RE-X 
-Line 8 
CFE Cf = 2T/PU 2 
e 
= Cf = 2Tw/P 2CFINF 
 






CFINF*SQRT(REX) = Cf v _Y 
Line 9 
CFINF/2 = Cf /2 
CHINF/,(CFINF/2) = 2Ch /Cf 










RO/REFLEN = r/reference length 
DELTA/X - 6/x 
DELSTR/X = d*/x 
Line 11 
THETA/REFLEN 6/reference length 
DELSTR/RBFLEN = 6*/reference length 
DELTA/REFLEN = 6/reference length 
DELSTRAXI/RBFLEN = 6 x./reference length 
ax i 
Line 12 








" = r {/T2W -l}axi 









68, Incompressible Boundary Layer 
Displacement Thickness 
*, Compressible Boundary Layer 
Displacement Thickness 
6, Boundary Layer Thickness (Value 
of y where U/U e = 0.995) 













































, r, Transformed Normal Coordinate 
y, Corresponding*.ysicai Coordinate 
, y/G (Zero for x = o) 








S+ , Eddy Viscosity (Zero for Laminar 
Flow) 






















RHOMU/RHOEMUE = 	 Pp/ ee (=C) 
aC
cP 
CHI 	 X, Vorticity Reynolds Number (Zero


for x = o)


N 	 , 	 (As above) 
Miscellaneous Messages and Data


For an equilibrium gas solution several messages and


sets of data are written. For a nozzle, if the pressure


distribution is calculated by the program (KPD=O), subroutine


EDGE1 writes the message "EDGE CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM


NOZZLE" and the values for the arrays Z, XSTA, LOGIOP,


LOGIOH, UE, and MACH. When the equilibrium gas solution


is begun, the appropriate geometry subroutine (BLUNT1,


NOZZLE1, or WDGFPl) is called and the new values of TIO,


Pl0, UESO, TESO, and PESO are written. Subroutine WRITEl


is called to write the message "BEGIN EQUILIBRIUM GAS








Subioutine READIN writes the message "RESTART TAPE


WRITTEN. K = # KTPW = #" after the station data has


been written on the restart tape. K is the current


value of K and KTPW is the next value of K at which the


restart tape will be written.


For transition regime calculations, subroutine


EFFMU writes the message "TRANSITION BEGINS" at the


beginning of transition and the message "TRANSITION


ENDS" when XIBAR first exceeds 2.0 with the Reichardt


eddy viscosity law or when XIBAR.first exceeds 4.*0 with


the Van Driest eddy viscosity law. The message "TRANSITION


ENDS" was found to be useful when the Van Driest eddy viscosity


law was used in calculations but less useful with the


Reichardt eddy viscosity law. At best, -the message







For the instantaneous transition model, subroutine


CHANGE writes the message "TRANSITION BEGINS INSTANTANEOUSLY"


and the values of X and DX when transition is initiated.


For the normal injection model, subroutine CHANGE


writes the message "INJECTION BEGINS" and the values


of X, DX, and CQ at the begi-nning of injection and the








If the iteration counter NIT reaches the value of


NIT3, the step size is halved, new values of X and XI


and new edge properties are calculated and the program


attempts to obtain a converged solution for the smaller


value of X. In this case, MAIN writes the values of


NIT, DX, X, F2N(l), F2NI, and DIF.


When ETAINF is increased, subroutine ADDETA writes


the message "INTERMEDIATE PROFILE DATA--ETAINF INCREASED


ISTOP = #", the values of DX, XKETA, BTAINF, and ADTBST,


and the function profiles. The function profiles are


as described above in the subsection "Station Data;


GROUP TWO". ISTOP is the number of iterations since


the last converged solution was obtained.


If ISTOP exceeds 100, the message "STOP *** ISTOP.GT.100"


is written by MAIN and the program is stopped. If after a


converged solution is obtained, the derivative of F at the


wall is negative, subroutine WRITE2 writes the message


"PROBLEM TERMINATED. NEGATIVE DF/DETA INDICATES THAT THE


BOUNDARY LAYER HAS SEPARATED" and stops the program.


Normal termination of the program is indicated by


the message "THE END X = XSTA(IIMAX)" or the message


"THE END K = KEND" which is written twice by MAIN.


In the above descriptions, all quantities which have


the apparent dimension of length have been non-diiension­












2-D AND AXISYMMETRIC NONREACTING PERFECT GAS AND EQUILIBRIUM CHEMICALLY REACTING LAMINAR























PROGRAM DEVELOPED UNDER CONTRACT NAS1-9337 WITH NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER


SAMPLE OUTPUT CASE, FULLY TURBULENT FLAT PLAT, WITH KEND=8


TIO= 0.54931510 00 PLO= 0.9261968D 00


UESO= 0.10000000 01 TESO= 0.4931511D-01 PESO= 0.14090030-01


KRSTRT = 0, NRSTRT = 2, NTI = 0, NT2 = 0, NTl = 0, NT4 = 0,


NOSE = 2, LAMTRB = 2, KTRANS = 0, KTRNSN = 17, IADW = 0, KTW = 0, KPD = 0, KFS = 1 
NITI = 3, NIT2 T 6,-NIT3 = 9, NC It IE = 101v KEND = Bt IIMAX = 17, ITH = 0


KADETA = 1, KL 2, IPFL = 17, IPRINT = 17, KVSLAW = 1, KPGRAD = 0, NV = 0, NEQIL = 0


JKCQ = 0, KINJ = 17, KNOINJ = 17, CQ = 0.0 * FINJ = 0.0 
TFS = 546.000000, UFS.= 8157.279981, MINF a 7.1200, REINF = 4.1017223D 05, TIN = 0.049315, XMUINF = 0.165760 
PFS = 1.528000, RHOFS = 2.3468380-04, PSTAG 7048.0454, TSTAG = 6381.828480 
CHICRIT = 2000.000, XBAR = 2.000000, ATR = 0.41200D 
BO = 0.087767, PRL = 0.7100, PRT = 0.9000, OMEGA = 0.0 , XKI = 0.4000, XK2 = 0.016800 
CONVRG = 0.010D, AOTEST = .OO010, CRNI = 1.0000, XKETA = 1.0900, ETAINF = 100.00 
CP/CV = 1.400000, EPSVD = 0.003835, SCALE FACTOR = 12.00000, REFERENCE LENGTH = 1.0000 
XJFAC = 0.0 , ANGLE = 0.0 'THSHOK = 0.0 * OX = 0.0100, DXMAX = 20.0000


POPRIM = 1.5280, CMSTD = 28.967OO, GAMEFF = 1.40000, RHOSTD = 0.002506559






 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17


IPRFL 1 2 3 4 5 
 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17


AXIAL POSITION ZA RZ XSTA PZ UEZ TWZ CQZ


1 	 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.0 1.000000 3.0 0.0

)2 	 3.130000 0.0 3.130000 0.0 




 0.0 4.380000 0.0 1.000000 
 3.0 0.0

4 	 5.630000 0.0 5.630000 
 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0


5 6.880000 0.0 6.880000 
 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0

6 	 8.130000 
 0.0 8.130000 0.0 1.000000 
 0.0 0.0
7 	 9.380000 0.0 9.380080 0.0 
 1.000000 0.0 0.0






9 	 11.880000 0.0 11.880000 
 0.0 1.000000 1.0 0.3
) 13.130000 0.0 13.130000 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0 
11 14.380000 0.0 14.380000 0.0 1.000000 9.0 0.0 
12 15.630000 0.0 15.630000 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.013 	 17.380000 0.0 17.38000 
 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0
cl 	 14 19.130000 0.0 19.130000 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0


15 20.880000 0.0 20.880000 
 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0
0 16 22.630000 0.0 22.630000 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0 

17 24.380000 0.0 24.380000 0.0 1.000000 0.0 0.0 

S = 0.00010, 
IcXI 0.00002, Z 0.00010, Z/L = 0.00000, RO = 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.0 , NIT = 8, K = 
TE = 0.04932, UE = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = 1.DOO0, MUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF = 23.96969, OW = -6.30086, HG = -0.2416440-01, EPSVD = 0.3835100-02, CC = 0.0 
 , KEP = 58, NITTOT = 8 
F2N(Il = 0.414130. F2N(3) = 0.415164, F2NN(1) = 0.303937, F2NN(31 = 0.304071

CHIMAX = 8.673126D 00, GAMMA = 1.000OOD 00, XIBAR 0.0


REX = 4.10172D 0l WALL HEAT TRANSFER 







BTU/IFT**2*SEC) BTU/(IN**2*SEC*DEGREE RI LBMI(TN**2*SEC)


STE = 4.822245D-02, STINF = 4. 8222450-02, CHEDGE = 5.403985D-02, CHINF = 5.4039850-02, CHINF*SQRT(REX) = 3.460965D-01 
CFE = 9.192613D-02, CFINF = 9.192613D-02, CF(TOTAL) = 1.838522D-01t CFBAR*SQRTCREX) = 1.1774760 00, CFI.NF*SQRT(REX) = 5.887380D-01 

CFINF/2 4.5963060-02, CHINF/(CFINF/2) = 1.1757230 00, CHEDGE/ICFE/2) = 1.175723D 00 

X/REFLEN = 9.999999D-05, Z/REFLEN = 9.9999990-05, RO/REFLEN = 1.0000000 00, OELTA/X = 1.499149D 00, DELSTR/X = 9.9665230-01 
THETA/REFLEN = 8.850n04D-06, DELSTR/REFLEN = 9.966522D-05, DELTA/REFLEN = 1.499149D-04, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 'V.0


THETA/DELTA 5.9033520-02, DELSTR/DELTA = 6.6481200-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.126160D 01, DELSTRAXI = 0.0

DELSTRK = 5.300600-05, OELSTR = 9.96652D-05, DELTA = 1.499150-04, TI-ETA = 8.850000-06, RETHETA = 3.63003D 00 
ETA V Y/THETA Y/DELTA F=U/UE FP(N) 




 0.0 0.0 0.0 
 0.0 0.414130 0.303937 
 0.o -0.000000 1
0.003403 0.000000 
 0.008345 0.000493 0.001411 
 0.415164 0.304071 0.000000 
 0.000000 3
0.007445 0.000000 0.018378 
 0.001085 0.003092 
 0.416394 0.304278 0.000000 
 0o.00000
0.012248 0.000000 0.030464 
 0.001798 0.005095 0.417856 
 0.304449 0.000000 
 0.000000 70.017955 
 0.000000 0.045058 0.002660 
 0.007485 0.419593 0.304550 
 0.000000 0.000000 9
0.024735 
 0.000001 0.062727 0.003703 
 0.010337 0.421658 0.304534 
 0.000000 0.000000 11
0.032790 0.000001 0.084186 
 0.004970 0.013743 
 0.424111 0.304338 0.000000 
 0.000000 13
0.042361 0.000001 0.110340 
 0.006514 0.017816 
 0.427022 0.303872 0.000000 
 0.000001 15
0.053732 0.000001 0.142340 
 0.008403 0.022691 
 0.430472 0.303018 0.000000 
 0.000001 17
0.067241 0.000002 0.181666 0.010724 
 0.028534 0.434557 
 0.301619 0.000000 0.000002 
 19
0.083292 
 0.000002 0.230229 0.013591 
 0.035548 0.439382 0.299470 
 0.000000 0000004
0.102362 0.000003 
 0.290516 0.017150 0.043981 
 0.445064 0.296307 
21

0.000000 0.000006 230.125019 0.000003 
 0.365779 0.021593 0.054141 
 0.451729 0.291787 0.000000 0.000009 25
0.460296 0.027173 0.066406 
0.151937 0.000004 
 0.459502 0.285467 0.00000i 
 0.000014 27
0.183919 0.000005 0.579717 
 0.034223 0.081247 0.468497 
 0.276772 0.000001 0.000020 29
0.221917 
 0.000006 0.731516 0.043184 
 0.099246 0.478797 
 0.264945 0.000002 0.000030 
 31
0.925576 0.054640 0.121128 
 0.490409 0.248978 0.000004 0.000045 33
 0.267063 0.000008 
0.320700 0.000010 
 1.174911 0.069359 
 0.147783 0.503205 0.227517 
 0.000007 0.000067 35
0.384426 0.000013 1.496486 
 0.088343 0.180299 0.516814 
 0.198737 0.000012 
 0.000102 37
0.460139 0.000017 1.912016 0.112873 
 0.219972 0.530446 
 0.160234 0.000022 0.000158 
 39
0.550094 0.000022 
 2.448427 0.144539 
 0.268288 0.542619 0.109024 
 0.000040 0.000256 41
0.656969 0.000028 3.137313 
 0.185207 0.326812 0.550763 
 0.0419360.000036 4.012252 0.236857 










 5.102313 0.301207 
 0.479224 0.536564 -0.143617 0.000320' 0.001572 47
1.114052 0.000057 6.420444 
 0.379021 0.572628 0.500906 
 
-0.248233 0.000738 0.003435 
 49





 -0.332287 0.001881 0.008271 
 51
0.000085 9.625292 0.568215 
 0.772628 0.347355 
-0.364129 0.005290. 0.021233 53
1.880625 0.000101 11.358129 0.670510 0.860644 
 0.241332 
-0.325447 0.015663 0.052219 55
2.237773 0.000116 13.057173 0.770811 0.927363 0.141073 
 -0.229879 0.043012 0.097854 57
2.662101 0.000130 14.684270 






 0.000144 16.270725 0.960518 
 0.990810 0.025337 -0.056397 0.052526 -0.021866 61
3.765218 0.000159 17.909913 
 1.057285 0.998448 0.005878 
 -0.017378 0.038493 -0.022735 63
4.476858 0.000175 19.728474 1.164641 
 '0.999911 0.000601 -0.002759 
 0.024285 
-0.016420 65
5.322358 0.000193 21.844915 1.289582 1.000000 0.000011 
 -0.000131 0.013779 -0.009212 67




 0.000242 27.329570 1.613361 
 1.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 0.003700 -0.002069 71
0.000273 30.867594 1.822223 
8.938375 
 1.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 0.001792 -0.000896 7310.623086 0.000310 
 35.071121 2.070372 1.000000 
 0.000000 -0.000000 0.000835 -0.000370 75
12.624691 0.000355 40.065330 
 2.365197 1.000000 0.000000 
 0.000000 0.000376 
-0.00014615.002798 0.000407 45.998951 2.715480 
 77
1.000000 0.000000 
 0.000000 0.000164 -0.000056 79
17.828227 0.000469 
 53.048686 3.131651 
 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
 0.000070 
-0.000021 81
21185119 0.000544 61.424476 3.626103 
 1.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
 0.000029 -0.000007 83
25.173443 0.000632 71.375752 
 4.213562 1.000000 
 0.000000 0.000000 0.000012 
 -0.000003 85
29.911970 0.000736 83.198863 
 4.911522 1.000000 0.000000 
 0.000000 0.000005 -0.000001 87
35.541814 0.000861 97.245901 
 5.740768 1.000000 
 0.000000 0.000000 0.000002 






50.177617 0.001184 133.763728 7.896543 1.0000o0 o.oo00 
 -0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000
 93
59.619429 0.001392 157.322017 9.287272 
 1.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 95
70.837247 0.001640 
 185.311621 10.939597 
 1.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 97
84.165135 0.001934 218.566069 12.902724 
 1.000000 0.000000 
 -0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 
 99
0.002284 258.075678 15.235115 
 1.0000C0 -0.000000 -0.000000 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































S = 0.01010, 
XI = 0.00167, Z 0.01010, Z/L = 0.00041, RO = 1.000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.0 * NIT 5, K = 2 
TE = 0.04932, UE = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.200000, RHOE = 1.00000, HUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF 2.53603, Qw = -0.67314, HG = -0.2581560-02, EPSVD = 0.3835100-02, CO = 0.0 * KEP = 54, NITTOT = 13 
F2N(1) = 0.440340, F2N(3& = 0.441521, F2NN(I) = 0.346997, FZNN(3) = 0.347182 
CHIMAX = 9.0204010 01.GAMMA = 1.0000000 00, XIBAR = 0.0 
REX = 4.14274D 03 WALL HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
4.2268930 02 5.529031D-04 2.4693930-03 
BTU/(FT**2*SEC) BTU/IIN**2*SEC*DEGREE RI LBM/(IN**2*SEC). 
STE 5.151744D-03, STINF = 5.1517440-03, CHEDGE = 5.7732340-03# CHINF = 5.7732340-03, CHINF*SQRT(REX) = 3.715891D-01 
CFE = 9.725905D-03. CFINF = 9.7259050-03, CF(TOTAL) = 1.116334D-02, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) = 7.185183D-01, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 6.2599930-01 
CFINF/2 = 4.8629520-03, CHINF/(CFINF/2I = 1.1871870 00, CHEGE/(CFE/2) = 1.187187D 00 
X/REFLEN = 1.0102000-02, Z/REFLEN = 1.0100000-02, RO/REFLEN = 1.000000D 00, DELTA/X = 1.604908D-01, DELSTR/X = 1.0325280-01 
THETA/REFLEN = 9.179497D-05, DELSTR/REFLEN = 1.0428530-03, DELTA/REFLEN =,1.6209570-03, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.6630110-02, OELSTR/DELTA = 6.4335630-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.1360680 01, DELSTRAXI = 0.0 
DELSTRK - 5.309330-04, OELSTR - 1.042850-03, DELTA - 1.620960-03, THETA = 9.17950D-05, RETHETA 3.765170 01 





















0.007445 0O.000002 0.017822 0.001009 0.003288 0.442925 0.347473 0.000000 0.000001 5 
0.012248 0.000003 0.029559 0.001674 0.005420 0;444595 0.347720 0.000000 0.000002 7 










































0.083292 0.000021 0.225020 0.012743 0.037881 0.469183 0.341846 0.000008 0.000348 21 





























































































































































3.166245 0.001485 16.177901 0.916156 0.983433 0.035280 -0.058758 0.610972 -0.209068 61 










































10.623086 0.003166 34.486318 1.952964 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 0.011889 -0.005175 75 






























































50.177617 0.011944 130.110985 7.368199 1.000000 -O.00900 0.000000 0.000004 -0.000000 93 





















100.000000 0.023000 250.558596 14.189161 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 0.000000 -0.000000 101 
ETA G=H/HE GPIN) T/TE 
 RHO/RHOE RHOMU/RHOEMUE CP CHI N


0.0 0.087767 0.302139 
 0.0 0.977626 1.022886 
 1.005242 -0.791882 0.0 1
0.003403 0.088797 0.303303 
 -OOt0O03 0.989077 1.011044 1.002554 
 -0.788352 0.030463 30.007445 
 0.090026 0.304690 
-0.0 0014 
 1.002680 0.997327 0.999375 
 -0.784029 0.002172 50.012248 
 0.091493 0.306344 -0.000037 
 1.018838 0.981511 0.995622 -0.778731 0.005737 70.017955 0.093247 
 0.308317 -0.000080 1.038029 
 0.963364 0.991197 -0.772230 0.011989 90.024735 0.095346 
 0.310672 -0.000152 1.060821 
 0;942666 0.985988 -0.764255 0.022034 11
0.032790 




 0.100876 0.316842 
-0.000448 
 1.120007 0.892851 0.972707 
 -0.742533 0.059757 15
0.053732 0.104501 0.320856 
 -0.000723 1.158126 0.863464 
 0964346 -0.727979 0.091730 17


0.067241 0.108868 0.325655 
-0.001137 
 1.2D3332 0.831026 0.954630 
 -0.710347 0.136301 19
0.083292 
 0.114141 0.331391 -0.001753 1.256899 
 0.795609 0;943399 -0.689139 0.197311 21
0.102362 0.120526 0.338247 
 -0.002662 1.320297 0.757405 
 0.930498 -0,;663859 0.279590






 0.137739 0.356213 -0.005947 1.483462 0.674099 0.899197 
 -0.599337 0.534130 27
0.183919 0.149318 0.367857 




 0.381684 -0.012930 1.708026 
 0.585471 0.860276 
-0.514460' 04974372 31
0.267063 0.181159 0.398020 
-0.018948 1.848041 0.541113 
 0&838194 
-0.464404 1.303112
0.320700 0.203024 0.417158 





0.384426 0.230319 0.439261 
-0.040400 2.187662 0.457109 0.790574 -0.350883 2.323954 37
0.460139 
 0.264536 0.464163 -0.058865 
 2.383205 0.419603 0766411 
 -0.288606 3.123598 39
0.550094 










 0.340306 0.707919 -0.086585 8.243053 45
0.934811 0.510591 0.541684 
 
-0.261405 3.020957 0.331021 
 0,700299 
-0.015821 11.885163 47
1.114052 0.605837 0.510659 
 -0.375330 2.982359 0.335305 
 0703837 0.053425 17.419902 49
1.327008 0.706500. 0.422569 -0.532000 
 2.795509 0.357717 0.721735 
 0.110826 25.074756 51
* 1.580020 0.796148 0.288588 -0.737532 2.491990 04401286 530.753853 0.137765 33.545f7 
 
. 1.880625 0.865404 
 0.194156 0.992337 2.148537 0.465433 
 0.2795674 0.145338 4.o806357 550 2.237773 0.923141 0.131736 
-1o304232 1.784312 0.560440 0.848051 0.144405 69.723220- 57 
..... 2o662101 0.965601 0.073435 
-1.691043 1.457619 
 0*686050 0.903978 0.118130 
 88.736690 59
3.166245 0.990045 0.030200 -2,170701 1.215670 
 0.822592 0.952016 0.075064 
 82.895443 61
3.765218 
 0.999397 0.006889 -2.758273 
 1073927 0.931162 0.983016 










 ' 09987.70 0.999713 0.001295 
 0.632257 67
6.326896 1.000000 -0.000016 
 -5.316594 1.000005 0.999995 
 0.999999 '0.000041 -0.001488 69
7.520387 1.000000 0.000000 
 -6. 510085 1.000000 10000000 
 1.000000 -0.000000 
-0.000045
8.938375 




-0.000000 -0.000006 7310.623086 
 1.000000 0.000000 -9.612784 1.000000 1.000000. 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000001 7512.624691 1.000000 0.000000 -11.614389 1.000000 1000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000001 77
15.002798 1.000000 0.000000 -13.992496 1.000000. 1.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.00000 7917.828227 1.000000 0.000000 -16.817925 1.000000. 1.000000 1.000000 
 -0.000000. -04000000 8121.185119 1.000000 0.000000 
-20.174817 
 1.000000 i.000000 1.000000 
 -0.000000 -0.000000 8325.173443 
 1.000000 0.000000 
-24.163141 
 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.00000 8529*911970 1.000000 
 0.000000 -28.901668 1.000000 * 1.000000. 1.000000 -0.000000. -0.000000 8735.541814 1.000000 0.000000 
 -34.531512 1.000000 1.000000 




 1.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 91
50.177617 1.000000 0.000000 -49.167315 
 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 
 -0.000000 -0.000000 93
59.619429 1.000000 0.000000 
 -58.609127 1.000000 1.000000 
 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 95
70.837247 1.000000 -0.000000 -69.826945 1.00000 1.003000. 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000000 9784.165135 
 1.000000 -0.000000 -83.154833 
 1.000000 1.000000 1.000060 -0.000000 -0.000000 99
100.000000 1.000000 -0.000000 -98.909698 1.000000, r.000000 
 1.000000 -0.000000 -0.000007 101 
S 0.02010, XI = 0.00333, 1 = 0.02010, Z/L = 0.00082, RO = 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.0 * NIT = 3, K = 3 
= 0.0TE = 0.04932, UL = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = l.OOO, MUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS 
CF = 1.877T4. QW = -0.50068, HG = -0.192015D-02, EPSVD = 0.383510D-02, CO = 0.0 , KEP = 54, NITTOT = 16 
F2N(1) = 0.459947, F2N(3) = 0.461242, F2NN(I) = 0.380316, F2NN(3) = 0.380529 














STE = 3.8318520-03. STINF = 3.831852D-03, CHEDGE = 4.294115D-03, CHINF = 4.2941150-03, CHINF*SQRTIREX) = 3.899014D-01 
CFE = 7.2013270-03, CFINF = 7.201327D-03, CF(TOTAL) = 9.115823D-03, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) = 8.277077D-01, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 6.5387340-01 
CFINF/2 = 3.600663D-03. CHINFI(CFINF/2) = 1.192590O 00. CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.1925900 00 
X/REFLEN = 2.010000-02, Z/REFLEN = 2.010000D-02, RO/REFLEN = 1.000000D 00. DELTA/X = 1.180934D-01, DELSTR/X = 7.460366D-02 
THETA/REFLEN = 1.324257D-04, OELSTR/REFLEN = 1.499534D-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 2.3736770-03, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.5789250-02, DELSTR/DELTA = 6.317344D-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.132359D 01, DELSTRAXI =0.0 
DELSTRK = 7.438560-04, DELSTR = 1.499530-03, DELTA = 2.37368D-03. THETA = 1.32426D-04, RETHETA = 5.43173D 01 
S = 0.04010, 
XI = 0.00665, Z 0.04010, Z/L = 0.00164, RO = 1.00000, BETA = G.0' PP = 0.0 , NIT = 3. K = 4 
TE - 0.04932, UE = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = 1.00000, MUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF = 1.41259, OW = -0.37824, HG = -0.1450580-02, EPSVD = 0.383510D-02, CQ = 0.0 KEP = 53, NITTOT = 19 
F2N(II = 0.488721. F2N(3) = 0.490189, F2NN(1) = 0.431215. F2NN(3) = 0.431480 
CHIMAX = 1.8551490 02, GAMMA = 1.000000D 00, XIBAR = 0.0


REX = 1.64479D-04 WALL HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS


2.375100q 02 3.331535D-04 1.3875570-03


BTU/(FT**2*SEC) BTU/EIN**2*SEC*OEGREE R) LBM/(IN**2*SEC) 
STE = 2.8947760-03, STNt= 2.894776D-03, CREDGE = 3.243993D-03, CHINF,= 3.243993D-03, CHINF*SQRT(REX) 4.1604010-01 
CFE = 5.4174050-03, CFINF = 5.417405D-03, CF(TOTAL) = 7.191686D-03, CFBAR*SQRTIREX) = 9.2232940-01, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 6.947789D-01 
CFINF/2 = 2.708703D-03, CHINF/(CFINF/2) = 1.197619D 00, CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.197619D 00 
X/REFLEN = 4.0100000-02, Z/REFLEN = 4.OIOOOOD-02, RO/REFLEN = 1.000000D 00, DELTA/X = '8.736284D-02, DELSTR/X = 5.415920D-02 
THETA/REFLEN = 1.931181D-04, DELSTR/REFLEN = 2.171784D-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 3.5032500-03, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN - 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.5125430-02, DELSTRIDELTA = 6.1993410-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.124588D 01D, DELSTRAXI = 0.0


DELSTRK = 1.04341D-03, DELSTR = 2.17178D-03, DELTA - 3.50325D-03, THETA 1.93118D-04, RETHETA = 7.921170 01


S = O.080Wt 
S X = 0.01328, Z = 0.08010, Z/L = 0.00329, RD = 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.1 , NIT = 3, K =5 

TE 0.04932, UE = 1.O00O, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = 1.00000, HUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF = 1.08445, QW = -0.29192, HG = -0.111953D-02, EPSVD = 0.3835100-02 CO = 0.0 , KEP = 53, NITTOT = 22 
F2N(I) - 0.530272, F2N(3) = 0.532009, F2NN(1h 0.510378, F2NN(3) = 0.510728 
CHIMAX = 2.711108D 02, GAMMA = 1.000000D 00, XIBAR = 0.0 







BTU/(FT**2*SEC) BTU/(IN**2*SEC*OEGREE Rl LSM/(IN**2*SEC)


STE = 2.234132D-03, S1INF = 2.234132D-03, CHEDGE = 2.503651D-03, CHINF = 2.503651D-03, CHINF*SQRTiREX) = 4.5386900-01 
CFE = 4.1589640-03, CFINF = 4.158964D-03, CF(TOTAL) = 5.595847D-03, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) = 1.014297D 00, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 7.5384920-01 
CFINF/2 = 2.0794820-03, CHINF/(CFINF/2) = 1.2039780 00. CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.203978D 00 
X/REFLEN = 8.010000D-02, Z/REFLEN = 8.010000D-02, RO/REFLEN = 1.000000D 00, DELTA/X = 665743650-02, DELSTR/X = 3.970486D-2 
THETA/REFLEN = 2.853395D-04, DELSTR/REFLEN = 3.180359D-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 5.266067-03, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.418457D-02, DELSTR/OELTA = 6.039345D-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.1145880 01, OELSTRAXI = 0.0 
DELSTRK = 1.468130-03, OELSTR = 3.18036D-03, DELTA = 5.26607D-03, THETA = 2.853401-04, RETHETA = 1.170380 02 
S 0.16010, 
Xl = 0.02654, Z = 0.16010t Z/L = 0.00657, RO = 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.0 * NIT = 5, K 6 
TE = 0.04932, UE = f.00000, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = 1.00000, HUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF = 0.85488, OW = -0.23310, HG = -0.893977D-03, EPSVD = 0.3835100-02, CO = 0 0 * KEP = 52, NITTOT = 27 
F2N(1I = 0.590979, F2N(3) = 0.593165, F2NN(I) 0.642201, F2NN(3) = 0.642719 
CHIMAX = 4.023174D 02, GAMMA = 1.0000000 00, XIBAR =0.0 
REX = 6.56686D 04 WALL HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
1.4637470 02 2.0531807-04 8.551354D-04 
BTU/(FT**2*SEC) BTU/(IN**2*SEC*DEGREE R) LBM/CIN**2*SEC) 
STE,- 1.7840170-03, STINF = 1.7840170-03, CHEDGE = 1.999235D-03, CHINF = 1.9992351-03t CHINF*SQRT(REX) = 5.123216D-01 
CFE = 3.278531D-03, CFINF = 3.2785310-03, CF(TOTALI = 4.3537700-03, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) = 1.1156920 00, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 8.4015230-01 
CFINF/2 = 1.639265D-03, CHINF/(CFINF/2) = 1.219592D 00, CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.219592D 00 
X/REFLEN = 1.6010OOD-01, Z/REFLEN = 1.6010000-01, RO/REFLEN = 1.00000D O0, DELTA/X = 5.006776D-02, DELSTR/X = 2.94075D-02 
THETA/REFLEN = 4.272234D-04, DELSTR/REFLEN = 4.7072200-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 8.015848D-03, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.329734D-02, DELSTR/DELTA = 5.872392D-01D, DELSTR/THETA = 1.101817D 01. DELSTRAXI = 0.0 








S = 0.24010, 
XI 0.03980, 1 = 0.24010, Z/L = 0.0985, RO * 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP 0.0 , NIT = 4, K = 7 
TE = 0.04932, UE = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.1200000, RHOE = 1.00000, MUE = 0.16576, PE 0.01409, DUEDS = 0.0 
CF 0.74717, OW = -0.2n5L3, HG = -0.786708-03, EPSVD = 8.3835100-02, CQ =0.0 KEP = 52, NITTOT = 31 
F2N11 = 0.632542, F2N(3) = 0.635063, F2NN(i) = 0.740800, F2NNf3) = 0.741458 
CHIMAX = 5.1034320 02, GAMMA = 1.000000D 00, XIBAR = 0. 
REX = 9.848240 04 WALL HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
1.288110D 02 1.8068220-04 7.5252670-04 
BTU/tFT**2*SEC) BTU/(IN**2*SEC*DEGREE R) LBM/(IN**2*SEC) 
STEi'= 1.569951D-03, STINE = 1.56995D-03. CHEDGE = 1.759345D-03, CHINF = 1.759345D-03, CHINF*SQRT(REX) = 5.5211570-01 
CFE = 2.865467D-03, CFINF = 2.8654670-03, CF(TTAL) = 3.826509D-03, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) = 1.2008310 00, CFINF*SQRT(REX) = 8.9923810-01 
CFINF/2 = 1.432734D-03, CHINF/(CFINF/2 = 1.227963D 00, CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.227963D 00 
X/REFLEN = 2.401800D-01, Z/REFLEN = 2.401000D-01, RO/REFLEN = 1.000000D 00, DELTA/X = 4.311801D-02, DELSTR/X = 2.484595D-02 
THETA/REFLEN = 5.4575210-04, DELSTR/REFLEN = 5.965514D-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 1.0352630-02, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA = 5.271626D-02, DELSTR/OELTA = 5.762315D-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.0930810 01, DELSTRAXI = 0.0 
DELSTRK = 2.54132D-03, DELSTR = 5.96551D-03, DELTA = 1.03526D-02, TIETA = 5.45752 -04, RETHETA 2.238520 02 
S = 0.32010, 
XI = 0.05306, Z = 0.32010, ZL = 0.01313, RO = 1.00000, BETA = 0.0 , PP = 0.0 , NIT = 4, K = 8 
TE = 0.04932, UE = 1.00000, MACHE = 7.120D00. RHOE = 1.00000, MUE = 0.16576, PE = 0.01409 DUEDS = 0.0 
CF = 0.68322, QW = -0.18817, HG = -0.721657D-03, EPSVO = 0.3835100-02, CO = 0.0 , KEP = 51, NITTOT = 35 
F2NI11 = 0.667848, F2N(3) = 0.670668, F2NN(1I) = 0.828464, F2NNC3) = 0.829249 
CHIHAX = 6.090532D 02, GAMMA = 1.0000000 00, XIBAR =0.0 
REX = 1.312960 05 WALL HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS 
1.181600D 02 1.6574220-04 6.903025D-04 
BTU/(FT**2*SEC) BTU/(IN**2*SEC*DEGREE R) LBM/(IN**2*SEC) 
STE = 1.4401360-03, STINF = 1.440136D-03, CHEDGE = 1.6138700-03, CHINF = 1.6138700-03, CHINF*SQRT(REX) = 5.847825D-01 
CFE = 2.620217D-03, CFINF = 2.6202170-03, CF(TOTAL) = 3.5077210-03, CF8ARSQRT(REX) = 1.2710160 00, CFINF*SQRT,(REX.) = 9.4943060-01 
CFINF/2 = 1.310109D-03, CHINF/iCFINF/2) = 1.2318590 00, CHEDGE/(CFE/2) = 1.2318590 00 
X/REFLEN = 3.201COOD-01, Z/REFLEN = 3.2010000-01, RO/REFLEN = 1.0000000 0, DELTA/X = 3.875620D-02, DELSTR/X = 2.211976D-02 
THETA/REFLEN = 6.5225660-04, DELSTR/REFLEN = 7.0805350-03, DELTA/REFLEN = 1.240586D-02, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN = 0.0 
THETA/DELTA 5.257650D-02, DELSTR/OELTA = 5.707413D-01, DELSTR/THETA = 1.0855440 01, DELSTRAXI 0.0 




FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF PROGRAM LTBLCBQL


In the following source listing, the subroutines in the
 

program are -listed alphabetically, except for MAIN which is


at the beginning of the list, and except for the inter­

polation and differentiation subroutines which are at the


end of the list.


In each subroutine, the statement numbers are in


ascending order with an increment of 10. The cards in


each subroutine are sequence numbered incolumns 77


through 79. Further, the subroutines are sequenced by


an alphabetic label in columns 74 and 75. The first


subroutine, MAIN, is labeled A, the second subroutine,


BLUNT1, is labeled B, and the forty-second (and last)


subroutine is labeled AP. The interpolation and dif­

ferentiation subroutines with their alphabetic labels


are listed below. 
Subroutine Alphabetic Label 
DBRIV3 AI 









C PROGRAM LTBLCEQL A 1








C A 4 
C A PROGRAM FOR A 5 
C 2-D AND AXISYMMETRIC NONREACTING PERFECT GAS AND EQUILIBRIUM A 6 
C CHEMICALLY REACTING LAMINAR, TRANSITIONAL AND/OR TURBULENT A 7 
C BOUNDARY-LAYER FLOW A 8 
C A 9 
C BY A 1D 
C A 11 
C E. C. ANDERSON, E. W. MINER AND C. H. LEWIS A 12 
C AEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPT. A 13 
C VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY A 14 
C BLACKSBURG, VA. 24061 A 15 
C PHONE - (703)-552-6126 A 16 
C 'PROGRAM DEVELOPED UNDER CONTRACT NAS1-9337 WiTH NASA A 17 
C LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER A 18 
C A 19 
C A ZD 
C MAIN ROUTINE A 21 
C A 22 
C MAIN CALLS SUBROUTINES ACDETA, CHANGE, COEF, DELTAS, DERIV3, A 23 
C ENERGY, GEOM, INIT, MOMENT, PRFILE, PROP, READIN, VISCO, WALL, A 24 
C WRITEl, AND WRITE2. A 25 
C A 26 
C MAIN PROVIDES CONTROL OF THE FLOW OF LOGIC IN THE PROGRAM AND A 27 
C SOME CALCULATIONS. A 28 
C A 29 
C STAGNATION ENTHALPY ENERGY EQUATION IN LEVY-LEES VARIABLES A 3D 
C A 31 
COMMON /ARRAY1/ AO(IOI),AOB(IOI),AOBP(101),AI(1D1),A2(1O1),A3(1D1I A 32 
1,A4(IDlhCI(LOl,ClN(II),C(IOI),CPIOI),CHI(IOI),DN(102),DN2(102) A 33 
2,EPSO(101),EPSPL(1l1),F1(101),FIN(101),FINN(101),F2(l11)tF2N(lOlt A 34 
3F2NN(IOLJ,FC(1O1),FCN(101,FCP(I1OIPREQ(101),ROROE(lI0)TI(I0lIT A 35 
4INI10l),TlNN(lOI),T2(101),T2N(,1Ol),T2NN(lO1),TC(IOL)tTCN(11),TH(I A 36 
5nI),THPIOIVC(1O1),XN(102hXN2(1D2)Y(iOl),YOVDEL(1O1),YOVTHT(1O A 37 
61),YY(loll A 38 
COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(501),RZ(501),TWZ(501),UEZ(501),XSTA(501),ZA(501 A 39 
I),IPR(I0I),IPRFL(I01) A 49 
COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNI,CRNIDIFtDIFFDIFIDIF2,NC A 41 
COMMON /COEFF3/ CFIHGFACIHGFAC2,QWSUM A 42 
COMMON /COMWLL/ A1B,BOEIFFF2N,HWTBTHNI,THITW,T2N1,T21,VWIA A 43 
1DW,KTW A 44 
COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRL,PRT A 45 
COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALPALPIBETADUEDSGGAMEFFHALPHEHESTAT,PE,PES A 46 
liPPRGASROESOROWEROWEPTETESOUEUEROZ,UESOXMXMUEXMUEP,XMU A 47 
2S0 A. 48 
COMMON /FRSTRM/ AMUINF,CXHFSHEX!T,PEXIT,P-F-S,-REINFARHOFS,TF T-IN, A 49 
1UFS,XMAXMUFS A . 50 
COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLEDSDXDXIDXMAXDXOLD,PNCR,RDREFLENSCFTHS A 51 
LHOKX,XI,XI2,XIOLDXOLD.XJAY,XJFACZ,ZOL A 52 
COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(501),CQ,CQ1,FINJKCQKINJKNOINJ,KPGRAD A 53 
COMMON IINTGR/ IEIIMAX,IMIPRNTISTOP,ITHKLKPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ A 54 
IL,NIT,NIT1,NIT2,NIT3,NOSE A 55 
COMMON /NTEGER/ IIIPFL,IPRINT,JJ,K,KADETAKEND,KEP,KFS,KSTOPKSTR A 56 
IT,KTPW,KTRNSN,LAMTRB,NITTCT A 57 
COMMON /NMLCRD/ ADTEST,ETAINFXKETA A 58 
COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREFPOPRIMPREFRHOREFRHOSTDTREFTREF A 59 
l1,UREF,XMUREF A 60 
COMMON (TAPENV/ NT1,NT2,NT3,NT4,NV A 61 
COMMON /VSCSTY/ CSTAREPSVD,OMEGAVKXKI,XC2,XMUINF A 62 
C A 63 
C A 64 
KREADNfl A 65 
CALL READIN (KREADN) A 66 
IF (KSTRT.EQ.1) GO TO 20 A 67 
C A 68 
C UPDATE PROPERTIES FOR 'RESTART A 69 
C A 70 
~-105­







CALL CHANGE A 73












































GO TO 90 A 89


20 CONTINUE A 9n







CALL VISCO (OMEGATIN,XMUINFI A 93








CALL WRITEI (KRITEI A 96

















CALL READIN (KREADN) A 102











IF (III-KINJ).LE.0) CQ=OO A 106


IF (RO.EQ.Q.0) VW=CQ/(EPSVD*SQRT(ROWE*XMUE*DUEDS*(XJFAC+1.O))) A 107


IF (RO.NE.O.O) VW=CQ*SQRT(2.0* I)/(XMUE*RO**XJFAC*ROWE*UE*EPSVD) A 108


IF (CQ.NE.OO.AND.FINJ.NE.O.0I VW=-FINJ A 109























40 CONTINUE A 117










50 CONTINUE A 121


GO TO 70 A 122
























CALL WRITEI (KRITE1) A 130


IF (NT3.EQ.0) GO TO 70 A 131








CALL READIN (KREADN) A 134









































































































DO I0 N=2,IE A 166




































IF {ISTOP.GT.100) GO TO 230 A 177


IF (K.EQ.1) GO TO 130 A 178


IF (NIT.LT.NIT3) GO TO 130 A 179


WRITE (6,240) NITDX,X A 180


































IF (NIT.LT.3) GO TO 100 A 190








IF (KADETA.EQ.0) GO TO 140 A 193













140 IF (KINJ.EQ.O.OR.KINJ.EQ.IIMAX) GO TO 150 A 197


IF (NIT.EQ.1.AND.ABS(I.O-XOLD/XSTA(KINJI).LE.I.E-61 GO TO 100 A 198


150 IF fKNOINJ.EQ.0.OR.KNOINJ.EQ.IIMAX) GO TO 160 A 199

















IF (NEQIL.EQ.1) GO TO 180 A 204







































IF (NOSE.EQ.1) GO TO 170 A 215















CALL PROP A 220







































































































200 CONTINUE A 248


IF (KSTOP.EQ.0) GO TO 210 A 249


WRITE (6,260) A 250


WRITE (6,2601 A 251









WRITE (6,270) A 254


WRITE (6,270) A 255


220 STOP A 256


230 WRITE (6,280) A 257














240 FORMAT (IHO,///6H NIT=,I5SH DX=,E14.6,4H X=,E14.61) A 262


250 FORMAT (9H F2N(11 ,1PE14.6,7H F2Nl,E14.6,6H DIF=,E14.6///) A 263


260 FORMAT (II/////50X,9H THE END ,14H X-XSTA(IIMAX)) A 264


270 FORMAT (1HI,/////SOX,SH THE END ,7H K=KEND) A 265


































C SUBROUTINE ADDETA INCREASES ETAINF IF FITE) AND F(IE-4) DIFFER BY B 7






C GENERATES NEW ETA SPACING AND INTERPOLATES FOR NEW VELOCITY AND B 9










COMMON /ARRAYI/ AO(OI),AOB(IO1),AOBP(IOl)hAlCIOI ,A2(10)tA3(101) B 12





























































IF (XKETA.EQ.1.0) DETAI=ETAIN2/FLOAT(IE-1I) B 30























00 40 N=2,TE B 38













IF CXN2(N).GT.XN(JC)) GO TO 20 B 42


IF (JC.LT.2) JC=2 B 43


IF (JC.GT.(IE-1)) JC=IE-1 8 44





























CALL DERIV3 (F2,XN2,IE,1,F2N) B 53


CALL DERIV3 (F2N,XN2,IE,IFZNN) B 54


CALL DERIV3 (T2,XNZ,IE,1,T2N) B 55




















































FCP(N)0.0 j' MtIpn B 71






VC(N)=VC(N-I)-F2(N)+F2(N-1))*DN4N-1) O.50 B 73








WRITE (6,90) DXXKETAETAINFvADTEST B 76


WRITE (6,100) B 77


DO 60 N=1,IE,KL B 78







WRITE (6,120) B 81


DO 70 N=1,IEKL B 82



































100 FORMAT (IHO,/124H ETA Y(N)/L Y/THETA Y B 94


1/DELTA F=U/UE FP(N) FPP EPS+ B 95


2 AOBP ,4X,2H N/I) B 96


110 FORMAT (9F14.6,15) B 97


120 FORMAT (1HO,/123H ETA G=H/HE - GP(N) B 98


1 V T/TE RHO/RHOE RHOMU/RHOEMUE CP B 99













C SUBROUTINE BLUNTI CALLS SUBROUTINES DENSIT, FD5, INTERS, MACH, C 3














C SUBROUTINE BLUNTI CALCULATES THE EDGE AND REFERENCE PROPERTIES C 8















































COMMON /STAG/ HSTAG,PIOPSTAGRHOSTGTIOTSTAG C 24


COMMO '.SUTH/ CPRIM C 25


COMMON JTAPENV/ NTINT2,NT3,NT4,NV C 26























C ********************************** C 34
























DO 10 J=I,IINAX C 42










































CALL DENSIT (ROWEPETE) C 54
























































WRITE (6,100) T1OP1O C 71


WRITE (6,1101 UE,TEPE C 72


RETURN 	 C 73











C -------- EQUILIBRIUM GAS STARTING AND REFERENCE CONDITIONS----- C 77












DO 30 J=1,3 C 81

























DO 40 J=l,4 C 89


IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 40 C 90


CALL SLOW (PLZZ,2,JNT2,NVNERR) C 91
































 C 101 







ZZ 1)-TFS/1.80 C 104


00 60 J-2,5 C 105


CALL SLOW (PL,ZZI,JNT2.NVNERR) C 106






HFS=10.O**(2)*RGAS*1. 80 	 A-C 108


IO GIA PAGE IS 	 T ri4vex 	 boa 
RHOFS=IO.O**ZZ(3I*RHOSTO C 109 
XMUFS=ZZ(4) C 110 
CX=ZZ(5)*RGAS C 1-11 
C C 112 
C -REFERENCE CONDITIONS1T -N........-....-.. C 113 
C C 114 
UREF=UFS C 115 
RHOREF=RHOFS C 116 
PREF=RHOFS*UFS**2 C 1,17 
HREF=UFS**2 C 118 
'TREF=UFS**-2/C C 119 
XMUREF=(518.60*+98o60/(TREF+198.60)*(TREF/518.60)**1.50*3.7lgE-07 C 120 
C C 121 
C XMUREF EVALUATED USING SUTHERLAND VISCOSITY LAW.XMUREF MAY BE CHOS C 122 
C ARBITRARILY C 123 
C C 124 
XMUINF=XMUFS/XMUREF C 125 
REINF=RHOFSSUFS/XMUFS/SCF C 126 
z=O.O C 127 
RO=O.O C 128 
X=0.O C 129 
PIO=POPRIM*144.0/PREF C 130 
TIO=TSTAG/TREF C 131 
HE=HSTAG/HREF C 132 
HESTAT=HE C 133 
TE=TIO C 134 
PE=P1O C 135 
ROWE=RHOSTG/RHOREF C 136 
XMUE=XMUSTG/XMUREF C 137 
UE=O.0 C 138 
PNC=0.0 C 139 
PP=0.0 C 140 
ALP=OO C 141 
DO 70 J=1,3 C 142 
UEJ(J)=UEJ(J)/UREF C 143 
PEJ(.J)=1O.0**PEJCJ)*2116.2240/144.O C 144 
70 CONTINUE C 145 
REWIND NTI C 146 
J=l C 147 
80 J=J+l C 148 
IF (PEJ(21.LT.PZ(J) GO TO 80 C 149 
.
IF (J.LT.3) J=3 _ C 150 
CALL INTER5 (PEJ(23,PZ(J-2h}PZfJ-|hPZ(J),PZ(J1),PZ(J+2)XSTA(J-2 C 151 
1,XSTA(J-1IXSTA(JhXSTAJ+I),XSTA(J+2),XS2) C 152 
J=l C 153 
90 J=J+l C 154 
IF (PEJ(3).LT.PZ(J)) GO TO 90 'C 155 
IF (J.LT.3) J=3 C 156 
CALL INTER5 (PEJ(3),PZ(J-2 SPZ(J-1).PZCJ3,PZ(J+1)tPZ(Jt2).XSTA(J-2 C 157 
X),XSTA(J-1),XSTA(J,XSTA(J1),XSTA(J+2,XS3) C 158 
CALL FD5 (O.O,-XS3t-XSZO.OtXSZXS3,-UEJ(3h,-UEJ(ZO.O,UEJI21UEJ C 159 
1(3),OUEDS C 160 
PNC=SQRT(XMUE/(fXJFAC+1.0IO DUEDS*ROWE)) C 161 
BETA=1.O/(1.0+XJFACI C 162 
XMUSO=XMUE C 163 
XMUEP=XMUE C 164 
ROESO=ROWE C 165 
ROWEP=ROWE C 166 
PESO=PE C 167 
TESO=TE C 168 
WRITE (6,100] TIOPIO C 169 
WRITE (6,110) UETEIPE C 170 
- RETURN C 171 
C C 172 




100 FORMAT (1H ,2X,4HTIO=,E15.7,2X,4HPIO=,E15.7/) C 175



































C SUBROUTINE BLUNT2 CALLS SUBROUTINES DENSIT. EDGE, FO5 INTERS, D 3


C MACH, VISCO, AND ZRD, D 4








C SUBROUTINE BLUNT2 CALCULATES THE EDGE PROPERTIES FOR A BLUNT BODY 0 8


C AT THE VALUES OF X AFTER THE INITIAL VALUE OF X. O 9


COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(501),RZ(501,TWZ(501),UEZ(501),XSTA(5011,ZA(501 D 11










COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLEDSDXDX1,DXMAXDXOLDPNCRROREFLENSCFTHS D 16































C ----- EDGE CONDITIONS FOR PERFECT GAS SOLUTION------ D 27


IF (X.LTXSTA(3)I GO TO 30 D 
 
IF (J.LT.3) J=3 D 
 
CALL FD5 (XXSTA(J-2),XSTA(J-1),XSTA(J),XSTA(J+IXSTA(J 2),UEZ(J- D 
 
CALL DENSIT (ROWEPE,TE) D 
 
















10 J=J+l D 33


IF (X.GT.XSTAtJI) GO TO 10 D 34


IF (J.GT.(IIMAX-2|) J=IIMAX-2 D 36










12),UEZ(J-1),UEZJ),UEZ(J+1),UEZ(J 2),DUEDS D 41












































GO TO 20 D 59


C ********************************** D 61








40 CONTINUE D 
 
IF (X.LT.XSTAf3)J GO TO 60 D 66


CALL ZRO (IIMAXXZROI 0 67


50 CONTINUE D 68












































C SUBROUTINE CHANGE ADJUSTS THE X STEP SIZE IF NECESSARY TO OBTAIN 
 
C A SOLUTION AT A SPECIFIED VALUE OF X. 
 
C IF INJECTION WERE CONSIDERED, SUBROUTINE CHANGE WOULD INITIATE OR 
 
C TERMINATE INJECTION AT THE SPECIFIED VALUES OF X. 
 
C WHEN INSTANTANEOUS TRANSITION IS TO BE CALCULATED, THIS SUBROUTINE 
 
C- CHANGES THE SOLUTION PROCEDURE FROM LAMINAR TO TURBULENT AND 
 












COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(501,CQCQLtFINJKCQKINJKNDINJKPGRAD 
 








COMMON /TRANS/ ATRCHICRTCHIMAXGAMMAXBARXIBARKTRANS 
 






IF (X.EQ..OOO10) DX-DXi 
 
IF (X.LE.O.OO010) GO TO 20 
 




IF (DX.GT.OXMAX) DX=DXMAX 
 
GO TO 20 
 






IF (JJ.EQ.2I DX=DXOLD 
 




IF (XSTA(IPRIT).LT.O.O) KSTOP=l 
 
IF (KSTOP.EQ.I) GO TO 60 
 
IF (X.LE.XSTA(IPRII)) JJ=l 
 




IF IXSTA(IPRIIh.LT..O) GO TO 30 
 
IF ((X-XSTA(IPRII)).GT.I.E-6) JJ=2 
 
IF (JJ.EQ.2) DXOLD=DX 
 
IF (JJ.EQ.Zi DX=XSTA(IPRII)-XOLD 
 













IF (KINJ.EQO0.OR.KINJ.EQ.IIMAX) GO TO 40 
 














































































































































































































IF (ABS(1.0-XOLD/XSTA(KNOINJ)s.GT.1.E-6) GO TO 50 E 63


Co=O. * E 64


WRITE (6,90) XOLD E 65


WRITE (6,80) E 66


50 CONTINUE E 67


IF (KTRNSN.EQ.O.OR.KTRNSN.EQ.IIMAX) GO TO 60 E 68




















WRITE (6,10D XDX E 75


WRITE (6,80) E 76

















70 FORMAT (1H1,20X,19H INJECTION BEGINS -,//1X,4H X =,F12.6,5H DX =,F E 82


112.6,4H CQ=,F12.6) E 83


80 FORMAT (iHi) E 84


90 FORMAT (IHLZOX,17H INJECTION ENDS ,//3X,3HX =,F12.6) E 85


100 FORMAT (IHI,20X,35HTRANSITION BEGINS - INSTANTANEOUSLY,//1X,3HX , E 86

























C SUBROUTINE COEF COMPUTES FLOW COEFFICIENTS SUCH AS HEAT TRANSFER F 7


C COEFFICIENT, SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT, ETC. F 8

















































COMMON /COEFF3/ CFIHGFAC1,HGFACZ.QWSUM F 25








COMMON /CFPR/ CF,PRPRLPRT F 28



































COMMON /TRANS/ ATRCHICRT,CHIMAXGAMMAXBARXIBARKTRANS F 40



































RECFAC=PRL**0 .5+GAMMA*( PRL**( 1. O/.3.0)-RRL**.5[ F- -St-

IF (NEQIL'EQ.0IO XMAEUE/((G-i.0)*TE)**O.50 F 53


IF (NEQIL.EQ.O) HAW=TE*(1.O+RECFAC*G-1.03*XMAE**2/2.0I F 54






































C HGI-HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICEINT BTU/INCH SQUARE-SECOND-DEGREE R F 67




























IF (BO.NE.1.03 STINF=-QW*EPSVD/CHE-HW) F 77


IF (BO.EQ.1.0) STINF=O.O F 78


IF (BO.NE.1.0) STE=--QW*EPSVD/(ROWE*UE*CHE-HW)) F 79


IF (BO.EQ.,I.O) STE=0.O F 80


IF (X.EQ.O.O) GO TO 20 F 81


CALL INTERP (0.9950,FC,Y,IEDELTAI F 82








in CONTINUE F 85
















IF (K.EQ.1) GO TO 30 F 91













































































 F 117 
ROREFL=RO/REFLEN F 118 
XOREFL=X/REFLEN F 119 
THOREF=THET/REFLEN F 120 
DSTORF=DELST/REFLEN F 121 
DSTDX=DELST/X F 122 
DELOX=DEL/X F 123 
DELORF=DEL/REFLEN F 124 
IF (XJFAC.NE.O.0I DSTRAX=RO*(SORT°1.042.O*DELST/RO)-1.0) F 125 
IF (XJFAC.EQ.O.0) DSTRAX=O.0 F 126 
ZOREFL=Z/REFLEN F 127 
THODEL=THET/DEL F 128 
DSTODL=DELST/DEL F 129 
DSTOTH=OELST/THET F 130 
DSAXOR=DSTRAX/REFLEN F 131 
DO 70 N=1,IE F 132 













 SUBROUTINE DELTAS CALLS SUBROUTINE EGPROP. G 3 
C G 4 
C SUBROUTINE DELTAS IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINE INIT. G 5 
C G 6 
C SUBROUTINE DELTAS CALCULATES DS -.DELTA XI, THE TRANSFORMATION G 7 
C FACTOR - PNC, AND THE PRESSURE GRADIENT TERM - BETA. G 8 
C INTEGRATION BY SIMPSONS RULE IS USED FOR CALCULATING DS. G 9 
C G 10 COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALPALPIBETADUEDSG, GAMEFFHALPHEHESTATPEPES G 11 
1OPPRGASROESOtROWE,ROWEP,TE,TESOUEUERO2,UESOXMXMUEXMUEP,XMU G 12 
2S0 G 13 
COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLE,DS,DXDXI, DXMAX,DXOLD,PNC,RRO,REFLEN,SCF,THS G 14 
IHOKXXIXI2,XIOLD,XOLDIXJAYXJFACZZOL G 15 
COMMON /INTGR/ IE,IIMAX, IMIPRNTISTOPITH,KLKPO,KVSLAWNEQILNEQ G 16 
1L,NITNI TINIT2,NIT3,NOSE G 17 
C G 18 
C G 19 











 G 23 































IF (NEQIL.NE.O) ALPtUE**2/HESTAT G 33


IF (XJFAC.LT.O.0010) GO TO 20 G 34















































o. j 	 -117­
a41. 




C SUBROUTINE DENSIT IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES BLUNTI, BLUNT2, NOZLE1, 
 




C SUBROUTINE DENSIT CALCULATES RH0/RHOINF CORRESPONDING 
 























C SUBROUTINE EDGE CALLS SUBROUTINES EQLDTA, FD5, INTERS, INTRP5, 
 










C SUBROUTINE EDGE CALCULATES THE EDGE PROPERTIES FOR EQUILIBRIUM 
 
C GAS SOLUTIONS OF EITHER NOZZLE OR BLUNT BODY FLOWS. FOR A BLUNT 
 
C BODY, THE PRESSURE IS SPECIFIED. FOR A NOZZLEt THE EDGE PRESSURE 
 
C MAY BE SPECIFIED OR IT MAY BE CALCULATED BY THE-PROGRAM FROM AN 
 


































DIMENSION ZJ(5), PEJ(5), TEJ(5I, HESTJ(5), ROWEJ(5), XMUEJ(5), UEJ 
 






IF (KPD.NE.0) GO TO 130 
 
IF (IJK.NE.61) GO TO 10 
 
IF (Z.LT.ZJ(2)*AND.JK.LT.6) GO TO 70 
 
IF (Z.LT.ZJ(2)) J=6 
 
IF (Z.LTZJ(2)) GO TO 30 
 
IF (Z.GE.ZJ(2).AND.Z.LE.ZJ(4)) GO TO 70 
 
IF (ABSLXMJ(5)-XMA).LE.O.00010) GO TO 70 
 
IF (Z.GT.ZJ(5)I GO TO 110 
 
GO TO 90 
 
























































































































































































































IF (ZI.LT.Z) GO TO 20 I 52
































DO 60 J=M,5 I 61









IF (ABS(XNJ(5)-XMA).LT.0.00010) GO TO 70 'I 64


IF (ABS(XPJ(J)-XMA).LT.O.00010) JJ=5 65


IF (JJ.EQ.5) J=5 66













CALL INTRP5 (ZZJPEJ,51,1,~P) 70


CALL INTRP5 (ZZJ,HESTJ,51,I-HI 71


CALL INTRP5 (Z,ZJ,UEJ,5,1,1,UEI 1 72






 1 74 
CALL INTRP5 (ZlJXMJ,5,1,1,XM 1 75 
ZZ(2)=H 1 76 
DO 80 J=1,4 1 77


IF CJ.EQ.Z) GO TO 80 1 78

















ROWE=O.0**ZZ(33*RHOSTD/RHOREF 1 84 








1 89DO 100 1=1,3 
 














 1 95 
xMUEJ(I =XMUEJ(.I+2) 1 96 
UEJ([)=UEJ(I+2) 1 97 
XMJ(I)=XMJ(1+2) 1 98 
100 CONTINUE 1 99 
M=4 1 100

GO TO 50 
 I 101 
110 CONTINUE 
 1 102 
120 READ (NT4) ZIXSPEI,HEI,UEI,XMI 1 103 
JN=JKl i104 












130 CONTINUE I ill 
CALL INTRP5 (X,XSTAIPZIIMAX,1,1,PJ 1112 
IF (X.GE.XSTA(2).OR.NOSE.NE.1) GO TO 140 1 113 
CALL INTER5 (X,-XSTA(3),-XSTA(2),XSTA(1],XSTA(2),XSTA(3),PZ(3),PZ( 1 114 
12).PZ(l),PZ(2),PZ(3),P) 1115 










IF (IJK.NE.61) GO TO 150 120






IF (PL.GT.PEJ(2)) J-6 1 122


IF (J.EQ.6) GO TO 170 1 123


IF (PL.LE.PEJ(2).AND.PL.GE.PEJ(4)) GO TO 210 1 124


IF (PL.LT.PEJ(5)) GO TO 270 I 125


GO TO 250 1 126














160 J=J+l I 131









IF iPI.GT.PL) GO TO 160 1 134


IF (J.GT.3) J=3 1 135


170 CONTINUE 1 136


D 180 K=I,J I 137














190 CONTINUE 1 142


00 200 K=M,5 1 143


READ (NTI) DUM,XMJ(K),UEJ(KIPEJ(K),HESTJ(K) 1 144


IF (PL.GT.PEJ(2).AND.JK.GE.6) GO TO 150 I 145


200 CONTINUE 1 146


210 CONTINUE I 147


CALL INTRP5 (PL,PEJXMJ,5,1,1,XM) 1 148


CALL INTRP5 (PL,PEJUEJ,5,1,1,U) 1 149








DO 220 J=1,5 I 152


IF (J.EQ.21 GO TO 220 I 153


CALL SLOW (PL,ZZ,2,J,NT2,NVNERR) I 154























230 K=K+1 1 162


IF (XSTA(K).LT.X) GO TO 230 1 163


IF (K.LT.3) K=3 1 164


IF (K.GT.(IIMAX-2)) K=IIMAX-2 I 165








IF (X.GE.XSTA(2).OR.NOSE.NE.1) GO TO 240 1 168




















250 CONTINUE I 175






















GO TO 190 I 183


270 CONTINUE 1 184































































































SUBROUTINE EDGEl J 
C J 
C SUBROUTINE EDGEl CALLS SUBROUTINE INTRPS. J 
C d 
C SUBROUTINE EDGEl IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE EQLDTA. J 
C J 
C SUBROUTINE EDGEl MATCHES THE EXPANSION DATA ON UNIT NT1 TO THE 1 
C 
C 
NOZZLE GEOMETRY. THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED ONLY FOR EQUILIBRIUM 
GAS SOLUTIONS IF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IS CALCULATED BY THE 
J 
J 
C PROGRAM FROM AN ISENTROPIC GAS EXPANSION. 1 
C J 
COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(501),RZ(501),TWZ(501),UEZ(5O1),XSTA(5011,ZA(501 J 
1),IPR(101hIPRFL(10) J 
COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALP,ALPfBETA,DUEDS,G-GAMEFF,HALP,HE.HESTATPE,PES J. 
10,PP,RGAS,ROESOROWEROWEP,TE,TESOUEUERO29UESOXM,XMUEIXMUEPXMU 1 
2SO J 
COMMON /FRSTRM/ AMUINF,CX,HFS,HEXITPEXIT,PFSREINF,RHOFS,TFS,TIN, J 
IUFSXMAXMUFS J 
COMMON /INTGR/ IEIIMAXIMIPRNTISTOPITHKLoKPDKVSLAWNEQIL,NEQ J 
IL,NITNITINIT2,NIT3,NOSE J 
COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREFPDPRIMPREFRHOREFRHOSTDTREFTREF J 
11,UREFXMUREF J 
COMMON /STRT/ KRSTRTNRSTRT J 
COMMON /TAPENV/ NTlNT2,NT3,NT4,NV J 
C J 






(KRSTRT.EQ.0) WRITE (6,150) 
(KRSTRT.EQ.O) WRITE (6,160) 
J 
J 
REWIND NT4 J 





READ (NTi) AXMU.PH J 
RX=RZ(ITH)*SQRT(A) J 
IF (RX.GT.RZ(I).AND.XM.LT.1.0) GO TO 80 J 
K=O J 
10 K=K i J 
IF (RX.LT.RZ(K)) GO TO 10 J 
K=K-1 J 
ONEOA=I.O/A J 










IF (KRSTRT.EQ.0 WRITE (6,170) Z1.X1,PZ1,HZ.UE,XMZ J 







IF (RX.GT.RZ(IIMAX).AND.XM.GT.I.) GO TO 140 J 




GO TO 50 J 
-121­













50 CONTINUE= J 70


CALL INTRP5 IRXRZXSTAIMAX,IMINIlXl) J 71


CALL INTRP5 (RXKRZZA.IMAXIMINIIZ1) J 72


60 CONTINUE J 73


UE=U/UREF J 74 -

IF (KRSTRT.EQ.0) .WR-ITE (6,1-70) Z-1--X-',P-,HyUEXM J 75


WRITE (NT4) Zl.X1,P,H,UEXM Jd 76


IF (KKK.EQ.1) RETURN J 77








IF (RX.GT.RZ(1).ANDXM.LT.1.0h GO TO 70 J 80


GO TO 30 J 81


80 REWIND NTI J 82








90 K=K+I J 85








-IF (A.GT.AOASTR) GO TO 90 J 88


IF (K.LT.3) REWIND NT1 J 89


IF (K.LT.3) MMM=1 1 90


IF (K.LT.3.GO TO 110 J 91


DO 100 J=1,3 J 92


BACKSPACE NTI 1 93


100 CONTINUE J 94


110 CONTINUE J 95


IF (MMM.EQ.1) READ INTI) A,XMvUtRH J 96


DO 120 J=1,5 J 97






120 CONTINUE J 99


CALL INTRP5 (AOASTRAl,XM,5,191,XM) J 100


CALL INTRP5 (AOASTR,AI,U,5,1,1,U) J 101


CALL INTRP5 (AOASTR,A11,P,5l1l,P) J 102











DO 130 J=1,5 J 106


BACKSPACE NTI J 107


130 CONTINUE J 108


GO TO 60 1 109



































150 FORMAT (1H0,4OX,3BHEDGE CONDITIONS FOR EQUILIBRIUM NOZZLE) J 121

































C SUBROUTINE EFFMU CALCULATES THE RHOMU PRODUCT AND ITS DERIVATIVE K 7


C WITH RESPECT TO ETA. K 8


C CALCULATES THE TERMS AO, AOB, AND AOBP WHICH, FOR THE TURBULENT K 9


C CASE, INCLUDE THE EDDY VISCOSITY EPSPL. K LO


C FOR THE TRANSITION REGIME. THE EDDY VISCOSITY IS REDUCED BY THE K 11



























COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRL,PRT K 21

















COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(501,CQCQItFINJKCQKINJKNOINJKPGRAD K 27








COMMON /TRANS/ ATRCHICRTCHIMAXGAMMAXBARXIBARKTRANS K 30























IF (NEOIL.EQ.0 GO TO 10' K 38


GO TO (30,140), LAMTRB K 39


10 GO-TO (20;i4O1,JLAMTRB- K 40


20 GO TO (40o80), MOMEGY K 41



























































50 CONTINUE K 61


GO TO 120 K 62














CALL DERIV3 (CXNIE,1,CP) K 67








ADB( I)=1.2 K 70







70 CONTINUE K 72


























CALL-RHOMU (OMEGAJIH(-I.,-CI-I),DCDTH.VK-)- K 81














90 CONTINUE K 86


GO TO 120 K 87














CALL DERIV3 ICXNIE,1,CP) K 92











110 CONTINUE K 96


CALL DERIV3 (AOBXNIEI,AOBP) K -97


120 CONTINUE K 98





























IF (CHI(N).GT.CHIMAX) CHIMAX=CHI(N K 108






IF (KTRANS.EQ.0) RETURN K 110






































C WHEN USING THIS TRANSITION MODEL,THE VALUE OF XBAR SHOULD BE K 123


C SIXTY-FIVE PERCENT GREATER WHEN THE REICHARDT EDDY VISCOSITY LAW K 124


C IS USED THAN THE VALUE OF XBAR USED WITH THE VAN DRIEST EDDY K 125


C VISCOSITY LAW. THE USER IS ADVISED THAT THE TRANSITION MODEL IS K 126


C TENTATIVE ONLY AND THAT DUE CARE MUST BE EXERCISED IN INTERPRETING K 127








140 CONTINUE K 130










IF (KTRANS.EQ.2) GO TO 150 K 134


IF (KVSLAW.EQ.O.AND.XIBAR.LT.2.0) GO TO 150 K 135

















WRITE (6,380) K 141






















IF (KVSLAW.NE.0) GO TO 170 K 148



























160 CONTINUE K 158


GO TO 200 K 159








































IF (KPGRAD.EQ.O) APLUS 26.0 K 173


IF (KPGRAD0 EQ.1) APLUS=26.0*EXP(-5.9*VPLUS) K 174


IF (KPGRAD.EQ.2) APLUS=26.0/I1*0-11.8*PPLUSI**0.5 K 175























190 CONTINUE K 184



































































00 230 I=IIE K 208








GO TO 240 K 211


230 CONTINUE K 212







250 EPSPL(I)=EPSO(I) K 214


GO TO (260O310), MOMEGY K 215














DO 270 I=1tlE 
 



























270 	 CONTINUE K 229


GO TO 300 K 230















CALL DERIV3 tCXN,IE,1,CP) K 235









































IF INEQIL.NE.O) GO TO 330 K 247




























320 CONTINUE K 256


GO TO 350 K 257
















CALL DERIV3 (CXNIEICP) K 262







AOB(I =AO(I)/CCI) K 265


340 CONTINUE K 266


350 	 CONTINUE K 267


















360 FORMAT (2BHI TRANSITION BEGINS/] K 273


370 FORMAT (IHi) K 274



























C SUBROUTINE EGPROP OBTAINS EDGE PROPERTIES FOR SPECIFIED GEOMETRY L 7




















GO TO (10,20.30), NOSE L 14


10 CDNTINUE L 15














30 	 CONTINUE L 20
















C SUBROUTINE ENERGY CALLS SUBROUTINES DERIV3, EFFMU, PROP, AND M 3




















COMMON /ARRAYI/ AO(IO11,AOBIIO1),AOBP(101),AI(1101)A2(10I),A3'101) M 10




















COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNI,CRNI,DIF,DIFFDIFI.DIF2,NC M 17

















COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRLPRT M 23












































GO TO 30 M 38
















20 CONTINUE M 43


CALL DERIV3 (CIXNIE.1,C1NI M 44




































GO TO 50 M 57







50 A4(N)=-2.O*XI*FCCN)/AO(NI M 60


60 CONTINUE M 61


CALL SOLVE (T1NN,T1N,T1,TZNN,T2N.T2,E1,TBCRNII M 62

















IF (IADW.NE.O DIFl=ABSII.O-T21/TZ1II] M 68


70 CONTINUE M 69


IF (X.GT.O.00010) GO TO 90 M 70










80 TINNIN)=T2NN(N) N 74


90 CONTINUE M 75


00 110 N=1,IE M 76

















IF (DIFF.GT.DIFI DIF=DIFF M 82







TCN(NI=T2N(NI*CRNI TINtNI*CCRNI M 85






















110 CONTINUE M 93














CALL PROP M 98


CALL DERIV3 (TH.XNIE,1,THP M 99






























































































SUBROUTINE EQLDTA N 
C N 
C SUBROUTINE EQLDTA CALLS SUBROUTINES EDGEl, INTRP5, AND SLOW. N 
C N 
C SUBROUTINE EQLDTA IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE EDGE. N 
C N 
C SUBROUTINE EQLDTA CALCULATES THE STAGNATION. EXIT. AND REFERENCE N 
C CONDITIONS FOR A NOZZLE. THIS SUBROUTINE IS CALLED ONLY FOR N 
C EQUILIBRIUM GAS SOLUTIONS WHEN THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IS N -
C OBTAINED BY THE PROGRAM FROM AN ISENTROPIC GAS EXPANSION. N 
C N 
C N 
C NT1----EXPANSION DATA * N 
C NT2----GAS TABLE * N 
C N 
COMMON /ARRAY2/ Pt(501),RZ(501),TWZ(501),UEZ(5OIhtXSTA(5OI)ZA(501 N 
1),IPR(101),IPRFL(101) 









COMMON /INTGR/ IEIIMAXIM,IPRNTISTOPITHKLKPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ N 
iL,NIT,NITI,NIT2,NIT3,NOSE N 
COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREF.POPRIMPREFRHOREFRHOSTDTREF,TREF N 
11,UREFXMUREF N 
COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIO,PSTAG,RHOSTG,T1OTSTAG 
COMMON /TAPENV/ NTINT2,NT3,NT4,NV 
N 
N 
COMMON /VSCSTY/ CSTAREPSVD,OMEGA,VKtXK1,XK2,XMUINF N 
C N 










00 10 J=1,3 N 
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 10 
CkLL SLOW (P,ZZ,2,JNT2,NVNERR 
N 
N 






C NOZZLE EXIT CONDITIONS N 
C N 
AEXIT=(RZ(IIMAXI/RZ(ITH))**2 N 
20 READ (NTil) AXM,UPH 
IF (XM.LE.1.0) GO TO 20 
N 
N 
IF (A.LT.AEXIT) GO TO 20 
DO 30 J=1,3 
N 
N 
BACKSPACE NTI N 
30 CONTINUE N 
DO 40 J=1,5 N 
READ (NT1) AlI(J),XMI(J),UI(J),PI(J.HI(J) N 
40 CONTINUE N 
CALL INTRP5 (AEXITA11,XM1,5,1,1,XMA) N 
CALL INTRP5 (AEXIT,Al1,UI,5,1,1,UFSI N 
CALL INTRP5 (AEXIT,A11,P1,5,1,1,P) 




DO 50 J=1,5 
N 
N 
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 50 
CALL SLOW (P,ZZ,2,J,NT2,NVNERR) 
N 
N 


































C - - N 77 
UREF=UFS N 78 
RHOREF=RHOFS N 79 
PREF=RHOFS*UFS**2 N 80 
















REWIND NT1 N 87































C SUBROUTINE GEOM IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINE INIT. 0 5 

C 0 6 

C SUBROUTINE GEOM OBTAINS EDGE PROPERTIES FOR SPECIFIED GEOMETRY 0 7 

C FOR THE INITIAL VALUE OF X. 0 8 

C 0 9 

COMMON /INTGR/ IEIIMAX,IMIPRNT.ISTOPITHKLKPD,KVSLAWNEQILNEQ 0 10 

1LNITNITINIT2NIT3,NOSE - -0 11 
C -0 12 
C 0 13 
C NOSE=1 BLUNT BODY 0 14 
C NOSE=2 FLAT PLATE OR WEDGE 0 15 




GO TO (10,20,30), NOSE 0 18




































































































C SUBROUTINE INIT CALLS SUBROUTINES DELTAS, GEOM, INTERS, AND P 
 
















COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNITCRNIDIF,DIFFDIFI,DIF2,NC P 
 
COMMON /COEFF3/ CFIHGFACIHGFAC2,QWSUM P 
 




COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRLPRT P 
 










COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLEDSDXDXIDXMAXDXOLDPNCRROREFLENSCF.THS P 
 
1HOK,XXI,XI2,XIOLD.XOLOXJAYXJFACZZOL P 
COMMON /INTGR/ IEIIMAXIMIPRNTISTOPITHKLKPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ P 
1L,NITNITINIT2,NIT3NOSE P 








COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGP1OpSTAG,RHOSTGT1O,TSTAG P 
 
COMMON /STRT/ KRSTRTNRSTRT P 
 
COMMON /TRANS/ AT RCHICRTCHIMAXGAMMAXBARXIBARKTRANS P 


















IF (NOSE.EQ.3) CALL GEOM P 




IF (UFS.EQ.0.0) UFS=XMA*(G*TFS*R**0.50 P 








IF (KFS.NE.O HGFAC1=(RHOFS*UFS*CX)/(778.0*144.Ol P 



























































IF (NOSE.EQ.1) GO TO 20 P 87

























10 CONTINUE P 97

































C SUBROUTINE MACH IS CALLEC BY SUBROUTINES BLUNTI, BLUNT2, NOZLEI, Q 5








C SUBROUTINE MACH GENERATES A TABLE OF MACH NUMBERS AS A FUNCTION Q 8


C OF AREA RATIOS FOR A SPECIFIED VALUE OF THE RATIO OF SPECIFIC Q 9


C HEATS. THE SUBROUTINE ALSO INTERPOLATES IN THIS TABLE FOR THE Q 10








C IF A PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION IS INPUT, THE TABLE OF MACH NUMBERS Q 13


















































IF (KPD.NE.0) GO TO 70 Q 30


























































IF (N.NE.100) GO TO 30 Q 49














20 CONTINUE 0 54


30 CONTINUE Q 55


IF (N.GT.765) JKL=235 Q 56


IF (N.GT.765) GO TO 40 0 57


GO TO 10 Q 58











C THE IF STATEMENT BELOW SPECIFIES THAT THE AREA RATIO CORRESPONDS 0 62








IF (X.EQ.ZTH) XM1.0 0 65


IF (X.EQ.ZTH) GO TO 60 0 66


IF (X.LE.ZTH) J=l Q 67


IF (X.GT.ZTH) J=111 Q 68


50 J=J+1 Q 69


IF (X.LE.ZTH.AND.AR.GT.ARI(J)i GO TO 50 0 70


IF (X.GT.ZTH.AND.AR.LT.ARI(J)) GO-TO 50 Q 71


IF (J.LT.31 J=3 0 72


IF (J.GT.763) J-763 Q 73


IF (X.LT.ZTH.AND.JGT.981 J=98 0 74
































IF (KSTRT.NE.1) FAC=1.O/PXO Q 85




















100 J=J+l Q 92


IF (ZA(J).LT.Xi GO TO 100 0 93


IF (J.LT.3) J=3 0 94


IF CJ.GT.(IIMAX-2)) J=IIMAX-2 Q 95







































COMMON /ARRAYI/ AO(IOI),AOB(101IAOBP(101I AI(1O1),A2(1013,A3(101h R 9



















COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRG.CCRNICRNIDIFDIFF,DIF1.DIF2,NC R 16











COMMON /COMWLL/ A1B,BOEIFFF2N1tHWTBTHNI.THITWT2NI,TZ1,VWIA R 20 
lOWKTW R 21 
COMMON IEDGPRP/ ALPALPIBETADUEDS*GGAMEFFHALP#HEHESTATPEPES R 22 
10,PP, RGAS,ROESO,ROWE,ROWEPTE,TESO,UEUER2,UESO XM, XMUE,XMUEP, XMU R 23 
2SO R 24 
COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLEDSDXDXLDXMAXDXOLDPNCRROREFLENSCFTHS R 25 
IHOKXXIXI2,XIOLDXOLDXJAY,XJFACZZOL R 26 
COMMON /INTGRI IEIIMAXIMIPRNT*ISTOPITHKL,KPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ R 21 
1LNITNITINITZtNIT3,NOSE R 28 
COMMON INTEGER/ II.IPFLIPRINT,JJ.KKADETAKENDKEPKFSKSTOPKSTR R 29 
ITKTPWKTRNSN,LAMTRBNITTOT R 30 
C ft 31 
C R 32 
MOMEGY=1 R 33 
CALL EFFMU CLAMTRBMOMEGYKEPDSTARK) . R 34 
C R 35 
C MOMENTUM EQUATION SOLUTION R 36 
C R 37 
DO 10 N=2,IM R 38 
A1(N)=CP(N)/C(N)+AOBP(N)/AOB(N)-VC(N)/AOCNI R 39 
A2(N)=-BETA*FC(NI/AO(N) R 40 
A3(NJ=BETA/(AO(N)*ROROE(N)I R 41 
A4(N)=-2.0*XI*FC(NI/AO(N R 42 
10 CONTINUE R 43 
CALL SOLVE (FINNF1NFIF2NNFZN.F2,EI.FFCRNI) R 44 
IF (NC.NE.0I GO TO 20 R 45 
C R 46 
C DERIVATIVE CONVERGENCE TEST AT WALL R 47 
C R 48 
DIF=ABS(F2N(1)-F2NI) R 49 
DIF2=DIF/F2N(lI R 50 
DIF=AMAXI(DIF1,DIF2) R 51 
20 CONTINUE R 52 
IF (X.GT.O.O001D) GO TO 40 R 53 
DO 30 N=IIE R 54 
FI(NI=F2(N) 'R 55 
FIN(N)=F2N(N) R 56 
30 F1NN(N)=F2NN(N) R 57 
40 CONTINUE 58 
IF (NC.EQ.O) GO TO 60 4R" 59 
00 50 N=ZIE R 60 
C R 61 
C ALL POINTS CONVERGENCE TEST R 62 
C R 63 
DIFF=ABS(1.0-FC(N)/F2fN)- R 64 
IF (DIFF.GT.DIF) DIF=DIFF R 65 
50 CONTINUE R 66 
60 CONTINUE R 67 
00 70 N=IIE R 68 
FCP(N)=(F2(N)-F1(N)I/DS R 69 
FCN(N)=F2N(NI*CRNI+FIN(N)*CCRNI R 70 
70 FC(N)=F2INI*CRNI+F1(N)*CCRNI R 71 























C SUBROUTINE NOZLEI CALLS SUBROUTINES DENSIT, EDGE, F05, INTRP5, S 3













C SUBROUTINE NOZLEI CALCULATES THE EDGE AND REFERENCE PROPERTIES S 8













COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALPtALP1,BETADUEDSGGAMEFFHALPOHEHESTATPEPES S 13






























COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIOPSTAG,RHOSTG,TIOTSTAG S 24


COMMON /SUTH/ CPRIM S 
 
COMMON /TAPENV/ NTINT2.NT3,NT4,NV S 26


COMMON /VSCSTY/ CSTAREPSVD,OMEGA,VK,XK,XK2,XMUINF S 27


Ci 	 S 28










C FIRST CALL OF GEOM AND NOZILE1 SPECIFIES THE NOZZLE GEOMETRY AND - S 32


C. COMPUTES THE TABLE OF EDGE PROPERTIES FOR EITHER A SPECIFIED- S 33




















IF (IJK.EQ0231) GO TO 20 S 
 
























DO 10 J=IIIMAX S 49























20 	 CONTINUE S 58


CALL ZRO (IIMAX,X,ZgRO) S 59









CALL DENSIT (ROWEPE.TE) S 63







WRITE (6,130) TIO,P1O S 66











ROWEP=ROWE 13 S 
 


















IF (UE.GT.UEZ(J)) GO TO 30 
 
IF (J.LT.31 J=3 
 






















IF (KPO.NE.O) GO TO 60 
 






























WRITE (6,130) TIO,PIO 
 




















READ INTI) DUMXMIUI,PIHI 
 
IF (PI.GT.PL) GO TO 80 
 






DO 100 J=l,5 
 
READ (NTI) DUMXMJ(J),UJ(J),PJ(J)hHESTJ(J 
 
CALL INTRP5 (PLPJXMJ,5,1,1,XMA) 
 
CALL INTRP5 (PLPJ,UJ.5,1,1UFS) 
 






00 110 J=1,6 
 
IF (J.EQ.2) GO TO 110 
 






























































































































































































































































































DO 120 J=1,3 S 157


IF (JEQ.2f GO TO 120 S 158
































130 FORMAT (1H 2X,4HT1O=,-E15.7,2X,4HP1O=,E15.7/) S 168
















C SUBROUTINE NOZLEZ CALLS SUBROUTINES DENSIT, EDGE, FD5, MACHt T 3
















C SUBROUTINE NOZLE2 CALCULATES THE EDGE PROPERTIES FOR A NOZZLE AT T 8















COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALP,ALP1,BETADUEDSGGAMEFFHALPHE,HESTAT,PE,PES T 13























COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIOPSTAG.RHOSTGT1OtTSTAG T 20




























CALL ZRO (IIMAXXZRO) T 28











CALL VISCO (OMEGATEXMUE) T 32
















IF (UE.GT.UEZ(J)I GO TO 10 T 37


IF (J.LT.3) J=3 T 38


IF (J.GT.(IIMAX-2)) J=IIMAX-2 T 39































CALL ZRO (IIMAX.XZRO) T 48






















C SUBROUTINE PRFILE GENERATES THE INITIAL VELOCITY AND ENTHALPY U 5-











COMMON /ARRAYl/ AO(lDIIAOB(1O1),AOBP(O1),AlI(O1),A2(101),A3(l10) U 8













































IF (XKETA.EQ.1.0) DETAI=ETAINF/FLOAT(IE-1) 'U 24



































































































































SUBROUTINE PROP 	 V I


C 	 V 2


C 	 SUBROUTINE PROP CALLS SUBROUTINE SLOW. V 3


C 	 V 4


C 	 SUBROUTINE PROP IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINE ENERGY. V 5


C 	 V 6


C 	 SUBROUTINE PROP CALCULATES THE THERMODYNAMIC AND TRANSPORT V 7





























COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRL.PRT V 17







































































CALL SLOW (PLZZ.2.1,NT2,NVNERR) V 41


CALL SLOW (PLZZ.2.3,NT2,NVNERR) V 42


CALL SLOW (PLZZ,2.4,NT2,NVNERR) V 43





































































SUBROUTINE READIN (KREADN) W I


















C SUBROUTINE READIN PROVIDES THE INPUT OF DATA FOR THE PROGRAM, W 7


C EITHER FROM CARDS OR FROM THE RESTART TAPE. ALSO, THE RESTART W 8


C TAPE IS WRITTEN BY THIS SUBROUTINE. W4 9


C WHEN THE INPUT DATA IS FROM THE RESTART TAPE, SUBROUTINES WRITEI W 11


C AND WRITE2 ARE CALLED TO WRITE THE DATA FROM THE LAST STATION W 12

































COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNICRNI,DIFDIFFDIFIDIF2,NC W 24
















COMMON /COEFF3/ CFIHGFACIHGFAC2,QWSUM W 
 






COMMON /CFPR/ CFPRPRL.PRT W 33


10,PPRGASROESOvROWEROWEPTETESO,UE,UERO2,UESOXM, XMUEXMUEPXMU W 
 

















COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(501),CQCQ1,FINJKCQKINJKNOINJKPGRAD W 41













COMMON /NMLCRD/ ADTEST, ETAINFXKETA W 46








COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIOPSTAGRHOSTGT1OTSTAG W 49


COMMON /STRT/ KRSTRT,NRSTRT w 
 
COMMON /SUTH/ CPRIM W 51


COMMON /TAPENV/7 NTINT2tNT3,NT4,NV W 52


COMMON /TRANS/ ATRCHICRTCHIMAXGAMMAXBARXIBARKTRANS W 53





















IF (KREADN.EQ.31 GO TO 60 W 61













READ (5,80) KRSTRT,NRSTOT W 66


IF (NRSTRT.EQ.0 NRSTRT=2 W 67








IF (KSTRT.EQ.ti GO TO 20 W 
 













READ (NT3) LABEL W 75


READ (NT3) CQZPZRZTWZUEZXSTAZAIPRIPRFL W 76


WRITE (6,120) LABEL W 77


10 READ (NT3) KKTPW W 78


READ (NT3) W 79


READ (NT3) W 0


IF (K.NE.(KRSTRT-(KTPW-K))) GO TO 10 W 81


READ (NT3) KKTPW W $2








READ (NT3) CDNVRGCCRNICRNIDIFDIFFtDIF1,DIF2,NCCFBAR.CFBREXCF W 85


















































CALL WRITEI (KRITE1) W 102





























WRITE (6,120) LABEL W 112


READ (59901 NOSELAMTRBIKTRANSKTRNSN W 113


READ (5,90) IADWKTWKPDKFS W 114


READ (5,90) NITINIT2,NIT3,NC W 115


READ (5,80) IEKENDIIMAX,ITH W 116


READ (5,90) KADETAKLIPFLIPRINT W 117


READ 45,90) KVSLAWKPGRADNVNEQIL W 118


READ (5,80) KCQKINJKNOINJ W 119


READ (5,130) CHICRTiXBARATRCQFINJ W 120


READ (5,130) TFSUFSXMAREINF W 121


READ (5,130) BOPRLPRTOMEGA W 122


READ (5,130) XK1,XK2,CDNVRG,ADTEST W 123


READ (5,130 DXCRNI,XKETAETAINFIREFLEN W 124


READ (5,130) XJFACANGLETHSHOK.G W 125


READ (5,130) TSTAGTREFIPSTAGPFSAMUREFSCF W 126


READ (5,130) POPRIMCMSTDGAMEFFDXMAX W 127


READ (5,140) (IPR(J)hJ=IIPRINT) W 128


READ (5,140) (IPRFL(J),J=I.IPFL) W 129 
J=O W 130 
30 J=J+1 W 131 
READ (5,150) ZA(J),XSTA(J),RZ(J),PZ(J),TWZ(J),CQZ(J),LSTC W 132 
IF (LSTC.EQ.LSTi GO TO 40 W 133 
GO TO 30 W 134 
40 IIMAX=J W 135 
IPRI IPRINT+1)sIIMAX+1 14136 
IF (NIT-1.EQ.0) NITI=3 A.A 3 
IF (NITILT.O) NITI=O c'1W 138


IF (NIT2.EQ.0 NIT2=6 t9U r,n W 139


IF (NIT3.EQ.0) NIT3=9 W 140


IF (KL.EQ.0I KL=2 W 141


IF (ADTEST.EQ.D.0) ADTEST=0.0010 W 142


IF (CONVRG.EQ.0.0) CONVRG-0.0010 W 143







IF (ETAINF.EQ.0.O) ETAINF=100.O 
IF (XKETA.EQ.0.0) XKETA=1.09 
IF (IADW.NE.0) BO=1.O 
IF (LAMTRB.EQ.0) LAMTRB=1 
IF (NOSE.EQ.0) NOSE=1 
IF (XKI.EQ.O.0) XK1--=0.40 
IF (XK2.EQ.0.O) XK2=O.01680 
IF (KINJ.GT.IIMAX) KINJ=IIMAX 
IF (KNOINJ.GT.IIMAX) KNOINJ=IIMAX 
IF (KTRNSN.GT.IIMAX) KTRNSN IIMAX. 













WRITE (NT3) LABEL 















WRITE (NT3I KKTPW 













































70 FORMAT (24X,83HPROGRAM LTBLCEQL (LAMINAR AND/OR TURBULENT BOUNDARY 
1 LAYERS IN CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUMI/60XI3HA PROGRAM FOR/22X,89H2-D A 
2ND AXISYMMETRIC NONREACTING PERFECT GAS AND EQUILIBRIUM CHEMICALLY 
3 REACTING LAMINAR,/42X,49HTRANSITIONAL AND/OR TURBULENT BOUNDARY-L 
4AYER FLOW/66X,2HBY/44X,46HE. C. ANDERSON, E. w. MINER AND C. H. 
5 LEWIS/53X,27HAEROSPACE ENGINEERING DEPT./41X,51HVIRGINIA POLYTECH 
6NIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY/56X,21HBLACKSBURG, VA. 24061/56 
7X,22HPHONE - (703)-552-6126/29X76HPROGRAM DEVELOPED UNDER CONTRAC 
ST NAS1-9337 WITH NASA LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER) 
80 FORMAT (4(7X,13)) 
 
100 FORMAT (IHO,2X,28HPROGRAM RESTARTED. 
 




90 FORMAT (448XI2)) 
 
110 FORMAT (18A4) 
 
120 FORMAT (IHO,38X,18A4////) 
 
130 FORMAT (6F12.6) 
 






























































































































































































































C CALCULATES TSTAG FROM TFS AND XMA 
 








C PSTAG FROM PFS AND XNA 
C OR PFS FROM PSTAG AND XMA -
C 




C TREF1 AND AMUREF ARE USED TO CALCULATE REINF IF THE 
 
































IF (TFS.NE.O.OI GO TO 10 
 
IF CTSTAG.NE.O.0) TFS=TSTAG/(I.O+iG-1.0)/2.O*XMA**2) 
 
10 IF (XHA.NE.O.0) UFS=XMA*(G*TFS*R)**50 
 
IF (PFS.NE.O.O) PSTAG=PFS*(IO(6-1.0)/2.O*XMA**2)**(G/(G-1.O) 
 
IF (PFS.NE.O.0l GO TO 20 
 




20 IF (PFS.NE.0.0) RHOFS=PFS*144.0/(R*TFS) 
 




IF (TREFI.EQ.0.0) AMUINF=O.O 
 


















C IF (OMEGA .EQ. 01 USES SUTHERLAND LAW 
 




IF (TH.LE.O.) TH=I.E-6 
 











































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE SLOW (XX*ZI1.J1.ITNV.NERR) Z 1
















C SUBROUTINE SLOW IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES BLUNTI. EDGE, EQLOTA, Z 5








C EACH CALL TO THE SUBROUTINE SLOW-RETURNS A THERMODYNAMIC OR Z 8


C TRANSPORT PROPERTY VALUE. THE VALUE IS OBTAINED BY INTERPOLATION Z 9























IF (IJK.NE.301) XX1=10*0**20 Z 18


IF (IJK.NE.301) GO TO 10 Z 19


IF (XX.GT.X(2)1 GO TO 10 Z 20


IF (XX.GE.X(4)) GO TO 50 Z 21


BACKSPACE IT Z 22


BACKSPACE IT Z 23


GO TO 20 Z 24








20 READ (IT) XIJJ Z 27


READ (IT) Z 28


IF (XI.GT.XX) GO TO 20 Z 29


DO 30 K=l6 Z 30


BACKSPACE IT Z 31


30 CONTINUE Z 32


DO 40 K=1,5 Z 33


READ (IT) X(KIJJ Z 34


READ (IT) ((Y(KI-,L|iL=1.OO),I=INV Z 35


40 CONTINUE Z 36


50 CONTINUE Z 37


IF (XX.EQ.XX1) GO TO 80 Z 38


DO 70 I=INV Z 39


DO 60 L=I,JJ Z 40








60 CONTINUE Z 43


70 CONTINUE Z 44








90 MM=MM+1 Z 47


IF (Z(II),LTY2(IvMM)) GO TO 90 .Z. 48


IF 1Y21,MM).LT.6OO.O) GO TO 100 Z 49


IF (MM.LT.3) MM=3 Z 50


IF (MM.GT.(JJ-2t) MM=JJ-2 Z 51




















































C SUBROUTINE SOLVE CALCULATES THE SOLUTION FOR A GENERAL PARABOLIC AA 7


C PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION WHEN THE P.OE. IS REPRESENTED BY A AA 8


























































































KON IM AA 40







20 KON=KON-1 AA 43


CALL DERIV3 (W2,XNIEIW2N) AA 44

















C SUBROUTINE VISCO IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINES BLUNTI, BLUNT2, AB 3














C IF (OMEGA *EQ. O USES SUTHERLAND LAW AS 8




















C SUTHERLAND LAW AS 15
















































































































C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. AC 
C AC 
COMMON /ARRAY1/ AO(IO1)hAOB(1O1),AOBP(101),Al(101),A2(lOh),A3(101) AC 
1tA4(1011),CI(lO1)hCINtlO.li|C(101..hCP4-101),CH(101-)DN(1O2)DN2(102 AI' 





COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(501),RZ(501),TWZ(501),UEZ(501)',XSTA(501),ZA(501 AC 
1),IPR(101),IPRFL(IO1) AC 
COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNI,CRNIDIFDIFFDIF,DIF2,NC AC 
COMMON /COMWLLI AIBBOElFFF2NlHWTBtTHNITH1,TW,T2NIT21,VW.IA AC 
IDWKTW AC 
COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALPALPIBETADUEDSGGAMEFFHALPHEHESTAT,PEPES AC 
1OPPRGAS,ROESO RWEROWEP.TETESOUE.UERD2,UESOXM,XMUEXMUEP.XMU AC 
2SO AC 
COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLEDSDXOXIDXMAXDXOLDPNCRROREFLEN,SCF,THS AC 
1HOKX,XIXI2,XIOLDXOLDXJAYXJFACZ,LZOL AC 
COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(5O1),CQCQ1,FINJtKCQKINJKNOINJKPGRAD AC 
COMMON /INTGR/ IEIIMAX,IM,IPRNTISTOPITH,KLKPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ AC 
ILNITNITINIT2.NIT3.NOSE AC 
COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREFPOPRIMPREFRHOREFRHOSTDTREFTREF AC 
11 UREF,XMUREF AC 
 
COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIOPSTAGRHOSTGTIOTSTAG AC 
 
COMMON /TAPENV/ NTI,NT2,NT3,NT4,NV AC 
 




















10 JT=JT+1 AC 
 
IF (X.GT.XSTA(JT)) GO TO 10 AC 
 
IF (JT.LT.3) JT=3 AC 
 
IF (JT.GT.(IIMAX-2)) JT=IIMAX-2 AC 







IF INEQIL.NE.0) TW=-TW/TREF AC 

20 CONTINUE AC 

IF (KCQ.EQ.0) GO TO 40 AC 
C AC 
C CALCULATE CO AC 
C AC 

IF (X.LE.XSTAtKINJ)) GO TO 40 AC 





30 JT=JT+1 AC 
IF (X.GT.XSTA(JT)) GO TO 30 AC 
IF IJT.LT.(KINJ+2)) JT=KINJ+2 AC 
IF (JT.GT.(KNOINJ-2)) JT=KNOINJ-2 AC 
CALL INTER5 (XXSTA(JT-2),XSTA(JT-1),XSTA(JT),XSTA(JT+I),XSTA(JT+2 AC 
1),CQZ(JT-2),CQZ(JT-1).CQZ(JT),CQZ(JT+I),CQZ(JT+2),CQ) AC 
40 CONTINUE AC 
IF (RO.EQ.0.0) VW=CQ/(EPSVD*SQRT(ROWE*XMUE*DUEDS*(XJFAC+1.0))) AC 
IF (RO.NE.O.0) VW=CQ*SQRT(2.0*XI)/(xmuE*RO**XJFAC*ROWE*UE*EPSVo) AC 
IF (CQ.NE.O.O.AND.F'INJ.NE.O.O VW=-FINJ AC 
DIF=CONVRG - AC 
IF (IADW.EQ.0) GO TO 60 AC 
C AC 
 









































































































































































































































SUBROUTINE WDGFP1 AD 1


C SUBROUTINE WDOGFPI IS CALLED-BY SUBROUTINE GEOM. AD 
 
C _- AD- -9


COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALP,ALPI-,BETADUEDS.GGAMEFFiIALP,HE.KESTAT.PEPES AD 
 


























C SUBROUTINE WDGFP1 CALCULATES THE EDGE AND REFERENCE PROPERTIES AD 7


























COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREFPOPRIMPREF#RHOREF,RHOSTDTREFTREF AD 19


COMMON /STAG/ HSTAGPIOPSTAGtRHOSTGT1OTSTAG AD 21


COMMON /SUTH/ CPRIM AD 22


COMMON /TAPENV/ NTI,NTZNT3.NT4tNV AD 23













IF (NEQIL.EQ.1) GO TO 10 AD 29

































































WRITE (6,40) TIOP1O AD 54


CALL DENSIT (ROWEPE,TE) AD 56




























































Z2( 1I=TOGRK AD 78


DO 20 J=2,6 AD 79


CALL SLOW (PL,ZZ*1,JNT2,NVNERR) AD 80























PATMS=PSTAG/2116.2240 AD 88 
PL=ALOG1O(PATMS) AD 89 
HOR=HSTAG/(RGAS*1.8) AD 90 
HORL=ALOGIO(HOR) AD 91 
ZZ(2)=HORL AD 92 
DO 30 J=1,3 AD 93 
IF (J.EQ*2) GO TO 30 AD 94 
CALL SLOW (PL,ZL,2,JNT2,NVNERR) AD- 95 
30 CONTINUE AD 96 
TSTAG=ZZ(1)*L.8O AD 97 
RHOSTG=10.O**ZZ(3)*RHOSTO AD 98 
HREF=UFS**2 AD 99 
UREF=UFS AD 100 
RHOREF=RHOFS AD 101 
TREF=UFS**2/CX AD 102 
PREF=RHOFS*UFS**Z AD 103 
PATMS=PREF/2116.2240 AD 104 
PL=ALOGIOIPATMSI AD 105 
HOR=HREF/(RGAS*1.8) AD 106 
HORL=ALOGIO(HORI AD 107 
ZZ42)=HORL AD 108 
CALL SLOW (PLZZ2,4,NT2,NV*NERR) - AD 109 
XMUREF=ZZ(4) AD 110 
XMUINF=XMUFS/XMUREF AD 111 
HE=HSTAG/HREF AD 112 
HESTAT=HFS/HREF AD 113 
PIO=PSTAG/PREF AD 114 
T1O=TSTAG/TREF AD 115 
PE=PFS/PREF*144.0 AD 116 
TE=TFS/TREF AD 117 
'ROWE=RHOFS/RHOREF. AD 118 
XMUE=XMUFS/XMUREF AD 119 
TESO=TE AD 120 
PE SO=PE AD 121 
UESO=UE AD 122 
ROESD=ROWE AD 123 
XMUSO=XMUE AD 124 
UEROZ=UE AD 125 
XMUEP=XMUE AD 126 
ROWEP=RaWE AD 127 
DUEDS=0.0 AD 128 
PNC=O.0 AD 129 
BETA=O.0 AD 130 
PP=OO AD 131 
ALP=UE**2/HESTAT AD 132 
WRITE (6,40) TIOPIO AD 133 
WRITE (6,50) UESOTESO.PESO AD 134 
RETURN AD 135 
C AD 136 
C AD 137 
C AD 138 
40 FORMAT (IH ,2X,4HTOEI5.7.2X,4HPIO=,E15.7/) AD 139
 




















C SUBROUTINE WOGFP2 PROVIDES THE EDGE PROPERTIES FOR A WEDGE OR A AE 5





























































SUBROUTINE WRITEl (KRITE1) AF 1 
C AF 2 
C SUBROUTINE WRITE1 IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINE READIN. AF 3 
C AF 4 
C THIS SUBROUTINE PROVIDES THE OUTPUT OF THE INPUT DATA AND THE AF 5 
C INITIALIZED DATA. AF 6 
C AF 7 
COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(5O1hRZ(501),TWZ(5OI)UEZ(501),XSTA(501),ZA(501 AF 8 
13,IPR(IO1),IPRFL(IO-) AF 9 
COMMON /CNVERG/ CONVRGCCRNICRNIDIFDIFF,DIFIDIF2,NC AF 10 
COMMON /COMWLL/ A1BBO,EI,FF,F2NlHWTBTHN1,THITW,T2NIT21.,VWIA AF 11 
1DWKTW - AF 12 
COMMON /CFPR/ CF,PRPRLPRT AF 13 
COMMON /EDGPRP/ ALP,ALPIBETA,DUEDS,GGAMEFFHALPHEHESTATPEPES AF 14 
1DPPRGASROESD,ROWEROWEP,TETESOUEUERO2UESOXMXMUE,XMUEP,XMU AF 15 
2SO AF 16 
COMMON /FRSTRM/ AMUINF,CX,HFS,HEXITPEXITPFS§,REINFRHOFS.TFS,TIN, AF 17 
1UFSXMA,XMUFS AF 18 
COMMON /GEOME/ ANGLE,DS,DXDXIDXMAX,DXOLDPNCRROREFLEN,SCFTHS AF 19 
LHOK,X,XIXIZXIOLD,XOLD,XJAYXJFACZ,ZOL AF 20 
COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(5O1),CQCQI.FINJ,KCQ,KINJ,KNOINJKPGRAD AF 21 
COMMON /INTGR/ IE,IIMAXIM,IPRNTISTOP,ITHKLKPDKVSLAWNEQILNEQ AF 22 
ILNIT,NIT1,NIT2,NIT3tNOSE AF 23 
COMMON /NTEGER/ IIIPFL,IPRINTJJ,KKADETAKENDKEP,KFS,KSTOPKSTR AF 24 
1TKTPW,KTRNSNLAMTRBNITTOT . AF 25 
COMMON /NMLCRD/ ADTESTETAINFXKETA AF 26 
COMMON /REF/ AMUREFCMSTDHREFPOPRIMPREFRHOREFRHOSTD,TREFTREF AF 27 
11,UREFXMUREF AF 28 
COMMON /STAG/ HSTAG.P1O,PSTAG,RHOSTG,TIO,TSTAG AF 29 
COMMON /STRT/ KRSTRTNRSTRT AF 30 
COMMON /TAPENV/ NTINT2,NT3,NT4,NV AF 31 
COMMON /TRANS/ ATR,CHICRT,CHIMAXGAMMA,XBAR,XIBARKTRANS AF 32 
COMMON /VSCSTY/ CSTAREPSVD,OMEGA,VK,XKIXK2,XMUINF AF 33 
C AF 34 
C AF 35 
IF (KRITE1.EQ.2) GO TO 50 AF 36 
WRITE (6,60) KRSTRT.NRSTRTNTINT2,NT3,NT4 AF 37 
WRITE (670) NOSELAMTRBtKTRANS,KTRNSNIADWKTW,KPDKFS AF 38 
WRITE (6,80) NIT1,NIT2,NIT3,NCIEKEND,IIMAX,ITH AF 39 
WRITE (6,90) KADETA,KLIPFLIPRINT,KVSLAW,KPGRADoNVNEQL AF 40 
WRITE (6,1001 KCQKINJKNOINJCQ,FINJ AF 41 
WRITE (6,110) TFS,UFS.XMAREINF,TINXMUINF AF 42 
OXIG]NA PAGE IS 
OF pOOR fUAL -15o­

IF (KFS.NE.0I WRITE (6,1201 PFSRHOFSPSTAGTSTAG AF 43


IF (TREFI.GT.1.OI WRITE (6,130) TREFIAMUREFAMUINF AF 44


WRITE (6,140) CHICRTtXBAR,ATR AF 45


WRITE (6,150) BOPRLtPRTOMEGAXK1,XK2 AF 46


WRITE (6,160) CONVRG,AOTEST,CRNIXKETAETAINF AF 47


WRITE (6,170) GEPSVOSCFREFLEN - AF 48


WRITE (6,180) XJFACANGLETHSHOK,DX1,DXMAX AF 49


WRITE (6,190) POPRIMCMSTDGAMEFFRHOSTO AF 50


WRITE (6,200) CX,RXMA. AF -51


WRITE (6,210) (IPR(J),J=lIPRINT) AF 52


WRITE (6,220) (IPRFL(J),J=1,IPFL) AF 53


WRITE £6,230) AF 54


IF (KCQONE.OI GO TO 30 AF 55


DO 10 J=19IIMAX AF 56


10 CQZ(J)=O.O AF 57


DO 20 J=KINJKNOINJ AF 58


20 CQZ(JI=CQ AF 59


30 CONTINUE AF 60




















WRITE (6,240) JZA(J),RZEJ)XSTAJ)tPZIJ),UEZ(J),TWZ(J),CQZ(J AF 67










50 CONTINUE AF 71







WRITE (6,280) PSTAG,TSTAG,HSTAG,RHOSTG AF 74


WRITE (6,290) PFSTFSvHFStRHOFS AF 75


WRITE (6,300) UFSXMUFS,CXREINFXMA AF 76


WRITE (6,3101 PREFTREFHREF AF 77















60 FORMAT (1HO,2X,9HKRSTRT = ,I3,11H, NRSTRT = .12,8H NTI = 12,8H, AF 83


1NT2 = ,1298H, NT3 = 12,8H, NT4 = ,12) AF 84


70 FORMAT (IHO,2X,7HNOSE = I1,1iH, LAMTRB = ,11,11H,. KTRANS = .11,11 AF 85


IH, KTRNSN = ,1399H, IAOW = 11,8H, KTW = ,I1,8H, KPD = .11,K, KFS AF 86


2 = ,11) AF 87


80 FORMAT (1HO,2X,7HNIT1 = v12,9H, NIT2 = .12,9H, NIT3 = 12,7H, NC = AF 88


1 12,7 , IE ,13,9H, KEND = 13IOH,.IIMAX = .13,H, ITH- .131 AF 89


90 FORMAT (lHO,2X,9HKAOETA = ,Ii7H, KL = 11,9H, IPFL = 13,11H, IPR AF 90


lINT = ,13o1lH, KVSLAW = 11,lH, KPGRAD = II,7H, NV = 12,10H NE AF 91


20IL = ,I1) AF 92


100 FORMAT (IHO,2X,6HKCQ = 11,9 , KINJ = ,13,11H, KNOINJ = ,13,7H, CO AF 93


I = ,F12.6,9H, FINJ = ,F12.6) AF 94


110 FORMAT (IHO12X,6HTFS = 9F12.6,8H, UFS = ,Fl2.6,9H, MINF = ,F9.5,10 AF 95


IH, REINF IPE14 . 8H, TIN ,OPFIO.6,IIH, XMUINF = ,FIO.6) AF 96


120 FORMAT (1HO,2X,6HPFS = ,FIO.6,IOH, RHOFS = ,IPE13.6,1OH, PSTAG = , AF 97


1OPF12.4,1OH, TSTAG = ,F12.6) AF 98


130 FORMAT (1H02X,8HTREFL = ,F12.6,11H, AMUREF'= IPEI3.6,I1H, AMUINF AF 99


1 = ,E13.6) AF 100










150 FORMAT (IHO,2XSHBO = ,F9.6,OH, PRL = FT.4,8H, PRT = ,F7.4,1OH, 0 AF 103


IMEGA = ,F7.4,8H, XK1 = ,F7.4,8H, XK2 = ,F9.6) AF 104


160 FORMAT (IHO,2X,9HCONVRG = ,FT.4,11H, ADTEST = ,F7.4,9H, CRNI = ,F7 AF 105


1.4.10H, XKETA = ,F7.4,11H, ETAINF = F7.21 AF 106


170 FORMAT (lHO2X,8HCP/CV = ,F12.6,IOH, EPSVD = ,F12.6,17H, SCALE FAC AF 107


1TOR = F9.5,21H, REFERENCE LENGTH = ,F9.4) AF 108


180 FORMAT (1HO,2X,8HXJFAC = ,F7.4,1OH, ANGLE = ,F9.6,11H, THSHOK = ,F AF 109


19.6,7H, DX = ,FT.4,10H, OXMAX = F7.4) AF 110


190 FORMAT (1HO,2X,9HPOPRIM = ,F12.4,1OH, CMSTD = ,FlO.6,IIH, GAMEFF = AF 111


1 ,F9.6,11H, RHOSTO = ,F12.93 AF 112


200 FORMAT (IHO,2X,3HCP=,F8.2,1X,25HFT2/(SEC2-DEGREE RANKINE),3X,2HR=, AF 113







210 FORMAT (LHO,3X,3HIPR,4X,2015,//(11X,2015/)) AF 116
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270 FORMAT (IHOv5OX,3OHBEGIN EQUILIBRIUM GAS SOLUTION) 
 AF 123










































































C COMPLETE SOLUTIONS ARE WRITTEN ONLY AT SELECTED VALUES OF X, AG 10










C WHICH A SOLUTION IS OBTAINED. AG 13


































































COMMON /COEFF3/ CFIHGFACIHGFAC2,QWSUM AG 31





























 " AG 39


COMMON /INJECT/ CQZ(501),CQCQIFINJ,KCQKINJKNOINJIKPGRAD AG 40















COMMON /TAPENV/ NTINT2.NT3,NT4.NV AG 45




















WRITE (6,701 XXIZZOLROBETAtPPNITK AG 50


WRITE (6.80) TEUEXMROWE,XMUE,PEDtJEDS AG 51


WRITE (6,90) CFQWHGEPSVD,CQ.KEPNITTOT AG 52


WRITE {6,100) FZN(1),F2N(3)tF2NN(1),F2NN(3t AG 53


IF (X.EQ.0.0) GO TO 10 AG 54


WRITE (6,110) CHIMAXGAMMAXIBAR AG 55


IF (KFS.EQ.0) WRITE (6,120) REX AG 56


IF (KFS.NE.0) WRITE (6,130) REXQDOTHG1,HG2 AG 57


WRITE (6,140) STESTINFCHEDGECHCHREY AG 58








WRITE (6,1601 HAFCFANALGYCHOCF AG 61


WRITE (6,1TO) XOREFLZOREFLROREFLDELOXDSTDX AG 62


WRITE 16,180J THOREFDSTORFDELORFDSAXOR AG 63


WRITE (6,190) THODELDOSTOOL,DSTOTHOSTRAX AG 64


WRITE (6,200) DSTARKDELSTDELTHETRETHET AG 65


10 CONTINUE AG 66


IF (K.EQ.1I GO TO 20 AG 6T


IF (IPRFL(IPRNT).EQ.IPR(II-I)I GO TO 20 AG 68


IF (ABS(I.0-XOLD/XSTA(KTRNSN).LE.L.E-6) GO TO 20. AG 69


GO TO 50 AG 70


20 WRITE (6,2101 AG 71


DO 30 N1IIE,KL AG 72









DO 40 N=IIEKL AG 76









 AG 79 

IF (K.NE.1) IPRNT=IPRNT+1 






 AG 82 

IF (NT3.EQO) GO TO 60 
 AG 83 

IF (KTPW.NE.KPGC TO 60 
 AG 84 

C 
 AG 85 

C WRITE STATION DATA ON RESTART TAPE 
 AG 86 

C 
 AG 87 

KREADN=3 
 AG 88 

CALL READIN (KREADN) 
 AG 89 

60 CONTINUE 
 AG 90 

IF (AI8.LT.O.01 WRITE (6,250) 
 AG 91 

IF (AIB.LT.O.0) STOP 
 AG 92 

RETURN 
 AG 93 

C 






 AG 96 

70 FORMAT (1HO,2X.3HS =,FIO.5,H,/16X,6H 
 XI =,FIO.5,SH, Z =,F9.5,17H, AG 97
 
1 Z/L =,F8.5,6H, RO =,F8.5,8H, BETA =,F8.5,6H, PP =,F12.5,8H, NIT AG 98


2 5, H, K ,13) AG 99


80 FORMAT (H0,2X,4HTE -,F8.5,6H, UE =,FS.5,9H, MACHE =,FI1.7,EH, RHO AG 100


1E =,F11.5,TH. NUE =,F8.5,6H, PE =tFll.5,9H, DUEDS =,FI1.5) AG 101


90 FORMAT (1HO,2X,4HCF -,FI1.5,6H, QW =,F11.5,6H, HG =,E14.6,9H, EPSV AG 102


1D =vE13.6,6H, CQ =,E13.6,7H, KEP =,13,1OH, NITTOT =,15) AG 103


100 FORMAT (IHO,2XBHF2N(1) =,F12.6,10H, F2N(3) =,FI.6,1IH, FZNN(I) = AG 104


1,F12.6,1I1H, FZNN(3) =,FI2.6) AG 105







120 FORMAT (IHO,2X,5HREX =,1PE12.5) AG 108


130 FORMAT (1HO,2X,5HREX =,IPE12.5,11X,18HWALL HEAT TRANSFER,33X,26HHE AG 109


1AT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS/33X,E13.6,27XE13.6,17XE13.6/32X1SHBTU/ AG 110







140 FORMAT (1IH3,X,5HSTE =,IPE13.6,9H, STINF =,E13.6,10H, CHEDGE =,E13 AG 113


1.6,9H, CHINF =,E13.6,19H, CHINF*SQRT(REX) =,E13.6) AG 114


150 FORMAT (lHO,2X,5HCFE =,1PEI3.6,9 , CFINF =,E13.6,13H, CF(TOTAL) =, AG 115


1E13.6.19H, CFBAR*SQRT(REX) =,E13.6,19H, CFINF*SQRTCREX) =,E13.6) AG 116


160 FORMAVt4(lIHO,2X,9HCFINF/2 =,IPE13.6,19 , CHINF/(CFINF/2) =,E13.6,18 AG 117


1", CHEDGE/(*CFE/2) =,E13.61 AG 118


170 FORMAT (1HO,2XIDHX/REFLEN =,lPEI3.6,12H, Z/REFLEN =,E13.6,13H, RO AG 119


1/REFLEN =,E13.6,11H, DELTA/X =,E13.6,12H, DELSTR/X =,E13.61 AG 120


180 FORMAT (lHD,2X,14HTHETA/REFLEN =,IPE13.6,17H, DELSTR/REFLEN =,E13. AG 121


16,16H, DELTA/REFLEN =,E13.6,20H, DELSTRAXI/REFLEN =,E13.6) AG 122







116H, DELSTR/THETA =,E13.6,13H. DELSTRAXI =,E13.6) AG 124 
200 FORMAT (IHO,2X,9HDELSTRK =,1PE12.5,lO0, DELSTR =,E12.5,SH, DELTA = AG 125 
1,E12.5,9Ht THETA =,EI2.5,11H RETHETA =,E12.5///) AG 126
 

210 FORMAT (1HOt/124H ETA Y V/THETA Y AG 127
 

I/DELTA F=U/UE FP(NI FPP EPS4 AG 128


2 AOBP ,4X,2H N/) AG 129


220 FORMAT (SF.4.6,I5) AG 130


230 FORMAT (IHO,/123H ETA G=H/HE GP(N) AG 131
 

1 V TITE RHO/RHOE RHCMU/RHOEMUE CP AG 132


2 CHI ,5X,2H N/) AG 133


240 FORMAT (IX,//) AG 134


250 FORMAT (1H1,1OX.83HPROBLEM TERMINATED.NEGATIVE DF/DETA INDICATES T AG 135







SUBROUTINE ZRO (JJX2,Z,RO) AK I 
C AH 2 
C SUBROUTINE ZRO CALLS SUBROUTINE INTERS. AK 3 
C AH 4 
C SUBROUTINE ZRO IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES BLUNT2, NOZLEl AND NOZLE2. AH 5 
C AH 6 
C SUBROUTINE ZRO CALCULATES FOR AXI-SYMMETRIC FLOW AN AXIAL DISTANCE AM 7 
C Z AND A RADIUS RO CORRESPONDING TO A SURFACE DISTANCE X2. AH - 8 
C AH 9 
COMMON /ARRAY2/ PZ(501),RZ(501),TWZ(501),UEZ(501hXSTA(5D1),ZA(501 AM 10 
11IPR(IOI),IPRFL(IO1) AM 11 
C AM 12 
C AH 13 
J=O AH 14 
10 J=J+l AK 15 
IF (X2.GT.XSTA(JI) GO TO 10 AH 16 
IF LJ.LT.3) J=3 AH - 17 
IF (J.GT.(JJ-2)) J=JJ-2 AM 18 
CALL INTER5 (X2,XSTA(J-2),XSTA(J-1)XSTA(J),XSTA(J I)tXSTA(J+2),RZ AH 19 
IJ-2),RZ(J-1),RZ(J),RZ(J+I),RZ(J+2),RO AH 20 
CALL INTER5 CX2,XSTA(J-2IXSTA(J-1IXSTA(J),XSTA(J+I),XSTA(J+2),ZA AH 21 
I(J-2),ZA(J--L)ZA(J),ZA(J+I)ZA(J2),Z) AH 22 
RETURN AM 23 
END AH 24-












C SUBROUTINE DERIV3 IS CALLED BY MAIN AND SUBROUTINES ADbETA, EFFMU, Al 5








C SUBROUTINE DERIV3 CALCULATES THE FIRST DERIVATIVES OF F WITH Al 8


C -'-RESPECT TO X AND RETURNS THE ARRAY FP. Al 9


C 4 At 10











DO 10 J=IMINIMAX Al 14


K J AT 15


IF (K.LT.(IMIN+1)) K=IMIN+1 Al 16


IF (K.GT.CIMAX-1)I K=IMAX-1 Al 17


CALL FD3 (X(J),X(K-1),X(K),X(K1I1,F(K-1),F(K),FCK+I),FP(J) Al 18












SUBROUTINE INTERP (XX,XNtF2,IEFF) AJ 1 
C AJ 2 
C SUBROUTINE INTERP CALLS FUNCTION TLU. AJ 3 
C AJ 4 
C SUBROUTINE INTERP IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES COEF AND EFFMU. AJ 5 
C AJ 6 
C SUBROUTINE INTERP USES FUNCTION TLU TO INTERPOLATE IN ARRAY F2 AJ T 
C FOR THE VALUE FF CORRESPONDING TO THE VALUE XX IN ARRAY XN. AJ, 8 
C IF XX .LT. XN(I) .OR. XX .GT. XN(IEI, FF IS SET EQUAL TO F2(IE) AJ 9 
C AND A MESSAGE IS PRINTED. AJ 10 
C AJ 11 
DIMENSION XN(I), F2(1) AJ 12 
C AJ 13 
C AJ 14 
FF=TLU(IE,F2, XNXX,NFLAG) AJ 15 
IF (NFLAG.NE.1I RETURN AJ 16 
WRITE (6,10) AJ 17 
FF=F2(IEE AJ 18 
RETURN AJ 19 
C AJ 20 
C AJ 21 
C AJ 22 
10 FORMAT (IHOIOX,3BHINADAQUATE TABLE FOR SUBROUTINE INTERPt//IlXt43 AJ 23







FUNCTION TLU (NTABLEZX,XSTARNFLAG) AK I 
C AK 2 
C FUNCTION TLU IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINE INTERP. AK 3 
C AK 4 
C FUNCTION TLU IS A ONE-DIMENSIONAL-TABLE LOOK-UP PROGRAM. AK 5 
C CORRESPONDING VALUES OF X (ALWAYS INCREASING) AND Z ARE STORED AK 6 
C IN THE ARRAYS X(LU...X(NTABLE AND Z(I1...Z(NTABLE). USING AK 7 
C LINEAR INTERPOLATION, THIS FUNCTION WILL GENERATE A VALUE OF Z AK 8 
C CORRESPONDING TO A SPECIFIED VALUE OF X = XSTAR. AK 9 
C AK 10 
DIMENSION X(I), Z(I) AK 1-1 
C AK 12 
C AK 13 
C ..... CHECK TO SEE IF XSTAR LIES WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THE AK 14 
C TABULATED VALUES X(l)...X(NTABLE) ..... . - AK 15 
C AK 16 
NFLAG--O AK 17 
IF (XSTAR.LT.X(1)) GO TO 10 AK 18 
IF (XSTAR.LE.X(NTABLE)) GO TO 20 AK 19 
10 NFLAG=1 AK 20 
TLU=O.O AK 21 
RETURN AK 22 
C AK 23 
C ..... SEARCH TO FIND TWO SUCCESSIVE ENTRIES, AK '24 
C X(I-1 AND X(I), BETWEEN WHICH XSTAR LIES ..... AK 25 
C AK 26 
20 1=1 AK 27 
30 IF (X(Ij.GT.XSTAR) GO TO 40 AK 28













































C SUBROUTINE INTER3 INTERPOLATES FOR THE VALUE F CORRESPONDING TO AL 5























































C SUBROUTINE INTER5 IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES BLUNTI, BLUNT2. EDGE, AM 3








C SUBROUTINE INTERS INTERPOLATES FOR THE. VALUE F CORRESPONDING TO AM 6











































































C SUBROUTINE INTRP5 IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES EDGE, .EDGE1, EQLOTAP AN 5










C SUBROUTINE INTRP5 INTERPOLATES IN ARRAY Fl 
 FOR THE VALUE FO AN 8


C CORRESPONDING TO THE VALUE XO.IN ARRAY XI. 
 XI MUST BE EITHER AN 9























 AN, 15 

DIMENSION XI11), FIull 
 AN 16 

C 
 AN 17 

IF (IMAX*EQ*51 J=3 
 AN 18 

IF (IMAX.EQ.53 GO TO 40 
 AN 19 

IF (IL.GE.O) GO TO 20 
 AN 20 

J=IMIN-1 
 AN 21 

10 J=J+l 
 AN 22 




























































C SUBROUTINE FD3 CALCULATES THE FIRST DERIVATIVE-FX-CORRESPONDINS AO 5



































































C SUBROUTINE FD5 IS CALLED BY SUBROUTINES BLUNTI, BLUNT2, EDGE, AP 3


C NOZLEl, AND NOZLE2. AP 4


C SUBROUTINE FD5 CALCULATES THE FIRST DERIVATIVE-FX-CORRESPDNDING AP 6




































































The boundary-layer edge conditions are determined from


the solution of the inviscid governing equations using the


computer program developed by Lordi, Mates, and Moselle [1965].


Minor modifications have been made to this computer program


to present the data in the form required by the boundary-layer


program. These modifications and a listing of the modified


subroutines are given at the end of this appendix.


Boundary-layer flows in nozzles may be solved with


either a specified pressure distribution or a specified


area ratio distribution. In the latter case, it is assumed


that the edge condi'tions correspond to a quasi-one-dimensional


expansion of the gas. The solution for a blunt body requires


that the pressure distribution along the surface be given.


For either case, the expansion data are obtained for a quasi­

one-dimensional flow through a nozzle of arbitrary shape

and the necessary geometry is supplied by the boundary-layer


program, it is not necessary to obtain new expansion data


when the body geometry is changed if the reservoir or


stagnation conditions are held constant. This feature is


useful when parametric studies of different body shapes


are being made for a fixed reservoir or stagnation condition.


The edge conditions which must be specified by the


solution of the inviscid equations of motion are area-ratio,


Mach number, velocity, pressure, and enthalpy. The correct


geometry is obtained by interpolation with the area ratio


as the independent variable for nozzles having a specified


area ratio distribution (quasi-one-dimensional). For blunt


bodies or nozzles with the pressure distribution specified,








Modifications have been made to the MAIN program,


subroutines REED, and EQUIL in the computer program of


Lordi, Mates and Moselle. Listings of subroutine EQUIL


and the MAIN program with the modifications are included.


In subroutine REED, a read statement was added for the


molecular weight of the gas mixture at standard atmospheric







It is" assumed that a listing of this computer program


and the report by Lordi, Mates and Moselle are available.


The velocity, enthalpy, and pressure are converted








Ut = U (Ro * 778.158 * 1.8 x To' x 32.1759/M)j


PL = Logl0 (P x Po)


-HL Logl0 (H x To' x Ms/M) 
Fortran variables not included, in the Lordi, Mates and 
Moselle program are given below. 
MAIN Program 
AFNX1 , Area Ratio at Throat 
AMACHI Mach Number at Throat 
HOR = H'/RGAS, OK 
HORL Log1 0 (HOR)-
PL = Logl0 (P)






HOR = H'/RGAS, 0K 
HORL = Log1 0 (H0 K) 
PL = Logl0 (P) 
RI , Ratio of Successive Temperature Steps 
UUU , Velocity, ft/sec 















M Molecular Weight at Reservoir Stagnation 
Conditions 
Ms Molecular Weight at Standard Atmospheric 
Conditions 
P , P/Po 
P Pressure in Atmospheres 
PO , Reservoir or Stagnation Pressure in 
Atmospheres 
Ro , Universal Gas Constant 
RGAS 
To' 
, Gas constant at Standard Atmospheric 
Conditions, ft2/sec 2 -K 
Stagnation or Reservoir Temperatures, 0K 
U , Dimensionless Velocity 
U' , Velocity,ft/sec 
-161­

C CAL STREAMTUBE VERSION M 
C MAIN PROGRAM FOR NOZZLE FLOW SOLUTION 00250 
IMPLICIT REAL*S(A-H,O-Z) 
COMMON A, AA(22,243, ACCMC2O3, AFNTS, AFNX, ALPIJ(2,10), AMACh, 
1AR, ARBA, ARBB, ASUB(1O), ATP(5), 8(64#20), BCHI(64), BE(64), 
2BET(Z0), BETA(64,20), BLBK(31); BSUB[311; BZERO, C, CAt(64), 
3CAPX(203, CAPXTH(20), CARB, CCPJ(20), CDIJ(20,1O), CEACT(64), 
4CECHII(64),CGI(20), CGMU(20), CH, CHAt CHI(64), CHII(201, 
5CLN1MC(64), CLNPI(64), CLNT, CM, CMA, CMW(20, CRA, CRP, CRRB,CRS, 
6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC, CTMAX, CTMXX, CTP, CTPL, CTT, CX, CXB-,- ­
7CXMAX, DATEST-, -OBTEST, -CEt-i,*DELTL, OELT3, DELTAXt DLnGA, DLOGR, 
SDT, ELJ(1O,20), ELMENT(20), ENT, ETAI(64), ETAJ(20, FLUX, 
9GELJ(1O,20), GJAC20), GJB(2O), GJC(20), GTEST, HDELX, HP(29) 
C 
COMMON PCT, PCTEST, PERTGJ(20), PGJ(201, PI(64), PICHI(64),. 
IPRES, PRESA, PRESB, PRESTH, PRHO, QM(20), QQ(64), RHAP, RHO, RHOB, 
2RHCBAR, RHCC, RHCP, RHPL, RHTH, ROBARA, ROBARP, SAJ(20), SCPG, 
3SOCHI(64), SDELTX, SOT, SEN, SENT(20) Sf-DELX, SHJ(20), SHJA(2(), 
4SHPG, SKIL(20), SC, SL, SL64, SM, S520), SU, SU2, SUMG, TB(30), 
STEMPI, TEST, TESTB, TFA(20), TFB(20), TFC(20), TFO(2C), TFE(2$), 
6TFK(20), THEV(20), TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XPJAT(2C), XNUI(64), 
7XNUIJ(64,20), XNUIJP(64,20), ZP, ZPA 
C 
COMMON IC, IGJ(20), IGM(20) IM, INEQ, INEQV, IP, IRGEAR, IRUN, 
IISC, ISCPI, ISMC, ISMCNR, ISR, ISS ISSNRISSPl,ISSP2,ISSP3,ISSP4 
C 
COMMON ISWIA, ISWB, ISW2A, ISW28, ISW3A, ISW3B, ISW4A, ISW4B, 
1ISW5A, ISW5B, ISW6A, ISW6B, IZERO, ITB(5), IUPD, JJK, KHO, KKUR, 




DIMENSION AAA(22,24), BTA(64,20), CAPQ(31), CCI(20), DGJ(20), -
1GJ(20), SBJ(20), SDGJ(20), SHJAP(20), THEVP(20) 
C 
DIMENSION IGJB(30) 0026u 
COMMON/STDMLW/CMSTD 
C 
EQLIVALENCE ( AA( 1),AAA( 1)), (BETA( 1),BTA( 1)), 
1(BLBK(l),CAPQ(1)),(CAPXTH(1),CCI(1)), (GJA(1),DGJI)),(CAPX(1), 






CALL ERRSET(262t256,-1,I, ,262) 
CALL ERRSET(207,256,-1.1,O,209) 
C - -




lO FORMAT(12HI RESERVOIR-,14//13H TEMPERATURE=,FS.2,gH CENSITY=FII.8 60291 
I,10H PRESSURE=,F9.3//OH ENTIALPY=,F8.4,SH ENTROPY=,F9.4,8H MULEC 0030' 
2ULAR WEIGHT=,F7.4//(1XA6,IPE1.3)) 0031 1 
101 FORMAT(16HI FROZEN THROAT-,14//13H TEMPERATURE=,Fg.6,IIH MASS FLOW 00321 
1=,F8.4,9H DENSITY=,F9.6,1IH PRESSURE=,F9.6) t'-330l 
1G2 FORMAT(911 THROAT-,14/13H TEMPERATURE=,Fg.6,1-IH- MASS FLCW=,FS.4,SH 00340 
1-QDENSITY=F9.6tlOH PRESSURE=,F9.6/IOK ENTHALPY=,FB.4, IOH VELOCITY= 00350 
2,!PE12.4//(IXvA6,E1l.33) 036) 
103 FORMAT(3SH DISCRIMINANT NEGATIVE IN MAIN PROGFAM) 00370 
104 FORMAT(39HI STARTING VALUES FOR DOWNSTREAM RUN - .14//) C038'j 
IC5 FORMAT(13H TEMPERATURE=,FS.6,SH DENSITY=Fg.6,1OH PRESSURE=,F9.6,/ 00390 
1/10H ENTHALPY=,FB.4,IOH VELOCITY=,IPEI2.4,6H AREA=,EII.3,3H X=,E1 Q04') 
2.3//(X,A6,Ell.3) n4l0 
1i6 FORMAT(2OHI DENSITY FIT-ALPHA=,1PE1S.7,CH CONSTANT=,EI5.7) 00421 
io00 FORMAT(1HO,9X,8HA/ASTAR=FIO.5,lX,9HMACH NO.=Flu.5,IX, 
*17HVELOCITY(FT/SEC)=F12.5,1X,14HLOGO(P/PSTD)=FIO. 5,IX, 
*IHLOGIO(HIR)=FlO.5) 
I CALL REED r0430 

































C END PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS


IF(ISW6A-IZERO) 17, 120,'17 490


120 IFfISWlA-IZERO) 121, 4, 121


121 CALL FROZEN 00510


WRITE(6,101) IRUN,CTMAXSMRHTH,PRESTH 	 00520






































C END PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS


IF(ISW3A-IZERO) 39, 6, 39


39 DO 	 40 J=1,ISS


















6 IF(ISW2A-IZERO) 160, 
 

























































GO TO 16 
 




























A A-of Dl 
 
IF(ABS (D)-,00001) 1309130,12 
 





















































































































COMMON A, AA(22,24), ACOM(20), AFNTS, AFtX, ALPIJ(20,10), AMACH,


1AR# ARBA, ARBB, ASUBiC), ATP(5), B(64,20), BCHI(64), AE(64),


2BET(20), BETA(64,20), BLBK(31), BSUB(31, BZERO, C, CAI(64),


3CAPX(20), CAPXTH(2O), CARB, CCPJ(20), CDIJ(20,LO), CEACT(64),


4CECHII(64h)CGI(20), CGMU(20), CH, CHA, CHI(64), CHII(20),


5CLhlMC(64), CLNPI(64), CLNT, CM, CMA, CMW(20), CRA, CRP, CRRBCRS,


6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC, CTNAX, CTMXX, CTP, CTPL, CTT, CX, CXB,


7CXMAX, DATEST, DBTEST, DELTI, DELT2, DELT3, DELTAX, CLOGA, DLOGR,


BDT, ELJ(10,20), ELMENT(20), ENT, ETAI(64), ETAJ(20), FLUX,







COPMON PCT, PCTEST, PERTGJ(20), PGJ(20), FI(64), PICHI(643,


IPRES, PRESA, PRESB, PRESTH, PRHO, QM(20), QQ(64), RHAP, RHO, RHOB,


2RHOBAR, RHOC, RHOP, RHPL, RHTH, ROBARA, ROBARP, SAJ(20), SCPG,


3SDCHI(64), SDELTX, SOT, SEN, SENT(20)v SFDELX, SHJ(ZC), SFJA(20),


4SHPG, SKIL(20), SC, SL, L64, SM, SS(20), SU, SU2, SUAG, T8(30),


5TEPPI, TEST, TEST0, TFA(20I), TFB(20), TFC(20), TFD(ZO), TFE(20),


6TFK(20), THEV(20), TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XMJAT(20), XNUI(64),








COMMON IC, IGJ(20), IGM(20), IN, INEQ, INEQY, IP, IROBAR, IRUN,








"COMMON ISWIA, ISW1B, ISW2A, ISW2B, ISW3A, ISW3B, ISW4A, ISW4B,


LISW5A, ISW5B, ISW6A, ISW6B, IZERO, ITB(5), IUPD, JJK, KHO, KKUR,











DIMENSION AAA(22,24)t ETA(64,20), CAPQ(311, CCI(20), DGJ(20),










































































































DO 13 I=IISS 01360


13 	READ(5,51 (ALPIJ(IJhgJ=I,ISC) 01370


00 14 I,ISR 01380


14 READ(5,5) (XNUIJP(IJ),J=I,ISS) 01390


DO 15 I=IISR 01400




















118 IF(NAFITI1S,20,19 	 01470











GO TO 21 01510

















GO TO 25 01570


24 READ(5,6) ('IGJJ),J=IISS) C158



































































COMMON A, AA(22,24), ACOM(20), AFNTS, AFNX, ALPIJ(20,10), AMACH,


1AR, ARBA, ARBB, ASUB(IO), ATP(5), B(64,20), BCHI(64), BE(t4J,


2BET(20), BETA(64,20), BLBK(31), BSUB(31), BZERO,-C, CAI(64),


3CAPX(20), CAPXTH(20), CARB, CCPJ(20), CDIJ(20,10), CEACT(64),


4CECHII(64),CGI(20), CGMU(20), CH, CHA, CFI(64), CHII(20),


5CLN1MC(64), CLNPI(64), CLNT, CM, CMA, CMW(20), CRA, CRP, CRRB,CRS,


6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC. CTMAX, CTMXX, CTPP CTPL, CTT, CX,'CXB,


7CXMAX, DATEST, DBTEST, DELTI, DELT2, DELT3, DELTAX, CLOGA, OLOGR,


SDT, ELJ(10,20), ELMENT(20), ENT, ETA1(604.)-,,ETAJ(20L,---FLUX,-.­

- 9GELJ(0i2OT. GJA26)'-GJB(20), GJC(20), GTEST, HDELX, HP(20) 
C 
COMMON PCT, PCTEST, PERTGJ(20), PGJ(20), PI(64), PICHI(64),


IPRES, PRESA, PRESB, PRESTH, PRHO, QM(20), QQ(64), RHAPt RHO, RHOB,


2RHOBAR, RHOC, RHOP, RHPL, RHTH, ROBARA, FOSARP, SAJ(20), SCPG,


3SDCHI(64), SDELTX, SDT, SEN, SENT(20), ShDELX, SHJ(20), SHJ(20),


4SHPG, SKILI20), SC, SL, SL64, SM, SS(20), SU, SU2, SUMG, TB(30),


5TEMPI, TEST, TESTB, TFA(20), TFB(20), TFC(20), TFD(20), TFE(20),


6TFK(20), THEV(201, TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XMJAT(20), XNUI(64),








COMMON IC, IGJ(20), IGM(20), IM, INEQ, INEQV, IP, IROBAR, IRUN,








'COMMON ISWIA, ISWIB, ISW2A, ISW2B, ISW3A, ISW3B, ISW4A, ISW4B,


1ISW5A, ISW5B, ISW6A, ISW6B, IZERO, ITB(5), IUPD, JJK, KHO, KKUR,











DIMENSION AAA(22,24), BTA(64,2O},-CAPQ(31), CCI(20), DGJ(20),





































































































































C BEGIN PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS




















































































































Thermodynamic and Transport Properties for a Reacting Gas


Mixture in Chemical Equilibrium


To solve the boundary'layer equations for a reacting


gas mixture in chemical equilibrium, it is necessary to


provide a suitable method for determining the thermodynamic


and transport properties of the gas for a wide range of


pressure and temperature. These data may be given in


curve fit form or a table look-up procedure using an inter­

polation polynomial may be used.


In the present solution of the boundary-layer equations,


the primary emphasis has been'to obtain solutions to pro­

blems where the ratio of the wall enthalpy to the stagnation


or reservoir enthalpy is small and for high Mach number flows.


In these cases, the coefficients of the polynomial curve fit


data may be inaccurate for part of. the range in pressure


and/or temperature (see Lewis and Burgess [1963]). Thus,


a table look-up procedure is used in the solution of the


boundary-layer equations. The tables of thermodynamic


and transport properties have been generated using a


modification of the Cornell Aeronautics Laboratory (CAL)


computer program for arbitrary gas mixtures developed by


Lordi, Mates, and Moselle [1965]. The table look-up


procedure has an additional advantage in that the tables


of properties are used directly without thenecessity of


curve fitting the data. Thus, different gas mixtures may


be considered with a minimum of difficulty.


The modifications made to the CAL computer program


are described below, and a listing of the modified


subroutines are given at the end of the appendix. In








Thermodynamic and Transport Properties


The properties which must be specified are pressure,


temperature, enthalpy, density, specific heat, viscosity,


and Prandtl number. For a given pressure and temperature,







using the reservoir calculation described in Section 2.1


of Lordi, Mates and Moselle [1965]. Subroutines have been
 







To con-form with the boundary-layer program, each


set of data is tabulated 'at a constant pressure with


temperature decreasing, the dependent variables are, H,


p, v, CP, and PR. The data sets are generated with


decreasing pressure. The specific heat, CP, is determined


by numerical differentiation of H in each data s-et. To


provide the necessary data for five-point interpolation


in the boundary-layer program, at least two data sets are


required both above and below the maximum and minimum


pressures of the given problem, and similarly for the


temperature in each data set.










=5 r C i/M.' B1 







* = [ + + (-2) 
The viscosity of the species, pi, is approximated by


curve fit data of the form


c. (A. lnT + B.) 
Pi = e T gm/cm-sec (B-3) 
The curve fit constants are determined by the fitting the


Ii data obtained using the method of Yun and Mason [1962].










The Prandtl number for air and nitrogen have been


obtained by interpolation of the data given by Hansen


[1958] and Ahyte and Peng [1962]-, respectively.


Description of Computer Program
 

The computer program used to generate the tables of


thermodynamic and transport properties of the gas mixture


retains subroutines REED, LIST, INIT, INTA, THERM, MATIN,


and SIMSOL of the CAL computer program. Listings of the


modified or added subroutines are included at the end of


this appendix. It is noted that the common block data in


the modified program are not the same as that for the CAL


program. However, their common block data may be used


without change. A description of the Fortran variables


used in the added subroutines which are not included in











AMU , 	 Viscosity, lb-sec/ft 2 
APR , 	 Prandtl Number (frozen) 
CJ 	 , 	 Mass Fraction of the jth Species 
CMLW , 	 Molecular Weight of Gas Mixture 
CMSTD , 	 Molecular Weight of Gas Mixture at 




COND 	 Thermal Conductivity (frozen) lb/sec-0 R


CP , 	 Specific Heat of Gas Mixture at Standard 
Atmospheric Conditions, ft2/sec 2-oR 
CTAPI , 	 Dummy Variable for CTAP 
CTINIT , 	 Maximum Temperature, 'K 
CTMIN , 	 Minimum Temperature, 0K 




DELTPL , Pressure Increment, Value is Negative 
GAMMA , Ratio of'Specific Heats 
HOR = H'/RGAS, 0K 




















JCTZ , Dummy Variable 
PL LOglo0 P, P in Atmospheres 
PR , Array of Prandtl Numbers 
RGAS , Gas Constant at Standard Atmospheric 



















SPHTRF Array of Cp/R o


SPHTOR Specific Heat of Mixture Cp/RGAS, 0K








The purpose of this subroutine is to compute the


viscosity of the gas mixture using Wilke's semi-empirical


equation. The frozen values of thermal conductivity and








CALL XMUPR -(T, CP., R_CPS, CGI---.GJA, -S-S; -HP-, CMA, YMu', 
... .P R, CON) 
Where 
T , Temperature, 'K 
CP = C/R 
R = 1.98726 gm-cal/gm-mole-K o BTU/lb-mole-0 R 
CCPJ , Specific Heat of jth Species 
CGI , Molecular Weight of ith Species 
GJA , Species Concentration moles/gm 
ISS , Number of Species in Mixture 
HP , Chemical Symbol for Species in Mixture 
CMA Molecular Weight of Gas Mixture at. 
Given Pressure ahd Temperature 
XMU Viscosity, lb-sec/ft 2 (returned) 
PR , Frozen Prandtl Number (returned) 
CON , Frozen Thermal Conductivity, lb/sec-°R 
(returned) 
Description of Variables 
A. 
1 
, Coefficient in Curve Fit Expression forViscosity 
B. , Coefficient in Curve Fit Expression forViscosity 
Ci , Coefficient in Curve Fit Expression for 
Viscosity 
CAPK , Intermediate Variable in Calculation of 
Thermal Conductivity 
EMU . Species Viscosity 
FACI , Dummy Variable 
FACZ , Dummy Variable 
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This subroutine interpolates in tables of Prand-tl


numbers input to the program as functions of pressure


and temperature.. Five point interpolation is used to











CALL PRANDTL (PL, TEMP, PR, NTMP) 
Where 
PL = Logl0 P, P in Atmospheres 
TEMP , Array of Temperature Values 










IJK Undefined for First Call of Subroutine,








J , Array Subscript 
K , Array Subscript


NPL Number of Tables to be Read


NTEMP , Number of Temperature Values in Each 
Step 
PLl , Array of Pressures at which the Prandtl 
Numbers are Tabulated 
PRPLT , Interpolated Values of Prandtl Number 
at Pressure PL 
TI , Array of Temperature Values at Which 






This subroutine determines the first -derivative of-a­

function F -ith r~spedttb the lfndependent Variable X.








CALL DERIVS (X, IE, F, FP)


Where X and F are the ordinate arrays, IE the number


of values in the arrays, and FP is the returned array.


The description of subroutines INTERS and FD5 are








The card input data given below is to follow (in the


order listed) the data cards required by the computer


program described in (2).


Card 1 FORMAT (7F10.5,I5) 
PLMAX Maximum Value of Logl0 P, P in Atmospheres 
DELTPL Increment in Logl0 P, Value is Negative 
CTINT Maximum Temperature, 'K 
DBLCT Increment in Temperature, Value is Negative 
CTMIN Minimum Value of Temperature, 'K 
RHOSTD Density of Gas mixture at Standard Atmospheric 
Pressure, slugs/ft3 
CMSTD Molecular Weight at Standard Atmospheric 
Pressure and Temperature 
JPL Number of Tables to be Generated 
-174­

Card 2 FORMAT (7F10.5,I5) 
GAMMA Ratio of Specific Heats at Standard Atmospheric 
Conditions 
Card 3 FORMAT (7FlO5,I5) 
A (J) Coefficients of Viscosity 
B (J) Curve Fits, One Card for 
C (J) Each Species Considered 
Card 4 FORMAT (515) 
NPL Number of Tables to be Read 
NTEMP Number of Temperature Values 
to be Read in Ti Array 
Card 5 FORMAT (8F10.5) 
TL (K) Array of Temperatures, Input 
in Increasing Increments. Use 
as many cards as necessary. 
Card 6 FORMAT (8F10-5) 
PLI Logl0 P, P in Atmospheres 
Card 7 FORMAT (8F10.5) 
PRI Array of Prandtl Numbers 
Corresponding to PLI and 
the Temperatures Input in 
Array TI. The number of 


































Coefficient in Viscosity Curve Fit


Coefficient in Viscosity Curve Fit


Coefficient in Viscosity Curve Fit



















































COMMON A, AA(22*24), ACCM(20), AFNTS, AFNX, ALPIJ(20,10), AMACH,


lARt ARBA ARBB, ASUB(IO), ATP(51, B(64#20), BCHI(64), BE(64),


2BET(20), BETA(64,20), BLBK(311, BSUB(31), BZERO, C, CAI(64s,


3CAPX(20), CAPXTH(20), CARB. CCPJ(20), CLIJ(20,1OJ, CEACT(64),


4CECHII(64),CGI(201, CGMU(20), CH, CHA, CHI(64)t CHII(201,


5CLNIMC(64), CLNPI(64)t CLNT, CMv CMA,-CMW(20), CRA, CRP, CRRBCRS,


6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC. CTMAX, CTMXX. CTP, CTPL, CTT, CX, CXB,


TCXMAX, DATESTt DBTESTt DELTI, DELT2, DELT3, DELTAX, CLOGA, DLOGR,


80T, ELJ(1O,203, ELMENT(20), ENT, ETAI(64), ETAJ(20), FLUX,


9GELJ(10,2OI, GJA(201, GJB(20), GJC(ZO). GTEST, hDELX, HP(20)
 

COMMON PCT, PCTEST, PERIGJ(20)v PGJ(20), PI(64), PICHI(643,

IPRES, PRESA, PRESB, PRESIH, PRHO, QM(20), QQ(64), RHAP, RHO, RHOB,


2RHOBAR, RHOC, RHOP, RHPLtRHTH, ROBARA, ROBARP, SAJ(20), SCPG,


3SDCHI(64), SDELTX, SOT, SEN, SENT(20) SHDELX, SHJ(20)t SHJA(20),


4SHPG, SKIL(20), SC, SL, SL64t SMt SS(20), SU, 5U2, SUMG, TB(30)v


5TEMPI, TEST, TESTB, TFA(20), TFB(20), TFC(2O), TFD(20), TFE(20),


6TFK(201, THEV(20), TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XMJAT(20), XNUI(64),











COMMON IC, IGJ(20), IGM(2c1, IM, INEQ, INEQV, IP, IROEAR, IRUN,














COMMON ISWIA, ISWIB. ISW2A, ISW2B, ISW3A, ISW3B, ISW4A, ISW48,
 

1ISW5A. ISW5B, ISW6A, ISW68, IZERO, ITB(53, IUPE, JJK, KHO, KKUR,








DIMENSION AAA(22,24), BTA(64,20), CAPQ(31), CCI(201, DGJ(2UI-













































101 FORMAT(IZHO RESERVOIR-,I4//3H TEMPERATUREtFS.2,gH DEhSITY=,F1l.8 00291


1,1MH 	 PRESSURE=,,F9.3//IOH ENTHALPYtLF84,H 	 00300
9kENTROPY=,F9.4,IeH MOLEC 
 









































































































































































































































































































152 FOPMAT(1HO,/115H TEMP H/R RHO XMU


CP/R PRL MOLW Z CP/RF)











COMMON A, AA(22,24), ACOM(20)t AFNTS, AFNX, ALPIJ(20,10), AMACH,


IAR, ARBA, ARBB, ASUB(IiI, ATP(5)t B(64,20)-, BCHI(641, BE(64),


2BET(201, BETA(64,2O), BLBK(31), BSUB(31), BZERO, C, CAI(64),


3CAPX(20), CAPXTH(20), CARB,'CCPJ(20), CDIJ(20,1O), CEACT(64),


4CECHII(64),CGI(20), CGMU(201, CH. CHA, CHI(64)v CHII(20),


5CLN1MC(64), CLNPI(64), CLNT, CM, CMA, CMW(ZO)t CRA, CRP, CRRBCRS,


6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC. CTMAX, CTMXX, CTP, CTPL, CTT, CX, CXB,


7CXMAX, DATESTt DOBTEST, CELTI, DELT2, DELT3, DELTAX, DLOGA, DLOGR,
 

BDT, ELJ(1O,209 ELMENT(20, ENT, ETAI(64), ETAJI201, FLUX,


9GELJEIO,2OJ, GJA(20), GJB(20), GJC(20), GTEST, HDELX, HPI20)


COMMON PCT, PCTEST, PERTGJ(201, PGJC20), PI(64), PICHI(64),


1PRES, PRESA, PRESB, PRESTH, PRHO, QM(2O), QQ(64), RHAP, RHO, RHOB,


2RHOBAR, RHOC, RHOP9 RHPL, RHTH, ROBARA, ROBARP, SAJ(20), SCPG,


3S0CHI(64), SOELTX, SOT, SEN. SENT(20), SIDELXt SHJ(201, SHJA(20),


4SHPG, SKIL(20), SC, SL, SL649 SM, SS(20), SU,5SU2, SUMG, TB(30),


5TEMPI, TEST,'TESTB, TFA(20), TFB(20), TFC(20), TFD(2C), TFE(20),


6TFK(20, IHEV(201, TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XMJAT(2U), XNUI(64),











COMMON IC, IGJ(2O), IGM(201t IM, INEQ, INEQVv IP, [ROBAR, IRUN,














COMMON ISWIA, ISWIB, ISW2A, ISW2B, ISW3A, ISW38 ISW4A, ISW4B,


IISW5A, ISW55, ISWbA, ISW6B, IZERO, ITB(5), TUPD, JJK, KHIO, KKUR,


C" 2KUR(64,20), LC, Ml, NAFIT, NFIT, NIT, NNN,-NNS, NQS, NOT, NTEST


DIMENSION AAA(22,24), BTA(64,20), CAPQ(3I), CCI(ZO), DGJ(20),






























































































































































































































COMMON At AA(22,24), ACC-P(20), AFNTSt AFNX, ALPIJ(20,1O )t AMACV,


IAR, ARBA, ARBB, ASUB(IO)t ATP(51, B(64,20), BCHI(64), BE(64),


2BET(20), BETA(64920), BLBK(31), BSUBC31), BZERO, C,, CAI(64),


3CAPX(20), CAPXTH(20), CARB, CCPJ(20), CDIJ(20,10), CEACT(641,


4CECHII(641,CGI(2O), CGMU(20), CH, CHA, CHI(64), CHII(20),


5CLNIMC(642, CLNPI(64)t CLNTt CM, CMA, CMW(20), CRAt CRP, CRRB,CRS,


6CSTA, CT, CTAP, CTB, CTC, CTMAX, CTMXX, CTP, CTPL, CTT, CX, CXE,


7CXMAX, DATEST, DBTEST, CELTi, DELT2, DELT3, DELTAX, DLOGA, DLOGR,


80T ELJI1O,20), ELMENT20), ENT, ETAI(641), ETAJ(20), FLUX,










.COMMON PCT9 PCTEST. PERTGJ(20), PGJ(20), P1(64), PICHI(64), 
IPRES, PRE9A, PRESB, PRESTH, PRHO, QM120), QQ(64), RHAP, RHO, RHOB, 
2RHOBARt RHOC, RHOPv RHPLi RHTH, ROBARA, ROBARPt SAJ(20), SCPG, 
3SOCHI(64), SDELTX# SOT, SEN. SENT(20), SHDELX, SHJ(20), SHJA(20), 
4SHPG, SKILI2O). SC, SL. SL649 SM, SS(20), SU, SU2, SUMG, TB(30)t 
5TEMPI, TEST, TESTBv TFA(20), TFB(20)t TFC(20), TFD(2O), TFE(ZO), 
6TFK(20), THEV(201, TPRINT, TSTOP, TTEST, UP, XMJAT(20), XNUIC64), 
7XNUIJ(64,20), XNUIJP(64,20)9 ZP, ZPA 
C 
COMMON IC, IGJ(20), IGM(2)v, IM, INEQ, INEQV. IP, IROBAR, IRUN, 




COMMON ISWIA, ISWlB, ISW2At ISW2B IS3A, ISW38, ISW4A, ISW4B, 
1IS5A, ISWSB, ISW6A, ISW6B, IZERO, ITBL5), ZUPD, JJK, KHO. KKUR, 
2KUR(64,20),, LC, Ml, NAFIT, NFIT, NIT, NNN. NNS, NOS, NCT, NTEST 
C 
DIMENSION AAA(22,24), ETA(64,20, CAPQ(31), CCI(ZO), DGJ(20), 
1GJ(20)t SBJ(20), SOGJ(20), SHJAP(20), IHEVP(20) 
C 
EQUIVALENCE I AA( 1),AAA( 1))i (BETA( I),BTA( 1)), 
1(BLBK(I-),CAPQ(1I),(CAPXTH(I),CCI(l)|l (GJA(1),DGJ(1)),(CAPXfI), 








00 1 I=lIsC 03820 
DO I JflISC 0383U 
1 BTA(IJ)=ALPIJ(IJ) 






DO 3 J=IISC 03880 
CDIJIJ)=O.O 







DO 5 I=IISMC 03930 
BET(I =-1.O 03940 










DO 6 K=1,ISC 04010 










00 8 J=I,ISC 04nBU 
8 CCI(I)=CCI(I)+ALPIJ(I,J)*CMW(J) 04090 
IF(IC-IZERO)80,81,80 
80 CAPXCI)=.001 
GO TO 82 
81 CAPX(X)=QN(1) 
82 CONTINUE 






















































































































16 	 N=N+1 04430








DO 17 IflISMC 04460


17 	 AA(J,M1)=-(CDIJ(IJ)-Qp(J)*BET(I))*SKIL(F)+AA(J,MI) 	 04470


18 	 CONTINUE 04480


DO 23 J1.ISC C4490








19 	 AA(J,K)hCAPX(J) 	 04520





















































00 27 L=I,ISC 04700
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